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PREFACE

This volume reports an exploratory study in legislative behavior

on education. The study is an attempt to explicate empirically
the legislative response to education issues under various levels

of partisanship. As with many, empirical studies; it raises more

questions ..than it answers. Hopefully; others will seek further

evidence for certain speculations 'which arise from the analyses

presented here. I
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CRAFTER I

INTRODUCTION

itARTISANSNIP IN EDUCATION ,

This monograph reports an exploratory study of legislative
behavior in the field of education. This study is concerned with
legislators' roll-call voting behavior on education measures under
various conditions of partisanship. Chapter' I presents the problem,
describes the, data and methods of analysis which were used, and
gives a brief description of the research case -- the California
State Legislature between the years 1955:and 1966.

In order to, give context to a statement of the objectives
which govern this study, the, case against partisanship in the determi-
nation of education, policy will be reviewed and evaluated on the
basis of What we: know about party behavior in' legislative contexts.

The_CaSeAainSt 'a Partisan Determination Of 'EdnentiOn' Paley'
,.

NOnpartisanehipr in. educationer.poliCy=inaking deeply: entrenched.-
practice in Most AmerICan;states. .The principle_ of nonpartisanship

. - ,

in , edUCation :has i4en advocated by, Ameridaneducatera fOrwell
. :

.

, . .

over:;kcentury. principle -has :been ,substantiated both in ,'practi'ce ,

and ;theory, has rsurVived manyonelaughts:inAnierican edncation
hiiinrqcniPartiaanshIP' in aducatiOn is ,Part and of 'a .

larger ideOlOgY2whiOh: has develoPed? over,, the lee t century; namely,
the antifielitical ideology; :ThWideOlogy was givensupport by
the actions SOrice :Hann bY the.iinPOrtatiOnOf Ilegelianthought
into American education, by :.the WhiChneCessitited
the removal of' eduCational:policY-Making. at the 'local-level from
multI-Ourpoie governments; :and by .the. more'; articulation ,

'of the:concept ProfessiOnalisi in educatiOn.

A nonpartisan approach to educational policy-making is 'frequently
justified oriieveral grounds. First, it is sometimes argued that
political, parties are irrelevant' to the interests of the' educational
system. Dean::,Cubberly used' to say that there Is no Republican
or Demociattc'way ,tn build a' bridge, nor is there a Republican
or Democratic way, to teach a Greek. What he was trying to point
out was that ,educational 'policy problems transcend political party
concerns. Fuithermore- these who argue thatilar ties' are 'irreleyant
to educational problem's point out. that parties, haVe no special
machinery to 'deal with. educational" matters.. They haYe no Means
by which to 'create exnerts in the field, of edudation. If and' when
, parties "do get involved with eduCation, their motives for doing'.
so must be held suspect for their interests go beyond interests
in "good" edUcatiOn: This type Of argument against. almrtisan
involvement and approach. to' education policy ,might be labelled ,

"the argument 'from irrelevance;"



'A, second' type of...argument 'is. sometimes proposed against:p.artisanship
in :,the determination, of education policy .which reverses .:certain assumptions
of the. first,;argument It , seined pies ''argued the ',:parties would !...
ailor educatiOrial systems' according: to their -own; :ideOlogy This prospect

Would have:ft tti,htening., consequences . For ,,example;":,;if the Bepuli lican party
Were : anlideOlogically 'oriented.' party it would, gained Ile
power

.

shape :the' educational ;Sys tein in such' a' way, that its _ideology, would ,
.,:be premoted,-- ,theclassrooms.: Education would, in thiS case ,'. be .doctrinal'

and. laden with prOpagenda..,This.:.tYPe of ,argument ',Might be labelled "the., ,
argument from ideological dominance."

kthird . eignMent follows ,frbm , the:. Second.' If:. political .parties ,were'
. . . ,

deeply.'inVolved 4dUcation, they 'Would upon obtaining 'power in govern-
ment,.

,

ment,,' 'shape eduCational:-finanee' and .'curriculum policies, as well"-as the-
adMinistratiVe stinctUres;. according ' to. their :,objectives at the tine. ',If

,.,another partY...gaine&Power :end proceeded to 'de.Iikewiee,..,'great7discontin7
-nitieS in the educational ,:sys tem.' would ..-acenr ..SoUrid'edueatiOn ..Would' not'
be possible ,unleSa:.ihere.,-were7'stability:.and 'Continuity the school, System..

-":.7,ose who propose this argnment.'against a' partiSan approach,. to...education
pOliCY..'easunie,.....,contrary to. those ,who, ,propose '..the Second 'arguMent;:,;(that
par ties; 'are for the most ,part, nat,:,ideologicallY, inclined ...':TheY'-';are,
instead. oriented toward. expedient actions :andimmediate gratification.
This 'argnMent.,.might be ,'1abelled.."the',. argument'from ''ShOrt-teirs',eiPedient .11

A, keurth.. argument agairiat partisanshiP'..in education is a "tactical ".
. , . .

:Srgupient. 2,It' is ::applied.: to the strategies of major' cOngloMerates of,
... educational: interestl.groups: It ..is,: yery,frecinently, proposed, especially

adVacatearepresenting..:maj or :edUcationalinterest 'groups,
`that alignment with one'Party,...,or another ',1s,,a' very-. dangerous ' ,political ..s.
tactic for those '.who'articulate. ,the interes ts aclucntion . For :example ;.

. if .'a edneatierially.:interested:: Organiiation. aligns itself,. With., a ,
given party.;,'in _Pewer,...,that organization`. will beCeme inef feetiVe, when' another
Party. gains other".words;: forredUcati*to maintain. a ,PowerfUl .

. voice 'political systems where 'educational- policy is .decided', its spokes
.;mcn must neutral :relationships- 'to, the Parties:.2, It

aSsumed;Jby r.44pe,wha: argue,-::ft.thi t trategy,,cPPPic1eiat ions that.
..

.politiCal:,parties,- in their way; are Punitive towards 'certain major
interests in 'the socieiY.'. This argument might be labelled lithe argument
from retribution."

Several. aspects of these, arguments countering 'Partisanship in education
are noteworthy . First, the concept of. partisanship as it pertains to these ,

several arguments 'is rarely 'exPlicated or' stipulated. What does the word
"partisanship" mean in the context of these several arguments? Certainly,
there is' no attempt to deny in these arguments' the .importanCe of party' .

machinery in the recruitment and election of 'legislators. But what partisan-
ship is and what its role should be in the organization' of. legialative.
bodies ,and in the -,process of legislation remains equivocal. ;'Second, there
Seems to be an assumption running through the arguments listed above that
the educational 'system, as well' as, the group's which are, desi gne,d,' to arti-
culate "public interest", with' respect to edneation, are very delicate
and sensitive,' if not politically TiowerlesS, inatrnMentalities It is
assumed: that the school-system, for example, ceuld not withstand the'
discontinuities. which _supposedly would oceur:Should education become a
major .fOCal -point for political party involVeMent in policy. It is assumed
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W . .

that the educational. system could not provide .ih6::fundimental:',Oontinnity :, ,..., . ,

,and stability tO, withstand the supposed 'vicissitudes which are the pre-.
,; dicted..consequenaesof partisanship:.in education ,Policy-making. Third;,-

. , . . .

:i.t .should be, noted .that the last type of arguinent. is not directly relevant
.

'to the issue. If it is adjudged to be 'ige' for an education interest .'
. group to assume ',a. nonpartisan posture in dealing ,i4t1r education Polley'

maker..4 -nothing :'about the wisdom of :parties assuming independent roles on
education issues has beentimPlied.: , .: - , ., .' ' ..

.

The arguments, against partisanship- in education have not grown into
a systematic or well-developed normative theory, but they do strike at
the heart of one of the most salient controversies in American politics,
namely, the issue Of party responsibility.

Many political scientists and politicians have argued that a partisan
approach to policy generally' results in a more effective, a more responsible,
and a more representative party system. The 1950 report of the Committee
on Political Parties Of: the American Political Science Association makes
the following observations:

An effective party system requires, first, that the
, parties are able to bring forth programs to which they

conrinit theniselVes . and, second, that the parties ,possess
, sufficient- internal- cohesion to carry' out these programs. , ,

.. The fundamental requirement (in 'developing accountable
parties) is a two-party system in ..w .c opposition
party acts as the critic of the party in power, devel-

, ,Opirig, defining, and presenting the policy alternatives
which are neceSsaryfor a true choice in reaching public'

I I

' deCiSion. '.. : : S:..,, ..* :- : .. ,.,,.
, :

, . , ,, :

A'ationgerparty system is :less likely to give cause
for the deterioration and confusion of purposes which

:

sometimes passes.' for compromise but is really an
:unjustifiable surrender 'tOriariciw interesti. Compro-
mise among interests 'is compatible with the aims of a :-

free society only when the terms of reference reflect
an openly acknowledged concept of the public interest.
There is every reason to insist that the parties he
held accountable to the public for the compromises
they accePt.1

The point of view expressed by the Committee is diametrically opposed to

1. Toward a More Responsible Two-Party System, published as a supplement
to The American Political Science Review, XLIV (September, 1950),
pages 17, 18, and 20, respectively.

3



the arguments ,against a partisan ,aPproach. to'education The.
Committee views the ,paity, as the', Meehan's:4 for, 'bringing . programs to
fruition. It: secs ',the _Minority party as. a true opposition party which ,

. . .

serves as a critic of the majority party and as a .means ,by which policy
. , , ., .

alternatives are ,developed. - . ,,, .:' , ,* .

,

Stephen K. Bailey, analysis of American' NatiOnal._Parties, ..
, .

'contends that there ., is :'a '_diffusion of party:,pcnoer'' in-AMerican'-politice -
and that this diffusion 'has...very serious ,,and!.'Multiple consequences He '

. claims _that the.dif fusion of political., party power leads. to a "government
,

by fits, and starts ill:A form of public %-rhich.:lacka ."rationality, and .

...

consistency;' series of ''comprOMiSes _Which "to fall ,iaith'eensiderable'.., . ,

regularity on the side-. of the minority rather than the majority, 'interests ; "
,

and finally, it leads to a dissipation and .diScOuregement 'Of...,"desperatelY;
_ .

needed criticism of both,: doeStie and foreign policy "2

- : , ' . ,, : , : ' .:.
. ,. , .. , ', .. . , , , ,

-
. . ,

The arguments which : support 'a more teSponsible:061i tidal,. party syS tem
leave ; a .numberi of iipor tan t :questions unariSwered.-. How much party .respon-
sibility, de '.Te eurtently.;'have. in the 'several:fields' ell'Puhlie:PolicY?,

;".. It..:jis .assumed , that we Ilai e':Very., little Party' responsibility , but the evidence :,

, ,. , ,

On':this _.question is nes'i'',ir'."1:. ,Indeed, there isjVery' little,' research -to back.: .'''.
,

...... np the argucients of:those...who ProPose,. a-mcirereaponsible -political, party ; -,:

system and those, particularly those -in..;,.:SdniatiOn, ,ho would like'Policy
issues, (especially in .education):te-Override party ;'.COnsiderationa:'':

. ' , , ,, .,..
The'.'dehate between those -,who propOSe,,a..more responsible 'poll tical

party system and those in 'education' who would,_ like education to be a 'policy,

field jet apart from partisan interests and concerns has proceeded on the
basis of very '.inadeqUate, knowledge., about , the nature' of American political
parties, and the..way.,-,theY behave in legislative areriai. ' .

The Characteristics Of Partisan and Nonpartisan Legislatures

Since World War II a great spate of books, and articles, have been
concerned with partisanship in legislative systems . Fundamentally, these
studies have explored two questions: (1) unaer what conditions does
legislative partisanship occur? (2) What are the consequences of partisan-
ship in legislative bodies for other units in the political system? There
are a number of studies which use party affiliation as a predictor of
legislative voting behavior; none, deal exclusively with education.

In an attempt to synthesize the findings. about party, Malcolm Jewell
summarizes some of the findings with respect to conditions under which
partisanship occurs:

2. Stephen K. Bailey, The Condition of our National Political Parties,
(New York, Fund for the Republic, 1959), pp. 4-5



Of the .many contrasts among: state legislaturea ,*
:perhaps the greatest are in of.. roll
Call voting: 1In aa few: states :party- aligninent,:
thoUgh evident on :only, a fraction of. re11-calls,
appear to be :the most significant 'factora'.: ; On the
other hand,:.in some .,states partyi;alignritaiitS. are
Seldom or: neiiei,:significant Party:

i most likely: in states where each of1'the .

Parties; is relatively- honiegenOUS,and policy-
oriented, where there is bipolari
zatiod, along Urban4iiirai lineS': :*This tends to
occur in the most 'industrial `states: It may
be:significant, at least' temporarily, where,. ;

second Party:is rebuilding and challenging the'.;
majority' party: In two -party :States where the
parties.arties do:net stand:for, anything, the parties
are likely to :vote as : blocs :only:on .issues ,af feet ing
their,. narrOw interests : If there is no pattern...of;

,.Party voting; e.wide 'variety Of factional, regional,
or urban- rural petternS may'faripear: These are.

. Unlikely to'.last: long' or to ;,encompass: many: issues;
they apPear and.diSappear withj'Changing issues,
circumstances;;` Pergonalities:oril;the political

.

scene.': Withont Party voting,, there :is little
.

pattern-tO the
. . ,

.
,

, ., .. ..
.IO.anothdr recent .. study, Frank. SOranf found :that. in'':Pennsylvania, partisan-.. :

'was
. ,

.. ship in the legislature was reinforced by constituency' characteristiCs..
''': '.Democrats dominated the urban ,areas while tWRepublican's maintained- 'a

.kural'bese'Of:'influerCe.4It7, ' a p P e a r s .that:in:.states such:::asNew:York,
Connectictt:Massachusetts;Rhode:Ipland;: and .Penrsylania;r:'fairly :well.

'disciplined,arid.,coheSive partieSydevelon-.ii(:the".legislatures largely
:.because'of7,ConstituenCyl based ',dif ferences ', between the Parties... .:These '..

'statea4rePopUlOus; ,highly iindnitrialized,Urbanized,' and.:diversified.,..: :.
. .... , .. . .. , -. .

However,; even in these states the ideal type of, partisan model is
hardly approximated. There is :'a great deal of party unity, but it fluc-
tuates from issue to issue. Party lines are clearly drawn on certain kinds
of policy and organizational questions but not on others. Parties in, these
states attempt to be relatively flexible on policies so that they can
accommodate major shifts in the distribution of public opinion. Further-
more, party conflict in these states is usually on liberal-conservative
issues.

3. Malcolm Jewell, the State Legislature. Politics and Practice,
(New York: Random House, 1962) p. 75.

4. Frank J. Sorauf, Party and Representation: Legislative Politics
in Pennakania, (New York: Atherton Press, 1963) p. 41.



It is quite evident from available research that party interests cut..
through a variety, of public policy question:S.5 In a highly inter-party
competitive legislative system, the welfare and survival of the party is
a 'pervasive theme in the organization of the legislature,. in legislative
strategy, and in policy. Thus conflict is frequently intense on such
matters as electoral law, internal organiiational procedural questions,
appointments ,..and patronage.. Particularibitter.Intep-party 'conflicts
:occur .on the reapportionment of 'electoral. districts,. :yTo what eXtent ,

partisan :Conflicts On:these. rather narrow:thotigh'iMportent- issues spill .

over .on subitantiVe policy matters is difficult to. determine.
., . , .

,' 'Social, and economic diversity, however,. are not the only factors WhiCh
contribute 'toward the,. develoPment Par tiSanship' in ..Iegislatnrei. William
Anchanan .. found that a partisan Sprit: developed,in;,the 'California 'State .
Legislaturel:as:a:,result :Of. tin, major factiori.,First, 'the DemoCrais .gained
the'MajoritY in both. housea::,and:.Won-'tha goVeFnershiP in ,the elections ,of
1958... neW-poaition., of: ,dominance in ietate government and an :ideoH.
logically7hased:pragram.of-legislation increased .the;dagree,.of party
cohesiveness. SeCond.; he 'found that -individual leade*10 :perionalities..,eSPeCialli_thosa;:iiiih:intense :loyalties .ie* party organization;. outside
the Legislature';, contrihuted .a great deal the :development:-of; Tiartisan-.
ship in California.

,

'1,' There have,been a number .,cif studies,, including Buchanan.'s which,:
have::fOcused ow.nonpartisan legislatures and_ legislatute dominated by

BuchananrfoUnd:that.during:the nonpartisan era.. of "Cali-
fornia,. , ,,:Legislature. fUnCtioned as wall ad..,any
competitive or: partisan:legislature. 'pe'concludes' that tliere arc
,internal.legislatiVe ',operations which,ohly ;a party can.,perform.",'Were
importantly,, he :,conclOdcs that: ."nonpartisan,, syi tem. fails to

'Legielature.:te.:Other elements Of.,the political system, (e.g.; the Governor',"
noppartisan:ilegialature deeMed::"to'be -par ti-

to the lobbyists., Buchanan seeins,:to.f.suggest that, party
COheiiveaeSsii a cOUntervailing factor.'which 'protects-:- the legislative'
.system from undue pressure group:influences.... Ile,:;also. concludes .thatithe
..nonpartiSariSYStem is very PeorlY. adaPted to .communication . with . its .

constituency. 'It is inscrutable arid., incomprehenaible to the public at
large and,'consequently, information blockages develop.

Nonpartisan legislatures as well as those legislatures dominated by
a single party develop intra-party or inter-party factions. This was the

5. See Duncan MacRae, Jr., "The Role of the State Legislature in
Massachusetts," American Sociological Review, xix (April, 1954),
pp. 185-94.

6. William Buchanan,Legislative Partisanship: The Deviant Case of California,
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1963) .

7. Ibid.,. p. 150.



,case. in California during its .aonpartisan' era; it was 'also found to be ,the.:
case .in Florida. In' a 'study:'of the Florida'.Senate, Parsons found:

:.that there . is :a .pat tern- of cOnflici:Within -the.
one7Party "dominance the Florida Senate', displayed .,
on 'issues aii..,tile:'Control of its .predideney and'
committees and diirisiOna on. Controversial.
roll - call.' Voted,.: that apProximateS ' the operations
of :a tWo7party system; pattern oCcUrs
along oppodition betWeen constituencies
of continued 'Democratic dominance: in ,Ithe
social change- and'emergent'; arid '.0emo-

.

ciatiC Constituencies that lack' any strong semblance
of either... . .

In nonpartisan or one-party legislatures, therefore, it would appear that
factions, especially if based on. constituency dif ferences, perfOrM,tsome of,
the competitive functions which 'parties serve in full-fledged two-par ty
legislatures.

These brief, references :to studies of partisan and '.ncinpartisaif...::
, . .

legialatUred ,Seem..t.O.siggest..fariother reason why. edu,cationists'inay: be
Opposed to 'partidanshiP:in :educCtionai it is the Case::,.
that partisan legislatures are:: sOmeWhat more imperViOus to interest 'grOwp,

:preee9Lresand, that` nonpartisanship legislatures prOvide .greater, access-: to
00-."341. interests, ,theii; self-interest; on}the,,Part 'education ,.grOnns' is
serv.'d .aPProach,to edtiCatiOnalf:PcilicY. The effeet: of.

that the legislature may yery-rWellbeCome relStiirely
autonomous in its search for -edticatiOnat -PoliCy '. al ternatiVes and in its .

final:..cleeidions..on. Policy:
-

,

Objectives of the Study
. :" , .

This study is concernad.,,Witkr, the consequences of nonPartisanshiP
. and

partisanShip': for eduCatiorial,;POiiey. '...SpecifiCallY,: the :.otijCtivs of this. .
,

are as . .

.

1. To,determine th.e; changed which, Occur pit terns.... of
voting on:education measured. when. the intensity'. of partisan-.
ship, increases;

2. To compare' the' patterns 'of voting on*education measures in
the lower and upper, houses of a. legidlature which undergo
a. transition in the level of partisanship; and

3. To determine programmatic and interest group effects of
changes in the level of partisanship .

. Malcolm B. Parsons, "Quasi - Partisan, conflict in a one-party Legislation
System--The Florida Senate," American Political Science Review LvI (1962),
p. 605.
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The objective of . this study.,:, theri-, is to explicate empiricalli the meaning
? ,,,

of:."legislative, partisanship- for 'educational policy.: in order' 'to do this
completely, :of 'course,' many. Other ,:aspeCia '. In addition_ tO: refl.-call 'Voting .. r" k

WOUld need, to be examined and studied., : These iinuld inelucIC.',.for 'examPle, :,
. , patternsof ....legislators involvement ':.in edneation,.'relationships between

interest 'groups and ,',.Political; parties, arid 'the- :leg islative'.itrategies of
'political parties' With. respect to education.policy. ) . ., ,:i

. . ,.

MO...Setting of the stiidy. .is :the. California ,State Legislatnre between :,
the years 1955 and ].966 .'. ,It was during- this .t ine. that the LegiSlature.Made '

a tinrisitiOnfrom:.factiOnalismi-,to :iariisansliiii..,7here were.,, three diStin".7
guishab le ,periodS2 of 'development during, ti.-0... time ',- aE, period 'of' "transi..- ',
tiOnal;;PolitiCi:"thiring :Which, nonpartisOn,:faOtionalism :PreVailed In the.' ,

.LegislatUre,,zind,the education,:inter'esE grOUPSdeMinated :educational', ...:...'.
'deciaiOn--Making...(105.571954),,", a' period;,of. , moderate partisanship. when major ..

reforms'-'in. edueatiOn',were anacted:;'and the major interest ,groUPs had their
political .power .very'. considerably diminished ,(195971962);, and' a period of
intense: partisanship'. during WhiCh the major interest, grdupa' accommodated

tvtheir programs : and strategies', to the .par ti .San. apprOach ' to educational:. ,..:
. ,POlicy-Making .0.96.371966i... : The first perip02,produced -, educational: policy

.WhiCh' waS':.;largeljradvantageons. to the rural'. areas of California; . the. :,,,.,,.

. aecond':period , .: the ,periOd , of educational reform, was one in which,:thi'
. Legiiiature, to -ia very .large:extent , at teMPtedito accommodate subUrbiin and ,

middle7Class educational. interests;.' and the partisan 'era was "one in which 1 ,

'the:Legislature heeded . the lOWer-class urban l'edneitiorial:' crisis ..',, . ...
. : .. .. ,, ,. . .. .. . . ........ , .

This .study, is .largely explOratory.,'in nature. : 'Although no attempt is'. i

made to :test- hypotheses, a serious effort; fs,'Made to develop a :perspective, :
'On Partisanshi In eduCatiOn. .

.

.

DATA AND METHODS .0F: ANALYSIS

. . . .

studies ',Which anal). tie roll - calls,;, 'and studieS ,Which analyze large',
. studies eau be., grouped:, basical.," into two ,categories:.
, . . ,

,numberS' :of :roll-calls.% :This' study:1. falls' the latter category. ---This
second category can in turn be divided betWeen those studies of ,legislative
voting which deal with a total population of roll-call votes, and those,
studies which are based on samples of roll-call votes. This study is
concerned with' a sample of legisiative voting, i.e., those rollLcalls
which were taken on education, measures.

The first task in the selection of roll-calls was to identify education
bills. The' task was to 'select from 'a population of roll-calls those which
related to education policy. Policy-related selection criteria, however,
are extremely difficult to operationalize. One might , for example, define
the concept of education, and, then proceed to use the criteria which define
"education" as identifying characteristics. That is to say, one might
apply the 'definitional criteria in this case to the content of legislation
and maize a' judgment as' to whether or not the criteria are met in the content
of a given piece of proposed legislation. However, this procedure has great
hazards for the simple reason that it involves such a high degree of subjec-
tivity. Using such a "rational" procedure could result in one or two types
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of errors. The judge may include in the category of issues relating to
, education measures which legislators voting on the issue see as involving

something other than education. Or the judge may exclude from the category
of education bills, bills which do in fact belong to that categorY.

To prevent subjectivity in the determination of whether, dr not a
given bill is an education bill, the folloiwng objective procedures were
used In this study an education bill is defined as meeting at least one
of the following criteria:

1. the measure proposed chages in the Education Code; or
,, .

2. , the measure was referred to either , the Assembly or Senate
Education Committee; or

, ; 3. the measure was 'listed by one or more of the major. education ,-

interest groups as being, relevant to education. ,

To identify education bills which .met ',the third criterion' a. thorough
search 'of ' interest group: literature was ., made to identify what measures
they considered to be relevant to education: Each, of the major interest,
groups -- the . Cali fornia --Teachers, Association, the: California School
Boards Association, the: California ;Federation of Teachers, the California
Association of School Administratore, the California State Department, of
Education, . and:. the California Parent-Teachers Association -- produce' .: materials during and after each 'legislative 'session, which lists and, in

, , ,

many 'cases ,sumMarize, the various, measures which they 'consider' relevant to
their interests.. This is done. in the':'form of . legislative bulletins, ..

. newsletters, 'summaries of legislative action, and ,Other forms of formal'
..communication with their respective constituencies.. These sources became
relevant in identifying certain of the education bills.

..

The reasons .why the ',third criterion was necessary in the identification
of education., measurei,',-1.6 the relatively narrow , scope permitted by the .
first,. two,.:,criteria. Mot allmeasures which affect education: or. its admin-,.:
istration affect the 'Education-Code. A number of consitutional :amendments, ,

fiscal measures;, and measures which change electoral procedures do not ,..,

change the' Education 'Code. Certain, of 'the measures which do not change
the Education. Code -ire , referred to one or , another of the education commit-
tees -in the Legislature However, even on the second 'Criterion a number
of vital education measures would:be eliminated. Certain, ,constitutional
amendments affecting education or relevant to education -are , not referred.

.,'. to either of the education committees.' The ,same is true for a number of
measures . which deal with public' policy, in 'areas:which- intersect 'education .

'and other 'policy domains such as welfare or health. Thus, the third
..'criterion was essential for extending the selection of measures identifi-'''
able' as .education, measures. : ,

.,_ ,

The results of the search' for education measures are given in Tables
la and . The burden of education, legislation .did 'not 'increase' steadily,.

. during the'.period 1955-1966. The number' of education' measures introduced
,,d,uring the 1957.'58. term was extraordinarily 'high. was' not until the,

term that the total number of..- education measures'. again exceeded
90. ; In Table la 'we note a steady PrepOrtional increase in the number of
measures introduced. Education, legislation increased from 9.8% of all

9'

'.



TABLE

NUMBER OF. EDUCATION MEASURES, BY, HOUSE MD TERM, 1955756

House' 1955-56 1957-58 19.59-66. 953,62 1963-64 1965-66

Assembly
. .

Senate

Total

-14(* 570. 1431 517 607 787

2140, 332 228 262 *311 3014

%Oa; 90k . 659% 779 , 916% 1,091

TABLE 1.2

EDUCATION 'MEASURES AS A PERCENT, OF ,TOTAL NUMBER OF

BILLS INTRODUCED,' BY TERM, 1955-66

House 1955756%

AsseMbly 9.5%

TOtal 14,273)

Senate 10.3% :

Total bills (2,332)

1957-58 ;159-60

11.7% 12.8 %

%(14',862) . (3,365)

10.7% 12.7%

(3,100) (1,795)

1961 -62 1963-64 1965-66

111.3% 16 .2% 20.5%

(3,6011): (3,7)42) (3;848).

114.2% 16.11% 17 ;204

(1,8146) (1,898) (1;766)

All Education 9.8% 11.3% 12.8% 114.3%. 16.3% 19.14%

Total bills (6,605.) (7,962) (5,160) (5,45o) (5,640) (5,44)
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billS:introduced in'19,55-56 to 19,41 sin 1°65-66. The proportional increase
was steady. This increase obtains for both Assembly and Senate initiated
education legislation.

Having identified education measures introduced in each house, we
then traced the'legialative history of each of, the identified bills. For
each bill which was considered and voted on;'on one or'bOth of the floors
of the legislature, the roll7CAlls were recorded if hey'mat'with each of
two' conditions. 'First, at least' 75% of the members of the House' in which
the vote' was takenregistereda roll-call vote onthe measure. Second,
the roll-call was recorded if at least 10% of the participating voters ,
registered'a vote contrary to the majority. The results. of this selection
procedure are given in Table 1.3.

The number of selected roll-calls on education measures increased'
ratherdramatically'dnring the'period under consideration.' In,the,Assembly
there were only 22 selected roll-calls for 195556,but by1965766'there
were 89. In' the AssemblYthe number of selected- tell-calla/increased
steadily during this,period, though the 'increase in-theSe4te was quite' :

irregular. It should also be noted that, the number of rolicalls selected
is considerably less for the Senate than for the Asaembly-The 'difference
is particularly marked in 1961-62.

The selected roll-calls were submitted to a cluster analysis. This
analysis technique will now be explained briefly.

Once the.roll=calls had been selected,-recorded, and prepared for
analysis, it.' was necessary. to reduce the large'number of variables (roll -
calls) to a smaller number of composite variables which sampled the domain
of `forces which determined individual' differences in, roll-call voting
behavior. In the language Of.Cluater analysis, there weretwo tasks
involved here: (1) to select,the'MUtually:collinear sets of roll-calls,
sufficient to reproduce.all er nearly'aWOf the intercorrelations among
the roli-calls and 'all or nearly,a1Aoftheir communalities. 'The.taski
in short, was to group: those'roll,calis.which

cOuld,be:objectively'demon-
strated.to be similar.. into a COMpositel:or'cluster. The roll' -calls 'Mach
define, orsample a giVen domain of variance"in roll -call, voting should be
different froM.the-definers of other composites or clusters. That is to
say, the clusters would have the prOperties of Icithin-group similarity,
between-group difference."

The. completely objective feature that-describes the similarityof'the
definers of a composite or cluster,,andconsequently,-helps'to,differentiate
it,from,other clusters or composites,-is:theTroPerty Of collinearity.
.When-two variables -are collinear theY::,May:besaid to be "congruent" to
have the saMeshape-of correlation profiles across other correlations in
the matriO''The variables-in a given-Composite or cluster reveal within-
group similarity from the fact thit,theY have similar correlation profile

9. See Robert C. Tryon, Theory of the BC TRY System: Statistical Theory,
(mimeographed) pp. 62-64.
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TABLE 1.3

NUMBER OF SELECTED ROLL CALLS ON EDUCATION MEASURES,

BY HOUSE AND TERM,- 1955-66

House 1955-56 1957-5 1959-60 1961-62 1963-64 1965-66

Assembly 22 38 67 72 78 89

Senate 16 17 40 23 32 85

12



lines. (The measure for collincarity used here is the index of propor-
tionality, P2) .

Each collinear set of roll-calls may be viewed as a composite of
variables (tests) which sample a cluster domain or dimension. In this
study the cluster domain or dimension may be a domain of influence,
leadership, ideology, or attitude. Test samples, it should be emphasized,
are drawn from large domains; thus, any composite score of a subject on
a subject on a finite sample is not necessarily the exact score he would
have' if it were based on a more extensive set of equally acceptable test
samples (roll-calls) draWn from a' domain. In other words, there are
limitations of domain sampling which need to, be assessed. The sampling
error of cluster composites must be determined. This type of domain
sampling error is estimated by the value of the correlation coefficient
of the observed scores with domain scores earned by the subjects on an
indefinitely large battery of tests, all equally representative of the
domain. Such a'correlation coefficient is called the domain validity
coefficient of the observed score. The expression "validity" carries
its usual meaning, namely, the degree to which individual differences in
fallible scores reflect individual differences in "true" scores -- in
this case hypothetical scores made by the subjects on an indefinitely
large battery of tests' drawn from the given domain.

The validity coefficient for the given cluster of roll-calls can'
only be estimated, since it is impossible to expose legislators to an
indefinitely large battery of measures for roll-call responses. The
estimates can be developed from available knowledge of the intercorre-
lations between the observed variables which define a given cluster.
The estimation formula is as follows: See page No assumptions are
involved in this, formulation -- only the definition of the score of a
domain being composited from scores on many variables collinear with the
existing set. The relative contribution of each definer of a cluster to
the validity, coefficient of a composite score is indicated by the size
of the definer's communality.

Another index of how much composite or cluster is subject to error
because of 'limitations of text sampling is its reliability coefficient.
The reliability coefficient of a cluster score, or of any composite, is
defined here as its correlation with a second composite consisting of
definers "strictly comparable" to the, existing first, set. When the
strictly comparable set is defined as being collinear with the observed
definers, the correlation is called an "internal consistency" reliability
coefficient. -These values are simply the squares of the validity coeffi-
cients. The internal consistency coefficient is a lower-bound of the
reliability coefficient of a composite. If .a hypothetical and, strictly
comparable set of cluster definers are collinear with the existing definers
and are, considered repeated measures of the existing definers, then the
estimated correlation-between the observed composite and the parallel
hypothetical composite will necessarily be higher than the internal con-
sistency reliability. This higher coefficient is termed the parallel
form reliability coefficient, or, the "stratified reliability" of a com-
posite. It this study, in order to assess the internal structure of the
discovered clusters of roll-calls only internal consistency reliability
coefficients are used. They are referred to as "alpha reliabilities." .

13
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where:

and,

Cis = a,+ b

Ehi2 + 2Erii

Si + 2Erii

(Raw compoilte cluster score)

where a, b, . . Si are the defining variables
of Cis in standard score form,

Ci = E6 Eb + . Esi

Cb4* Cs

and,- Ehi2 =

and,

(Domain score)

where Ea = + + all + . aN:= Ca

(a, el, etc., are exactly collinear
variably).

+ hb2 + . . s i
= Sum of diagonal elements

Erii = Sum over the correlation matrix of definers, excluding
diagonals.
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The selection of mutually collinear sets of roll-calls begins with
the correlation matrix of the variables (roll-calls) with the communal-
ities (the communality of a variable is defined as the amount of its
variance predictable by N-1 variables in the selected pool of items) in
the principal 'diagonal cells. In this study, the correlations were based
on matching Ns, i.e., on those votes registered by legislators who parti-
cipated in both of any pair of roll-calls. This procedure was used in
order to overcome the effects of missing data or non - votes. (clue to absences
or abstentions). Starting with this matched N correlation matrix of roll-
calls, the first set of mutually collinear variables is determined and, by
a special forM of partial correlation, scores on this first cluster
dimension or composite are partialled out of each of the correlations in
the matrix. The resulting matrix is called the "first factor residual
matrix." The second dimension is defined by z newly-weighted composite
of the variables, scores onwhich arc partialled out of the first residual
matrix, the result of which forms a second residual matrix. This proce-
dure is continued until a final residual matrix is formed of entries that
are classed as "trivial."

A trivial matrix of residuals is ,one in which the values are so small
as to be considered inconsequential for the chmelopment of additional
dimensions or clusters. One can make a judgment on how many dimensions
to retain by scanning the matrix of residuals. An, indication of how many
dimensions to retain is a proportion of the communalities predictable from
scores on the dimensions. Since the communalities located on the diagon-
als of the correlation matrix represent the amount of common variance
among the variables, the cluster analyst should keep his eye on what is
happening to them during the factoring process. As factoring or clustering
proceeds, the portion of, the variables' communalities that is accounted
for'by the dimension is computed. When a salient amount, say around 95%,
is accounted for, it is usually not fruitful to continue factoring because
any additional single dimensions would account for, less than about 5% of
the communalities of the variables. Such a dimension would have very
narrow generality. The program used in this study is designed to factor
97.5% of the sum of all estimated, communalities. However, the exhaustion
of this high percentage of communalities was, for the most part, impossible
in this study.

Each of the twelve sets of selectedio1F-calls (six sets of Senate
roll-Calls, six sets of Assembly,ro117calls) were submitted to a variable
cluster. analysis. The'first attempt at clustering was always"blind" or
strictly empirical. NoatiemptWas, made to establish EO:oriori:thedefiners
for any cluster domains. The results of empirical'clustering procedures
were then examined carefully and evaluated on the lollowing criteria:

1. 'Inner structure of clusters: an examination of the
domain validities and alpha reliabilities of the sets
of composites or clusters which' were revealed in the
empirical process;

2. Structural generality: to determine how important each
cluster was and how general its variation was across
the variables in the study;
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3. Structural relationships of the clusters: an exami-
nation of how:independent or interdependent the
Clusters. were; and

4. Sufficiency-of the solution: an examination of the
proportion of communalities and correlation matrix
exhausted by the empirical solution.

Once these empirical results had been evaluated, an attempt was made to
improve upon, the solution. The purpose was to improve the inner structure
of the empirical clusters, to make them more independent unless there was
good reason for not doing so, to improve the sufficiency of the solution,
and to enhance the interpretability of the clusters. This entailed some
manipulation of the definers of the various clusters, either by deleting
some definers located empirically or adding some, which had been missed
in the empirical process.

In almost all cases some improvement was made in 'the cluster solution,
by means of pre-setting the defining variab]es of the various dimensions.
However, the dimensions uncovered in the empirical or blind clustering
process were always retained. The results Of the pre-setting procedures
are reported in this study.

A word needs, to be said about the interpretation of the various
dimensions of roll-call voting. The first source of data for the inter-
pretation of a given dimension is the content of the education measures'
on which the roll-calls in a given voting composite were taken. At this
stage of interpretation, an effort was made to find common substantive
content in these measures. When this analysis failed to produce an inter-
pretation of the cluster dimension, three other sets of data were examined.
It should be added that' the analysis of the content of, measures in a given
cluster very rarely produced an adequate interpretation of, the voting
dimension.

The three additional sets of, data which were examined in interpreting
voting dimensions were as follows: (1) the characteristics 'particularly
the party affiliation, of legislators who authored the measures in a given
cluster; (2) the positions taken by the major education interest groups
on the measures, in a given cluster; and (3) the distribution of the roll-
calls forming a given composite or cluster domain. The data on the char-
acteristics, of legislators, required for this analysis were taken largely
from the Legislative Handbooks for the various sessions. The data on
interest group positions were gathered from the'files of the legislative
advocates and from published sources such as newsletters.

After the cluster solutions and the, dimensions had been evaluated,
and the various clusters interpreted,' comparisons were made of the results
for the various terms. First, comparisons were made of the results of
cluster analysis of roll-call votes of a given house within a given
period. For example, the results of Assembly 'voting on education in
1955-56 were compared with the results of Assembly voting on education in
1957-58. These two terms were characterized as a period of low partisan-
ship. The second kind of comparison was of the Senate with the Assembly
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for a given period, such as a period of low partisanship or high parti-
sanship. The third comparison was oftheresOlts:ofthe roll-call analyses
for two different periods, such as.a period of law partisanship with a
period of, high, partisanship. Lastly, the Senate and the Assembly results
were compared for the entire period, 1955-66.

Organization of the Report

The results of this study are reported in Chapters II, III, and IV.
Chapter II reports the roll-call analyses for both houses during the
period of low partisanship and high factionalism. Chapter III reports
the results for both houses during the period of moderate partisanship;
and Chapter IV reports the results for both houses during a period of
high partisanship. Each Chapter contains six sub-chapters. The first
section is an introduction with attempts to sketch the developments of the
period in both houses. The second and the third sections report the
results of the cluster analysis of roll-call voting in the Assembly; the
fourth and fifth sections report similar results for the Senate. The
last section attempts to summarize the results obtained for both houses
during the period. Chapter V summarizes the results of the whole study
and suggests certain' interpretations of the data.

THE CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATURE: 1955-1966

In order to make this study intelligible and to justify, the procedures
adopted in the collection and analysis of data, it is necessary to describe
the formal structure and procedures of the California State Legislature,
as well as certain critical developments in the history of Legislative
politics during the period 1955-1966. This section is divided into four
parts: (1) a description of legislative procedures; (2) a sketch of
changes in legislative structure; (3) an analysis of changes in the
characteristics of legislators during this time; and (4) a description of
major events in legislative history during 1955-1966 which produced dis-
continuities marking the end or beginning of a "period."

Legislative' Procedures,

In American bi-cameral legislatures the obstacle course for proposed
legislation is essentially the same The measure must be introduced by
a member of the legislature; it must survive the scrutiny of committees
in the house of origin; it must be approved by the majority of the house
in which it was introduced; it is subject ot review and scrutiny in a
committee of the second house; it must be approved by the majority in the
second house, and it must be signed by the Governor or President to become
effectiv4law. Amendments which are made in the second house must, of
courseoreceive the approval of the majority in, the originating house. If
the two'.houses disagree a bill goes to conference committee and the two
housesimust then agree to the conference committee report. This basically
is theaprocedure in the development of legislation. However each legis-
latuge 'develops its own peculiar rules and customs which have a direct
bearing on the kinds of transactions which take place in the course of
legislation.

In California, a member of the Legislature is free to introduce as



many bills on au many different subjects as he wishes. There, are only

two restrictions; first, a bill must, on introduction, be processed through
the Legislative Council's office to ensure, appropriate drafting, and
second, it must be introduced on or before the 110th calendar day of the
general session.

Proposals for legislation are initiated in a. number of clearly
distinguishable arenas. First, a few bills are products of the individual
legislator's thought', experience and study. Second, a fairly large pro-
portion of the bills introduced are initiated by Departments of the State
Government. Many of these pieces of legislation are of minor or technical
significance. Occasionally, of course, bills initiated by' departments of,
state government are of major significance. For example, the State
Department of Education will frequently propose, major changes in the school
finance field. Third, many bills are initiated by interest groups. There
are over 600 registered labyists at the state level in California, each
of whom represent at least one and sometimes as many as twenty interest
groups, corporations, and associations. Many interest groups, especially
those interested in changing the status-quo in one way or another, develop
their own legislative programs for each session of the legislature. Other
interest groups, especially those interested in maintaining the status-quo,
initiate virtually no legislation. Fourth, constituencies are a source
of legislation. Host constituency bills are of minor importance for the
state as a whole and therefore receive a minimum of attention in the
legislature. Fifth, certain legislative proposals are generated in interim
committee reports of the legislature. Bills which emerge in this way are
typically on issues which are both very significant and very technical,
for example, legislation governing taxes. Sixth, periodically citizens
committees appointed by the Governor or the Legislature and joint legis-
lative committees composed of legislators and administrative representa-
tives generate legislative proposals for a specific problem area. Seventh,
the staffs of the standing committees are an increasingly important source
of legislative proposals. 'The last source of legislaton is the Governor's
Office. The Governor and his staff develop a program of legislation,
however loose it may be which they attempt to shepherd through the legis-
lative process.

Departments of state government, interest groups, and the Governor's
staff take considerable care in the selection of legislators who carry
their legislation. The Governor has his friends, interest groups have
theirs, and state departments have their frequent contacts, in the legis-
lature. Some of the important considerations for a group, or department
in .selecting an author for their proposed legislation are: his political
skills, his relationships with other powerful legislators, his integrity,
his loyalty to the idea, his role or area of expertise, and the .consequences
of carrying the measure for the legislator himself. The process of select-
ing an author by individuals and groups, attempting to introduce, legislation
is a critical one because the author of a bill in the California State
Legislature can do with his bill as he pleases. Once introduced .á bill is
essentially the property of the author. Furthermore, a deeply entrenched
custom in the Legislature guarantees a member a hearing of his measure
before a committee "upon request," subject only to congestion in the
committees calendar.
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The author of a bill is responsible for. determining when it should
be heard, and how it should be presented to the cormmittee. If the bill he
is carrying is for an interest group, he will frequently turn to the
interest group for aid in marshalling witnesses and testimony in support
of the measure. Furthermore, the author also has the privilege of amending
the bill in, committee and traditionally his amendments are approved
without question.

Approximately 50%.of the bills heard before committee are "held
in committee" or assigned to "interim study." Of the 50% which receive a
"do pass" approximately 80% are passed unanimously on the floor of the
house. In the house a bill presented for final passage requires a "con-
stitutional majority" -- a majority of the elected membership of each
house. Furthermore, for a bill to be "taken up" on the floor of the
house, the author of the measure must be present. Once a measure receives
the "constitutional majority," it is then passed on to the second house
for consideration.

There are some important differences in the voting procedures of. the
California State Senate and the Assembly. In the Senate, a voice 'vote
is taken in the committees, and on the floor the role is called orally.
On the Assembly side, the committees vote by a show of hands and on the
floor use is made of the electric voting machine which record the votes.
It is, therefore, possible for an Assemblyman to leave instructions with
his desk mate to flick his switch on a given bill to register his vote;
this is not possible in the Senate

Since 1959, both' houses have had a consent calendar to expedite the
processing of non-controversial legislation on the floor. A bill which
has received no opposition may, if its author chooses, and with the unani-
mous approval of committee' members, be reported out of committee with a
"do pass, to the consent calendar." Any member of the committee may
object and stifle the authors wishes in this respect. Once the bill is
on the consent calendar it must remain there for two consecutive days
during which time any member of the house may object to it and force the
bill off the consent calendar. Consent calendar bills are then all
approved by a single roll-call vote without debate.

Most bills require the support of only a majority of the elected
membership for passage. However, the budget bills, any bills containing
appropriations, constitutional amendments, and "urgency measures" which
would take effect immediately upon the approval of the Governor, and some
types of revenue measures require a two-thirds majority -- 54 votes in
the Assembly and 27 votes in the Senate.

If a given bill is approved by one house and is amended in the other
house, the bill must be returned to the house of origination for concur-
rencey with the amendments made to it in the other house. If the amend-
ments are not concurred with the bill is assigned to a conference
committee. A conference committee is made up of six members, three from
each house. The Speaker appoints the three members in the Assembly while
the Senate Rules Committee appoints the Senate members. It is customary
for two members from each house appointed to the Committee to have voted
with the majority of their house, and one must be appointed from the
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minority providing there were dissenting votes. The conference' committee
attempts to resolve the dispute between the two versions of-the measure
and when an agreement' is reached the committee reports back to each house,:
for toacurrencywiththe committee report. Some Major bills will return'.
to conferente committee, two and three ,times. 'The bill is "dead" if the
third confrerence repOrt fails to gain' the needed majorities..

Once a bill. has been .passed in both.houses it proceeds to the
Governor's desk for his aPproval:, During the session of, the Legislature,
the Governor has ten daysto. either sign ;he bill, veto it ,or. let it
betome law,without signature. If the bill,is'vetoed,by, the Governor it.
is returned to the houie'of origin together with a statement of the Gover-
nor's reasons for'his'disapproyal. ,The' house can override the Governor's
veto by a two-thirds vote, of the total membership of the house. If the
house of origin approves "the measure by a two- thirds vote; it proteeds, to

'othcii house 'forwsimilar. attpmpt. In recent history vetoed measures'
have rarely been overridden:, During the period of this study, the pocket-
veto was a,practicewhich the Governor usWafter,the Legislature adjOUrned.
He had 30 days within:Which toact on all bills awaiting-hissignature.
At the end of that 30' day period any bill which lie had not signed was
said to be '.'pocket-vetoed. The Legislature could not att"to override
thosepocket-vetoes.,

The formal,legislative procedure.is,controlled and animated by both
formal and informal structures. 'We will now turn to a description of ,the
formaistructure of the Legislature in.California.

Legislative Structure

The formal_organization of the California StateLegialature is similar
to the organization.onefindsin most AMerican, state legislatures. The,
Senate has .a membership of forty; the.Asiembly a membership; of eighty'..
The senior offiter in the Senate' is the President pro-tempOre, who, pre-
'sidesin the abSence of the President ofthe'Senate, the
GoVernor,'and"serves,at the same time as the majority floor leader and.

'chairman of. the. Senate Rules .Committee. ;He IS'elected by the senators
from' among themselves. In theAssemblythe presiding offiter is the
SpeakerWhcris also :elected bythe,Assembly.membership . His major.duties
include iheappointment of members'to.staading committees, the chairman
and vice-chairmin.of those committees, and' the administration of the
Assembly... Unlike the Senate, the Assembly in California has both h-a major-
ity and a minority floor leader, elected by the:RepUblican and Democratit
caucuses. .

To process the thousands of bills introduced during each regular
Session of the Legislature, each house has a large number of standing
committees. ,Eich house has 'a committee on rulestoserve as 'a procedural
and housekeeping body. .. In,the Senate 'four members are elected, ;we from'
each party,:by the entire Senate. The President pro-tempore serves as'
chairman. In the Assembly thine members,from, each party are ,elected upoli

. the ,nomination of:theii'respectivecaucnies. ,In the Assembly'theSpeaker
appoints the 'members of-the:Standing ,committees and in the-Senate the Rules
Committwappoints standing, comMittee members and `chairmen. The practice
in'bothliOUSes'is to attempt 'to individual legislator's.
preferreticOmmittee aSsignmentsIn contrast to the Assembly, the Senate



recognizes seniority a's' an important. criterion for accommodating, committee
'preferences.

Each house has a considerable number of legislative staff. Each
committee, typically, has at least, one "Committee Consultant." In addi-
tion, the Speaker of the Assembly has a fairly sizeable staff to assist
him on policy formulation, organizational problems, and, of course,
political and strategic questions. In addition to legislative staff, the
Legislature has, the services of the Legislative Council Bureau, the staff
of the Legislative Analyst and the Legislative Reference Service. The
high quality of legislative staff in California is well known, though staff
impact on legislation has recently been' a cause of concern to some legis-
lators.

The Changing Character of the California State Legislature

Certain very considerable changes took place in the character of the
California State Legislature between 1955 and 1966 -- change,s in party
majority, in age structure, level of education, occupational distribution,
amount of legislative and other political experience, level of inter-party
competition in district elections and in the representative base. In
this section these, changes will be described briefly.

Turnover in the Legislature..' In Table. 1.4, data on the rate of
turnover and reasons for turnover are presented. The Senate was, until
1966, very' stable in its membership. There was a 25% turnover at the end
of 1958 and a 27.5% turnover at the end of 1962. At the' end of 1966, due
to the first reapportionment of the Senate in many years, the turnover was
55%. In only nineteen Senate elections were incumbent senators defeated'
during this' period. 'A total of 24 retired,' and '8 died in office.

The Assembly, too, was surprisingly stabl.e during this period.: It
was only as a result of the reapportionment of 1962 and the Republican
sweep, of most statewide offices in 1966 that a considerable' turnover in
the Aisembly-was experienced. 'Of, those leaving the Assembly, the great
majority retired. A total of 87 retirements took place between the years
1956 and 1966; 24 incumbant.assemblYnien were' defeated, and 4 died in, office.

Party Strength. In Table 1.5 the distribution of party membership
by house is given. From 1959 to 1966 the Senate was dominated by the
Democratic Party. During a transition took place in the Senate
from a long-standing Repulican dominance to a situation where the parties
had equal memberships.

In the-Assembly, the Democratic strength is not as great for the
period_1959-66 as it was in the Senate. The majority held by 'the Democrats
was, however, substantial. During 1955-58 the Republicans held the major
ity in the Assembly..,

Demographic Characteristics.. In Tables 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 the distri-
butions,' of 'age, education level and occupation are given for both houses,
respectively. The Senate is characterized by a steady, decline in the
number of members 55 years and older (from 52.5% in 1955-56 to 37.5% in
1965-66). The middle age group in the Senate increased dramatically
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during this period while the younger age group changed, proportionately,
somewhat erratically. During the Democratic era the number of Senators
with post graduate degrees increased from the previous period and then
levelled off. There vas very little discontinuity in the distribution
of senators by level of education during the period under study. In the
occupational distribution of senators two shifts occurred: the percent
of senators who came from professional occupations other than law increased
from 7.5% to 17.57; the percent of senators with business occupations
decreased from 47.5% to 32.5%.

The changes in the demographic distributions in the Assembly were
more dramatic than in the Senate. The proportion of assemblymen who were
under 45 years of age increased from 30.4% in 1955-56 to 43.8% in 1965-66;
the number of older assemblymen diminished from 32.9% to 26.3%. Accom-
panying the changes in the distribution of age in the Assembly was a shift
in the distribution by level of education. The percent of assemblymen
with post graduate degrees increased from 26.67 to 52.57 (a degree from a
law school is considered as a post graduate degree in these statistics).
As in the Senate, the proportion of assemblymen in business and mercantile
occupations decreased from. 46.8% in 1955-56 to 27.5% in 1965-66; whereas
the proportion of attorneys increased from 24.1% to 38.8% during the same
period.

The changes in, the demographic characteristics of legislators in
California during this period are dramatic. In general, the evidence in
the foregoing tables indicates that during the time that the legislature
was dominated by the Democratic party, its.mombership became younger, and
increasing numbers of legislators came from professional occupations.

Political Experience. In Table 1.9 the number and percent of legis-
lators in each house who had he]d local elective office prior to joining
the State Legislature are presented. There is some variation from term
to term in both the Senate and Assembly, but the variation in the percent
of legislators who held local political office does not show any consistent
trends no any major discontinuities. The data presented in Table 1.10
suggests that the distribution of years of legislative service remained
fairly constant in both houses during the period between 1955 and 1966.
Perhaps the most noteworthy difference in the amount of legislative service
is between the two houses. The Assembly consistently has a lower percen-
tage of members with eleven or more years of experience in the Legislature.
With the exception of 1959-62, the proportion of assemblymen with less
than four years of legislative experience is dramatically higher than for
the comparable group in the Senate. We would expect, on the basis of
this evidence alone, that the Senate would be a more highly integrated
body than the Assembly.

The Representational' Base and Party Strength

The Senate did,not:Undergo any reapportionment in the years between
1955 and 1966. It wasifinallylorced.ioconcur with the Sup'remOuxts,
ruling onieappOitionment in 1966. .TheSenatehad, for this whole period,
seven representatives from Southern California and thirty-three from the
northern part of the state. Fourteen northern senators came from costal
coUntiesj nineteen representecFceunties in the 'Central Valley.

27
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The Assembly was reapportioned before the election of 1962. The
number of northern Assembly districts was reduced from 38 to 36; the num-
ber of southern Assembly districts was increased from 42 to 44.

The Senate was very evenly balanced in the number of representatives
from the five social areas into which Senate districts were clustered.
Eight senators represented urban counties, eight represented exurban
counties, nine represented the agri-business counties, eight represented
mountain counties, and seven represented the poor counties in which the
economic base was diversified agriculture."

In the Assembly the reapportionment of 1962 created some important
changes in the extent to which various social areas were represented.
Using object clustering techniques, Assembly districts were grouped into
seven social areas -- three Wern distinctly urban, three suburban, and one
rural. The number of urban districts was reduced by, a total of nine --
two were upper middle class districts, three were middle class districts,
and four were working class districts. The number of rural districts was
decreased by tuo. The number of suburban districts was increased from
37 to 48. There were three new upper middle class suburban districts,
and eight new, suburban working class districts as a result of the Assembly
reapportionment .11

Tables' 1.11 and 1.12 show the percentage of Democratic and RepubliCan
incumbents from tWvarionssociaLareasinbothHtheSenate:an&AsseMbly,
respeetiVelyIn .t:lieSenatetifj955-56theDemoCratswere;Weakest:jp:the
eXurbananclMOuntaintoUnties. In the election of 1958 the Deneciatt had

10. Data were collected on 45 variables which characterized the various'
Senate districts. These. 45 social and economic variables were clustered
using communality clustering analysis techniques. Five variable dimen-
sions were discovered: urbanization, social class, assimilation, prolifi-
city, and, geographical mobility. Each Senate district was scored on each
of the five dimensions using a factor scoring procedure. The Senate dis-
tricts were then clustered on the basis of, profile similarities across
the five dimensions. The result was five groupings of Senate districts.
See Appendix B for a full description of how these OTYPE were developed.

11. In clustering Assembly districts, the procedures used were similar to
those used to cluster Senate districts. Forty-five social and economic
variables were clustered but only four dimensions were discovered --
social class, urbanization, geographical mobility, and prolificity.
There was no "assimilation" dimension as wns the case in the analysis of
Senate districts. Each Assembly district was scored on each of the four
dimensions and the clustering of the districts proceeded on the basis of
a profile similarity analysis.
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TABLE 1.11

MEMBERSHIP IN THE'SENATE, BY PARTY, SOTYPE
AND TERM, 1955-1966

1955-56

Urban

N = 8

Exurban

N = 8

Agri-
Business

N = 9

Mixed
Agriculture

N = 8

Mountains

N = 7

Democrats 50.0 37.5 44.4 50.0 28.6

Republicans 50.0 62.0 55.6 50.0 71.4

1957-58

Democrats 50.0 50.0 55.6 42.9 50.0

Republicans 50.0 50.0 44.4 57.1 50.0

1959-60

Democrats 62.5 75.0 66.7 57.1 75.0

Republicans 37.5 25.0 33.3 42.9 25.o

1961-62

Democrats 62.5 75.0 77.8 71.4 87.5

Republicans 37.5 25.4 22.2 28.6 12.5

1963-614

Democrats 71.4 44.4 77.8 71.4 75.0

Republicans 28.6 55.6 22.2 28.6 25.0

1965-66

Democrats 62.5 50.0 77.8 57.1 75.0

Republicans 37.5 50.0 22.2 42.9 25.0
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TABLE 1.12

MEMBERSHIP IN THE ASSEMBLY, BY PARTY,
SOTYPE AND TERM, 1955-1966

Urban Suburban

Upper Upper Laver

Middle. Middle Working Middle Middle Working Rural

Class Class Class Class Class Class

1955-56 11=12 N = 6 N N = 6 N = 16 N = 15 N = 14

Dernoer&ts 25% 33% 73% 0% 25% 67% 36%
100 64Republicans 75 67

165-4,; 1000
27 75 33

Fig

1957-58 11=12 N = 6 N

915
19
3E63

Democrats 33% 17%
Republicans 67 83

100% 105760

1959-60 11=12 N 6 N=].1

Democrats 42% 17% 100%
Republicans .58 83 0

00% 10079 To

1067; j.15-67;

w='6 11 =16 N = 15 = 14

0% 31% 67% 5'(
100 69 33 113

570% 1657;

N = 6 11 = 16 11=15 11=111

17% 38% 80% 79/12
83 63 13 29

M7,0 117570 150% 1670

1961-62 N = 32 N = 6 11 = N = 6

Democrats
Republicans

42% 17% 100% 17%
58 83 0 83

100% 16017 3750%

1963-611 N = 10 N = 3 N = 7

Democrats
Republicans

1965-66.

Democrats
Republicans

50% 67% 3.00%

50 33 0
10 Iwo rifiqo

11=16 N = 15 II- 14

38% 87% 71%
63 13 29
100% 100 150%

N . 9 N = 16 N = 23 N = 12

22% 31% 100% 67%
78 69 0 33

lag 100%' 100%

N . 10 N = 3 N = 7 N = 9

50% 67% 100% 22%
50 33 0 78

RIOT 155 100% 100%

N = 16 It = 23 N = 12

38% 96% 42%
63 4 58

100% 10704 rogc



captured a majority of seats in each of, the five social areas. The most
dramatic swing as in the mountain, counties, where the Democrats had
approximately 292 of the seats in 1955-56 and 75% in 1959-60, and back to
44.42 by 1963-64. By inspection, it appears from an examination of the
1965-66 distribution of Democratic and Republican held counties that the
Democrats were able to maintain a fairly firm grip on the agri-business
and mountain counties. The Democratic majority in the urban counties
declined from 71.42 in 1963-64, to 62.5% in 1965-66; in the exurban
counties it declined from a high of 752 in 1959-62 to a low of 44.4% in
1963-64; and in the mixed agriculture counties the Democratic majorities
declined from a high, of 71.4% in 1961-64 to 57.1% in 1955-56.

In Table 1.12 some rather more startling relationships are revealed.
Most noteworthy is the firm hold the Democratic Party had on both the urban
and suburban working class Assembly districts. From 1959-60 to 1965-66
the Democrats controlled 1007 of the urban working class Assembly districts.
This control is almost as dramatic for the suburban working class Assembly
districts. Second, it should be noted that the Democrats were never able,
during the period 1955-66, to capture the majority of suburban upper
middle class and lower middle class districts. In fact, the. Democrats
were, never able to capture .more than 222 of the suburban upper middle .

class districts, and never more than 387 of, the suburban lower middle
class districts. The Democratic Party had somewhat more success with the
upper middle and middle class districts in the urban areas ..> Here they
were able to capture 502 of the upper middle class urban districts and
67% of the urban middle class districts, but only after the reapportion-
ment of 1962. Lastly, it is interesting to note in Table 1.12 that the
Democrats held the majority of rural seats from 1957 to 1964. The most
startling conclusion from Table 1.12 is that the major base of support
for the Assembly Democrats came, during this period, from the working
class districts. The major support for the Republicans in the, Assembly
came from the middle class areas. It is very probable that the increased
intensity of partisanship in the Assembly during the period we, are exam-
ining was reinforced by the social class differences in the base of support
for the two parties.

We have examined the changing character of the California State
Legislature during 1955-66. An attempt will now be made to divide this
period of 12 years into three distinguishable sub-periods. The accomplish-
ment of this task is critical for the time comparisons of the roll-call
voting on education measures in both Houses made in this study.

The Politics of Transition and Partisanship

There are three distinguishable periods of development in California
politics between 1955 and 1966. Each of these three periods lasted for
four years; each is distinguished by a series of important events or
actions which mark its beginning and end.

The period between the election of 1954 and the election of 1958 is
characterized here as one of transitional politics. The election of 1954
returned Goodwin Knight to the Governor's office in Sacramento, and gave
the'Republicans fairly substantial majorities in, both the Assembly and the
Senate. In the Senate there was a formal change in.leadership at the end
of the 1956 budget, session. The Republicans had organized the Senate
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until this tine; now the Democrats took over though they had a membership
of only 502 of the Senate. It was a period during which the "Republican
strongmen" retired from the Senate. In the Assembly there was also a
change in leadership. Luther Lincoln was elected Speaker on the basis of
an inter-party coalition. His election, in a sense, was a continuation
of the same leadership coalition that had dominated in the Assembly during
the previous two terms.

According to William Buchanan's study of California politics, the
period 1955-1958 was characterized by a low level of partisanship, but a
very high degree of factionalism in both the Assembly and the Senate.
The factions were based on a mixture of ideological and regional factors.
According to Buchanan, factionalism allowed the major interest groups to
maintain a fairly dominant position on a range of policy issues, including
education. Certainly, the California Teachers' Association was in the
heyday of its position of influence.

The second period, 1959 to 1962 was the first term for Edmund G.
Brown as Governor. The Democrats had captured not only the governorship
but the majority of both Houses in the Legislature in the 1958 election.
The abolition of the practice of cross-filing gave the Democrats certain
advantages at the polls. They proceeded to organize the Senate in the
same way and with the same personnel as they had done in 1957. In the
Assembly, however, the speakership was given to a Democrat, Ralph Brown.
Although the turnover in the Senate VMS only 257 and in the Assembly 20Z
as a result of the 1958 election, the new members who were affiliated
with the Democratic Party were much more intensely partisan than most of
their predecessors. The result was a very different attitude toward
parties and their functions in the legislative process. This was the
period during which the long legacy of the Progressives was abandoned and
partisanship was reintroduced into the California State Legislature.

This was also the period of major ed icational reform in California.
The Legislature assumed a critical role in the process of educational
reform. First, the Legislature became much more autonomous in its consi-
deration of educational policy alternatives. The California Teachers'
Association and its affiliates were thoroughly denounced and their influ-
ence in policy-making undermined. As will be explained later, the thrust
for educational reform during this period was largely middle class. The
major values which dominated the policy outcomes in education during this
period were those held by members of the middle class.

The third period, 1963 to 1966, is characterized in this study as a
period of intense partisanship. In 1962 the leadership in the Assembly
changed hands once again. The Assembly was organized on strictly partisan
lines. In the Senate, the small liberal coalition of 1955 and 1957 had
gained both membership and seniority. Under the great pressure resulting
from the call for urban educational reform, on the one hand, and for the
reform of higher education, on the other hand, these liberal senators took
their stand as forcefully as might be done in a system with strong party
discipline.

The education interest groups attempted, during this period of intense
partisanship, to make a political comeback. To a very, limited extent they
were successful in accommodating their programs and legislative strategies



to the increased partisanship. What the main line education groups in
California did not do, to their detriment, was to take firm positions on
the importance and nature of urban educational reform. Consequently, they

were very, considerably thwarted in their efforts to gain policy advantages.-

These descriptions of the' three periods are brief. In the introduc-

tions to Chapters 2, 3, and 4 they will be elaborated very considerably.
What is important is the change in nature of predominant legislative cleavages.
There was a transition from regional-ideological factionalism to partisan-
ship during this time The effects of these changes in the dimensions of
conflict on education will be shown in the results of the analyses under-
taken in this study.

!:

,
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CIIAPTEP. II

EDUCATION AND THE POLITICS OF TRANSITION

1955-1958

INTRODUCTION

In the history of California politics the period between 1954 and
1958 was, in all respects, a period of transitional po.litics. The one clan
who had so thoroughly dominated California politics for almost two decades,
Earl Warren, had accepted position as Chief Justice on the Supreme Court
of the United States in 1953. His Lieutenant Governor, Goodwin Knight,
became Governor in 1953 and went on in 1954 to win the Gubernatorial

cast
elec-

tion .with 'a majority of 57% of the total vote ast. It was during his
administration that the structure of the legislative system changed very
considerably.

This short chapter will describe a little more fully than was possible
in Chapter I the nature of transitional politics during this period, changes
in party and faction, the travails of legislative leadership, the changing
role of interest groups in the legislative process, and the nature of
education issues faced by the Legislature. The description,will be brief
and general.

The Balance of Party ,Stretith

One of the most significant legacies in California political history
was coming, to an end -- the cross-filing practices introduced by the
Progressives in 1914. Up until 1954, it was possible for a candidate for
state office to file for nomination in the primaries of each party without
indicating his party affiliation. Thus, a given candidate could eliminate
all opposition from the general election. 68% of all offices in California
between 1940 and 1952 were won in the primary by cross-filing. In both
1944 and 1952, 90% of the State Senate elections were won in the primary.
In 1944, 77.5% of the Assembly races vlere decided in the, primary period.
As a result of the vote on a proposition to modify cross-filing in 1952,
party affiliation thereafter was required to appear on primary ballots.
Cross-filing, however, was still permissable, until it was abolished in
1959. The effect of the 1952 reform was to diminish very dramatically
the r. proportion of Assembly candidates who cross-filed successfully; the
number of Senate candidates who cross-filed successfully remained rela-
tively high.

There is a wide ,spread consensus among students in California politics
that even the modest reform of 1952 had distinct advantages for the
Democrats. This advantage was somewhat reflected in the elections in
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1954 and 1956. The election of 1954 sent 48 Republicans to the Assembly
and 32 Democrats, a reduction of six Republicans. It sent 24 Republicans
and 16 Democrats to the Senate, a reduction of five Republicans. In the
election of 1956, Republican .strength in both houses was further reduced.
The Senate now had 20 Republicans and 20 Democrats and the Assembly 42
Republicans and 38 Democrats.

The gains of the Democratic Party starting in 1954 were certainly
not accounted for entirely by the modification of the cross-filing law in
1952. A second factor in these gains was the very effective work done
by amateur politica3 clubs on behalf of the Democratic Party. These clubs
were formed in many areas of the state following the 1952 election and
federated into the California Democratic Council. The Democratic clubs
began to select candidates before the primary elections and to endorse
those chosen. The clubs had the effect of concentrating party strength
on winning elections. A very significant consequence in addition to that
of giving Democrats greater numbers in the legislature was the selection
of young, liberal, intensely partisan candidates. These young Democrats,
on being elected to the legislature, very quickly changed its structure
and complextion.

With the changes in the relative strength of the two parties in both
the Senate and Assembly, a number of new faces began to appear in the
Calfiornia State Legislature. The new senators and assemblymen were to
have particular significance in the field of education during the later
periods of increased partisanship. Senators Cobey, Richard, Short, Arnold,
Farr, and Dolwig, elected during this transitional period, were later to
assume significant leadership in the field of education. Similarly, new
assemblymen sueh as Bee, Unruh, Winton, -- all liberals -- were destined
to assume major responsibility for educational reform in the 1960's.. The
period of transitional politics in California which we are considering
was, consequently, very significant in shaping both the structure of poli-
tical leadership in education for the 1960's, and the types of educational
reform which were to come about.

Legislative Leadership and Factionalism

The turnover of legislative personnel during this period of transition
was not particularly high --12.5% in the Senate and 18.8%, in the Assembly.
Nonetheless, it was a significant turn-over in that it marked the passing
of the "Republican strong-men" in the Senate and a number of factional
leaders in the Assembly. The disunity which prevailed in the Assembly
during the period prior to 1955 had given the balance of power to the
upper house by default. The Senate had always been a more integrated body
where it was possible to iron out differences privately. However, the
unity of the Senate was threatened very considerably during the period
of transition.

The Senate was organized by the Republicans in 1955-56, but by the
Democrats in 1957-58. The President pro tempore of the Senate in 1955 was
Senator Ward, who was not able to assume his responsibility because of
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severe illness. Senator Hulse had assumed the position on the death of
Senator Ward. Hulse encountered unprecedented difficulty in maintaining
the spirit in the Senate. The,younger Democratic senators who had been
elected in the election of 1954 -- Cobey, R. ncCarthy, Richard, and Short
-- were disturbing the delicate balnnce of control in the Senate. "Uncle
Ben" Hulse announced his retirement at the end of- the 1956 session.'

The 1957-58 Senate was organized by the Democrats. Senator Burns of
Fresno became the President pro tempore. Although there was a change in
leadership personnel in the Senate during this period the change was not
particularly consequential for the regionally based factionalism in the
Senate. Burns had the support of the older senators who had cross-filed
and who put loyalty to Burns above party loyalty.. The Senate, therefore,
was changing but very gradually. The leadership coalition, which was
extensive, did not change in the main. The younger senators, who did not
style theuselves as being primarily rural, and who had been elected with
support from the new California Democratic Council, were restive and some-
what amore ideologically inclined.

The major splits in the Senate during this period of transition are
reputed to he regional and rural-urban rather than partisan. The younger,
newly-elected senators began to violate the traditional cleavages in the
Senate'with the formation of a very loose and subtle coalition under the
leadership of a liberal senator from Contra Costa County -- Senator George
Miller. THis small coalition was to gain momentum in succeeding terns but
it was never able to capture more than one of the major committees in the
Senate, i.e., the Finance Committee. Too many very senior Republicans
continued in office through the end of 1966 to allow the younger, more
highly educated, better qualified senators to form the ruling coalition.

THE ASSEUBLY, 1955-1956

Twenty-two Assembly roll-calls on 22 education and related measures
proposed during the session of 1955-56, met the selection criteria on
variance and participation. These measures were concerned with the estab-
lishment of new state colleges, medical examinations of school employees,
school finance, property assessment, conditieps for school district unifi-
cation, child care centers, school safety patrols, the facilitation of
newer instructional technologies, and changes in the administrative struc-
ture of county school districts. Only two measures in the group of 22
were carried by, senators, 20 were authored by assemblymen. Eleven of
the 22 bills were carried by Republicans and 11 by Democrats. This dis-
tribution by party held for both the Senate and the Assembly measures.

Each of the 20 Assembly measures and one. Senate measure passed in
the roll-call on the Assembly floor. Only one measure was defeated.
However, the 20 Assembly, measures had somewhat less success on the Senate
side. Eleven of them were defeated in committee. One of the measures
WAS pocket-vetoed by the Governor and nine of the 22 were signed into law.



The California Teachers Association took a position of support or

oppose on, ten of the 22 measures. This large teachers organization opposed

a bill which would exempt members of governing boards from personal lia-
bility for injuries or damage occurring due to use of any school building,

as well as another which encouraged junior college districts to engage in

aviation education by allowing such colleges to operate equipment for
actual flight experience as part of the curriculum. The California

Teachers Association supported measures requiring school district employees
to undergo physical examinations once every three years with certain excep-
tions based on religious faith, a bill which would lighten the local school
districts' load to repay construction bonds to the state, a conflict of
interest measure relevant and appropriate to local school boards, continu-
ation of child care centers, a measure which would require local school
districts to extend certain proportions of, state aid on salaries for
professional personnel, a measure to allow county superintendents to
contract' with television stations for the use of audio - visual services in

the schools, and a study of the state library system. Many of the pieces

of legislation supported by the C.T.A. were of 'great significance. How-

ever, the positions taken by this organization were for the most part in

support of incremental and moderate shifts in school governance.

The California Congress, of Parents. and Teachers (P.T.A.) took positions

on only three bills. It supported the C.T.A. in an attempt to lower the local

districts burden to repay bonded indebtedness to the state. The P.T.A.

was also very supportive of a bill which proposed to continue the oper-
ation of child care centers and appropriated over four million dollars
for the support of such centers for an additional fiscal year. llowever,

the P.T.A, was quite disturbed by a bill which, extended the functions of
safety patrols to crossings near as well as adjacent to schools and which
did not require the physical presence of a supervisory school employee.

Five of the eight bills supported by the C.T.A. were lost in Senate

committees. One of the bills it opposed was passed by the Senate committee
but was pocket-vetmd by the Governor. Another of the bills opposed by

the ca..A. was turned down by the Senate committee. The bill opposed by

the P.T.A., however, was eventually signed into law.

Evaluation of the Cluster Solution

The root mean squares of correlations between the 22 selected roll-
calls in 1955-56 is .23. The sum of communalities is 7.42.

The cluster analysis of the 22 roll-calls reveals three dimensions of
roll-call voting on education -- one fairly general pattern of variance,

two fairly specific variances. Table 2.1 presents the evaluation of the

solution. These three cluster dimensions exhaust 87% of the communalities

and 80% of the mean square of raw cOrrelations. Thus, 13% of the commun-
alities are left over for additional dimensions; hornier, the third residual
correlation of .10 indicates any additional dimension might he difficult

to locate. Our solution, therefore, is not entirely satisfactory. The
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'solution presented hele, neverthuluus, is the best which could be obtained

after five different clustering attempts.,

The first of the three clusters which emerged in the analysis is the

most general. It has a reproducibility of mean squares of correlations

equal to .64 and a reproducibility of communalities of .55. The other two

cluster dimensions are very much more specific. Cluster two reproduces

only .17 of the mean squares of correlations and .23 of the communalitics.
Cluster three reproduces .11 of the mean squares of correlations and .23

of the communalities. Thus, in interpreting the response to educntion in
the Assembly of 1955-56, the first dimension will be the most significant.

Table 2.1 also shows the intercorrelations between the three cluster
domains. The estimated interdomain correlations for clusters one anti two

is only .17. Vor clusters one and three it is -.28, and for clusters two

and three -.22. These low correlations among the three domains seem to
indicate that there is very little overlap among the clusters. They arc,

in other words, fairly independent dimensions.

Table 2.2 shows the inner structure of the three dimensions. The

most general of the cluster domains has six defining roll-calls, the
more specific dimensions have four and three definers, respectively.

Only the first cluster hau an adequate alpha-reliability (.89). The other

two have relatively low reliabilitics. Similarly,' the first cluster has

a domain validity of .95, whereas the other two have less satisfactory

validities. The more specific variances, therefore, represent roll-calls
which are not tightly interrelated. Another interesting feature of the
cluster solution is the number of unique variables which appeared. Eight

of the 22 selected roll-calls have communalitics of less than .20 with at
least one of the three identified dimensions of roll call voting..

One major substantive conclusion can be drawn from this examination
of the cluster solution. Roll-call voting on education in a factional
legislature, where the factions do not represent organized parties, is

not highly predictable. Legislative structure, at least in these domains

of policy, is loose and ambiguous. There is a great deal of unique
variance in roll-call voting in a factional legislative system.

Dimensions of Assembly Voting

Table 2.3 presents the bills in each of the clusters, the substantive
content of each of these bills and the correlations of each of the roll-
calls on the three oblique cluster domains. These clusters of roll-calls

will now he interpreted. The search for an interpretation of these clusters
of roll-calls will consist of three sorts of analyses: the characteristics

of the authors of each of the bills in the three clusters, the positions
taken by interest groups on bills in. each of the clusters, and the content
of the legislation proposed in. each of the clusters. Tt should not be

surprising if fhcse sorts of data are not sufficient to'interpret a given
cluster. When these three sorts of data are insufficient to allow the

interpretation of a given cluster, an effort will then be made to examine



TABLE 2.1

SUFFICIENCY AND ,GENERALTIY OF KEY CLUSTER DIMENSIONS OF ASSEVMLY
ROLL-CALLS ON EDUCATION MEASURES, 1955-1956, AND THE

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG T1 CLUSTERS

Cluster Dimensions
I II III,

A. Sufficiency of Oblique Clusters

Proportion of sum of estimated
communalities exhausted .49 .23 .15

Cumulative proportion of
communalities exhausted .49 .72 .87

Cumulative proportion of mean
square of raw r matrix exhausted .63 .76 .8o1

Residual correlation remaining after
each successive dimension (RMS)* .18 .1]. .10

B. Generality of Oblique Clusters

Reproducibility of mean
squares of correlations .64 .17 .11

Reproducibility of communalities

Raw Correlations Between Cluster
Scores ("factor estimates")

D. Estimated' Interdomain Correlations



TABLE. 2.2

INNER STRUCTURE OF CLUSTERS OF ROLL -CALL VOTES ON
EDUCATION MEASURES, ASSEMBLY; 1957-58

Variables
(Bill No.) Definers

Oblique
Factor
Coeff.

Commun-
ality

Average
R with
Definers

Cluster 1

AB 24 :.87 .77 .65
AB 980 82 .72 .61
AB 2541 .74 .66 .56
AD 986 .73 .58 .55
AB 3233 .69 .49 .51
AB 181 .62 .42 .47
AB 3388 .56 .36 .42

A-Reliability = .89'
Domain Validity= .95

Cluster 2

AB 635 D .73 .59 .44
AB 618 D .69 .47 .41
AB 328 D .51 .29 .31
SCR 8 D .49 .32 .29

A-Reliability = .72
Domain Validity= .85

NW OD . OM 011 . M M'.
Cluster '3

AB 1139 D .67 .50' .39
ACA '23 .6o .43 .34
AB 400 .25 .25

A-Reliability = .62
Domain Validity = .79

MMM

Unique Variables

AB 320
AB 1766
AB 1982

M gos . ion

AB 628 C AB 1387
AB 1894 AB.1907'
SB 1981

B-Reli-
ability
Variables
Singly

C-Reli-
ability
Variables
Added Comul.

.89

MD Ms NW NW

es Ms Ms OD go



TABLE 2.3

CORRELATIONS OF ASSEMBLY ROLL-CALLS ON SELECTED EDUCTION BILLS
WITH OBLIQUE CLUSTER DOMAINS OF ASSEMBLY VOTING, -1955 -56

Bill No. Bill Description
Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains

Cluster 1

AB 24 Establishes a state college in Alameda
County

AB 980 Continues child care centers, appropri-
ates money for support for next fiscal
year, and revises eligibility require-
ments.

AB 2541 Permits county superintendent 'and
governing boards to create, prOdUce
contract` with licensed TV stations` or
audiOvisualservices inelementaryand
high':SchoOlsunder certain conditions
of cost.

AB 986 Requires school districts to spend a
specified portion of apportionments
for salaries of certificated personnel.

AB 3233, Appropriates money for a study of
library problems in California.

I II III

.87 .15 -.31

.82 .041 -.08

.74 .35 -.36

.74 .25 -.03

.69 -.30

181 Deletes "rural" from the requirement
to detail college instructors for
school extension service in rural
schools of the state.

AB 3388 Encourages junior colleges to under-
take aviation education and provides
for them to own and operate the neces-
sary equipaent.

AB 1982 Extends functions of safety patrols
to crossing "near" as well as "ad.-
joined to" schools. Supervision by
school personnel does not require
physical presence.

SB 1981 Provides for a study of the need to
establish a state college in_the
area of Napa and Solano Counties.

.111. ...... ... OD



TABLE 2.3' (continued.)

Bill Ho. Bill' Description
Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains

I II

Cluster 2

AB 635 Declares contracts valid in which a -.10 1 73 .22

member of a governing board has an
interest not void or voidable, if the
interest is disclosed and board apnroven,
and if contract 13 just and reasonable.

AB 618 Deletes provision that a suspended .17 .69 .11
district shall riot be lansed udthout the
approval of the county superintendent.

AB 328, Limits to .1i0cf; the tax rate required of .08 53., .05,
a state-aid.ed. district to pay local,

bonc3ed' indebtedness and state leans.

SCR 8 Proposes u. plan for visitation of school .28 .119 .24
children to the State Capitol. .

AB 1387 Permits executi ve sessions of governing, .16 , . 30 -.02
boards to consider school sites.

AB 1894 Classifi.ed counties by a.d.a.".for -.02 .19 .13
determination of County superintend-
ent salaries and qualifications".

. .

AD 19)7 Exempts Members oi . governing boards .09 .18 .04

risomp.ersOrio3. liabi:Lity for injuries,

, or damage occurring due to use of
any, school: building.

AB 1766 Authorizes establishment of..24 "hour, -.01
schools and presaribes their oPra.tion.

.3.2 .02

. . . M . . . . . . M . 1M . . . . . . . . ea. . M. M .
... '. '' . .

. .

.. .
,

. .

. .
. .

Cluster _3

AB 1139 Provides for the election of the
county board of education and the
appointment of the county superintend-
ent. Specifies state apportionment
for the county school service fund..

ta. .. 1101.

ACA 23 Provides that the board of supervisors -.13
or each county shall appoint the
county 3chool superintendent.

37 .60



,TABLE 2.3 (continued)

Bill No. Bill Dcsdiption

AB 400 Provides a state-wide ratio for
property assessment and for use in
determining state aid.

Co rrc,:i ation wi Lh Obli (pie

Cluster Domains

II III

AB 320 Requires each school district employee .3)1 -.32 -.33.

to undergo a ,physical examination,

including ).-ray of lungs, at least
once every three years. Repeals
religious and other. exerotions.

Permits majority of registered
voters and two-thirdr, of members of
boards of contiguous high school
districts to petition for a unifica-
tion election.

AB 623C .10 .3.9 23
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more careful] v the character is tj es of those who opposed and supported

the various mehratres in a given cluster,

C) us ter 1: Pro f iona 1 ProgreEsi vi sm . fi rs t clus ter is, ns

hns been noted, the most general form of variance. The nuthors of the bills
in this cluster (those which havn a factor coefflcient of .40 or greater
with a dimensiil) nre fairly evenly divided betveen the two parties --
three hills were carried 1,' Dellocrnts, four iv, Lepubli cans. Five of the
seven measures in thin cluster ...ere sueported by the Californin Teachers
Associ n ii on . The au thorn of the monsures in the cluster have had repu-
tations ns being Ii l ends of the C .T . A . Three of the seven bi s were

earr ied by C.T.A. members who were in the legislature and three other Ii' ii
were carried by Assemhlytann UrneSt Ceedes, long repnted to have exce]Innt
rappor t with tni s as soci lion . It is on the basis of these two facts --
the support from the C.T.A. for hills in this cluster and the reputation
of the authors of the bills in their relationship to the C.T.A. that we
interpret this divensioa as a professional interest dimension.

There are two reasons for 3abeliing this cluster "progressivisn."
rirst, the coateot of bills in this domain seggest a mild farm of lqadornity
or prozressivism. The CNtension of higher educrition, the continuation of
child care center , the facilitation of the uses of T.V. in classrooms,
the concern for pro ti ems of i ibr ari es , and interest in moderni:: leg the
junior college currico3 um somewhat:, are all progressive MCICSIIntn. The
second rea son for this label is the fnct thnt the southern Republicnn
conservatives, joined oceasionnlly by some .northern Repuhlicnns, vot ed in
opposition to these measures. Assemblymen Collier, Levering, 5h' 11 , Smith,

Lyone, Conrad, Dickey and a few others were fairly consistently opposed
to these hills. However, it should be noted that the majority of Repub-
licans were not opposed to these seven measnres.

Cluster 2: Protection of Local School Authority. The bills in
cluster ' were authored by four Democrats. Three of these Democrats
were, again, reputed to be in sympathy vith the objectives of the Cali-
fornia Teachers Association. Indeed, the Cnlifornia Teachors Association
supported Lvo of the four defining measures in this cluster. There Ls no
general substantive thread, apparently, running through the four defining
measures. Perhaps nil that can be said is that each of these measures
with the exception of sr': 8 is concerned, in one vay or another, with the
local administration and financing of education. Each of these bilis
would be of greater interest to rural districts than urban districts. A
check on the assemblymen who voted against these measures in guile revealing
in this respect. inc. great majority of those voting contrary are froM
urban areas, and from t'em southern part of the state. All of them etc.
liberal Democrats -- Unrt., .unne] l, Elliott, Lowery, among others. There
were a number of northern liberal Democrats .ho voted with the southern
Democratic c coalition en these measures -- assemblymen like Ralph Brown,
Masterson, and Brndv. The majority of Democrats voted in favor of the bills
in this cluster.



The liberals in the Leeislature would not appreve of a very moderate
bill dealing with conflict of interest, nor would they be particularly
sympathetic with certain more conservative goal :. with respect to local

control. This fact is wall de-lonstrnted in Calliornin's more partisan
sessions. Since this dieension represents a very specific form of vari-
ance, we may conclude that the liberal faction within the benocrntic party
had less to fear in education during 1955-56 than did the conservative
wing of the Pepublican pnrty.

Cluster 3: County rducation Administration. Thn hills which define
cluster 3 are concerned with two major issues -- the nppointvent of county
superintendents of education, and thn equalization of property assessments
for purposes of state aid apportionment. The three hills were corried by
two republicans, the chairman of the Assembly Wucatien 'Committee and
prominent member of this committee. These three hills did not receive the
support of the California Teachers Association. These measures, if enacted,
would clearly'put rural school districts at a considerable disadvantage.
First., the county superintendents in the rany rural counties in California
would rnther have their boards appointed by county honrds of supervisors
than elected bv the citizenry. Furthermore, in eqnnlization of property
assessments %:ould increase the amount of :;tate aid to urban and suburban

112111181111m6r.--teiA_flec:rease Lt proportionste4 to rural districts. 11

thel c . , surpri sing that these three measures, which showed t.he
greatestsamount of conflict of nny education measures, were opposed by the
northern and southern rural assemblymen. To be sure, these assembly men
were joinc0, bur without pattern, by a number of saurian nnd urhnn assem-
blymen in their opposition to certain of the bills in this clustnr.

Unique Variables. There were eight unique. roll -calls of the 22 which
were,selected. Four of the bills which received a unique response were
lost in the senate committees; four were signed into law. Those unique
measures which lost or failed to piss Senate committees included a measure
requiring a physical exauination for all employees of school districts
every three years, a bill which would permit executive sessions for school
bonrds under cectain circumstances, a measure which allowed counties or
school districts to establish 24 hour schools, and a measure dererminin
the salaries of county superintendents of schools on the basis of county
Characteristics and incumbent qualifications. Those education bills to
which the Assemhly responded with unique roll-calls hnt which ''e' passed
into law were as follows: a method for determining electoral goals with
respect to school district unification, the enemption of school board
members from personal liability for injuries or damnge occurring in the
use of school buildings, the extension of the functions of safety patrols
and eliminating the requirements of school employee supervision, and Lou
establishment of a state college in Napa or Solano counties. The C.T.A.
supported two of the unique measures which were Jost in the senate com-
mittees, and opposed one which was signca into law. The Parent Teachers
Association opposed only one of the unique measures and this one, too,
was signed into law.
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'Sur.imary

The nnaJ.ycii of roll-call voting on education issues in the Assembly
durir!. the sessions of 1!.:55-56 seems to vari ant four conclusions. These

conclusions should he considered as hypotheses to be confirmed or dis-
counted in the remaining analyses in this chapter.

First, it seems that the polities of a legislative body in transition
do not: permit the developmeni. of informal or formal structures which nahe
legislative behavior in the area of education predictable. The relatively
high nuther of unique roTl-calls, the low derfec of communalities among
these roll-calls, and t11 loose clustering of those roll -calls are

not unique, all seem to .:arrant this conlusion.

Second, the structure rhieh does exist is fantional based en region
and ideology. The major opposition to bills in clw.ter one crare from
southern conservative Republicans; to cluster Le.o, from southern liberal
Democrats; to cluster three, from northern rural assemblymen. The nest

general conflict is between a handful of conservatives and the loosely
structured majority of moderates and liberals. More specific and nerrower
conflicts occur on education issues between rural and metropolitan
legislators.

Third, a factional legislative body in transition doeo not pernit any
one group, majority Of minority, or any one faction to develop a coherent,
programmatic approach to education legislation. In the case of each of
the clusters of education measures, we have a loose assorreent or items
dealing with a variety of education issues.

Fourth, in education interest group must, in the conteNt of a
traditional and factional legislative !Men desif.,n its program in such a
way as not to displease more than one faction at i time. That is to sny,

the C.T.A. program is proliferated and very loosely structured so that it
can appeal to the majority of fncilons. As a consequence, a major inter-
est group will attempt only moderate and incremental changes in policy.
Cfherc are of course many other reasons why an interest group would
behave in this way.)

These four conclusions arc on:Tested by the analysis shove; they go
somewhat beyond the data and the analysis of these data. Therefore, we
shall consider that as hypotheses guiding the remainder of the analysis
in this chapter.

THE ASSEMI1.Y,

Thirt-eigbt ASsembly roil7ealls-in l957'.758:yere:seledted foe analysis,
30 on 28 AaSemblyhillsand..eight.,on eight Senate.bills.
were concur rency votes and one was taken on a conference eemmitted:report

The education and related measures on which the Assembly divided in
its voting were concerned with the inculcation of basic American values,
finance, tax equity, child care centers, employee benefits and rights,

V.

J : .



school construction, and pronerty assessment., Members of both parties
were involved .in developin, and carrying these Measures. Twenty bills
were introduced , byE P.epeblicans and 16 by Democrats:.

Of the 36 measures' Selected,' 21 were signed into la'w or filed with
the Secretary of State -7'14 of the 2L Assembly)413:: and ...six...Of. the

ht Senate :hills . Nine Assembly bills:, (337 of those selected) : f .1:i led
to pass .Se.nate coMmit tees, . one t.ras refused pasSage y the' ASseMbly, three
were pecket.=vetoed by .06. (:overkior, anti one toclie. on file Two

of the eight Senate bills *Were pochet-vetoed'' by the Governor.

The California Tenchers Association wait 'not. very active en the selected
measures. I L took no .i Li ons on only:. ciipItt 'bills, and these 1Jfit e'
measures necessary for continued school operation. It' opp (ivied any attempt
to introcicecollective bargaining into the school systems, a position it
held unti.11965.

...,,

,,- We turn now to the results of the roll-call analysis .
i
I.

i ,Evalttatillm of the Cluster Solution ,

,...

, t:::

.
.

,
.

. . .

t The root mean squares of correlations among the 33 selected Asseml)ly',
roll-calls. :in 1957-58 is .21, . somewhat: lower than :for those :sel ected for

, ,'
i- th'_ per tod:,.1955=56.' The sum ' of CoMmunalit les iS:-.1?I'S 57 : Pi7'epor t ion, tel.:,
v .soricWhat:bitite.r than for the 1955'.--56- analysis. This would seem to incl.-i--
':..

cate..n-.Soliar4 at more:definite structure in Assellbly roll-call votin;,,
I , in 1957=53' than in. 1955-56,i

: t
IH.

The , cluster ana lysi.s of the :38 1-c:017-calls yielded f lye, dimensions ;of
,

Assetribly voting on 6(h:cation -- two fairlygeneral patterns- of variance,
(.. and three much more specific variances. ...Vablci2.4 Presents the evaluation

of the solution.

i

The five clustered dimensions of ro1.1-7eallvotes e;thaLists 937 of the
communall.tias find 76 of the mean' squares, of e.orrelations. Thus,

only :77 :of the communalities are left over for additional dimensionS s
. The fifth ;residual correlation of .09' indiCa' teS that further' carch for
addi.tional.climensions Wenld probably be 'fruitlesSs.' The relatively. low
proportion of the mean squares:of-, the raw Correlation mat.rit.: -which is

.

exhausted by the :five dilaensions. This 'curious discrepancy is somewhat
explaitte.d.:toter by the frier that almost :One .quarter of 'the, roll.-c"]1.
exhibit tall.que vatinnees.. .

.

.

.

The fir .L two cluster d:t1:1011SiOlIS are: the most general .'-- cluster 1
has .a, reproducibility:: of mean squires of correlations equal, to .35, and
cilate): 2' has' one equal' to .11. ' 'The . remaining, three 'cluS ter dimensions
are: very much more specific.:' C3.uster 3 reproduces only .07 of Ow 'mpan
scpiares, of correlations, ,dluter II,. :12,....anci Clunter 5,. .17.. Th6 .first
two ciciF.tter' dimensions of Assembly .1:o3.1.-,calL vol.. ingl.n: 1.957=58 :are,: there-
fore, ',..the .morit..r,eneral and most eharacteristi.cpf.the 'AsseiThly tit response
Lo education during this tirtc. ..

, .
. . .. ,

An -eicaminatiou of theraw..:correlations betwc.!en cies ter score's and the
es tim:ated i.ntcr.:.'doinain correla t ions shoWs : clearly that tit::: f ive dimensions

Jc



TABLE 2.h.

SUFFICIENCY AND GEEERALITY OF ,KEY CLUSTER D.11-7:::010DIS OF ASSEMBLY.
ROLL CALLS ON EDUCATIOWMEASUREq, :1957r.1958., Ai D

RELATI9Nsims:AMONG'.THE CLUSTERS

Cluster Dimensions
x II ii IV V.

A. Sufficiency of Oblique Clusters

Proportion of sum of estimated
commonalities exhausted .30 .23 .32 .1)1

Cumulative proportion or
cOMmunalit ie s exhaus ted.

Cumulative proportion of mean
'Soar° of raw r .matrix exhausted.

Residual:. correlation remaining
after each successive dimen-

.30

siOn (RMS):)' .16

B. Generality of ObliTze Clusters

Reprodocil)ili.ty of mean
squares of correlations ..35

Reproducibili. Ly of commonalities . 32

C. Raw Correlati.ons Between Closter
Scores ("factor estimates")

.53 .65 .79 .93

59 .62 .69 .76

.13 .32 .3.1 .09

.31 . 07 .12 .17

.30 .19 .22

(.89) -.h2
-.42 (.85)

III .16 -.03
IV .01t .13
V .29 -.10

D. Estimated Inter-domai.n
Corre3.ati.ons

1.00 - .148
-.1;8 1.00

. 22 -.di

. 05 .16
.37 - lii.

.16 .04 .29
-.03 .13 -.10
(.59) .16 -.02

.16 ( .70) .15
-.02 .15 ( .70)

.22 .05 .37
-.01t .16
1.00 .25 -.03

.25 1.00 .21
-.03 .21 1.00



are relatively. independent. The nest highly inter-correlated dimensions
are 1 and 2, with a raw correlation of minus .4 and an estimated corre-
lation of minus .40.

Table 2.5 shows the inner structure of the Ii vn roll-call dimensions
uncovered in tne cluster analysis. Not only are clusters 1 and 2 the most
general; they are also Lhe "tightest" clusters as is indicated by their
alpha reliabinties and their donein validities, as well ns by the average
correlations which the various definers have with their respective dimen-
sions. Clusters 3, 4, and 5 are not only more specific in the pattern of
variance which they represent but also less reliable and less valid .

It should be noted that nine of the 38 roll-calls are unique, i.e.,
they have commonalities of less than .20 wiLh an- one of the five identified
dimensions of roil -call voting. Thie number of roll-calls represents,
proportionately, senewhaL less uniqne variance in 1957-5P voting than in
Inc previous tern. Gives the fact that the three specific patterns of
variance, namely clusters 3, 4, and 5, have relatively 1. alpha -reliabil

tic's and domain validities, and Lhat almost 25'/. of the variables still
fall. Into the unique category, we may conclude that the structure of the
response to education in the Assembly is still somewhat diffuse, alLhough
much less so than in 1955-56.

Dimensions of Lssembly Votire, 397-5S

Table 2.6 presents summaries of the bilis in emeh of the clusters,
and the correlations of the roll-es:Ms on these hills with each of the
five oblique cluster domains. The interpretation of these clusters of
roll-calls will proceed in the same way as Lhe interpretation of the
analysis of the previous terms.

Cluster 1: Fair Employment :in Education. The first cluster is the
most general form of variance in the Ausemhly roll-cal.! voting in 1957-58.
The defining variables of cluster 1 are bills which attempt to legislate
conditions for fair employinent in education and agencies to work on behalf
of this objective. Al 1150 invokes a pen :illy for the refusal to recommend
persons for employment hr.:cense of race, color or creed; A0 1351 prohibits
discrimination against_ qualified teachers for reasons of age or marital
status; All 1727 provides the right for school and state college employees
to organim.: for collective bargaining. The authors of the hills on which
the five defining roll-calls were taken were all liberal Democrats --
Rumford, Dawkins, Masterson, and :-.cBride. It is Interesting to note that
the California Teachers Association opposed two bills on which the defining
roll -calls were taken. Three of the five bills on which defining 'roll -
calls taken were lost in Senate committees; two were ultimately signed
into law by thc Governor.

The measures which define cluster 1. were authored and carried by.
assemblymen sympatheLic to liberal and civil rights causes in the 1950's.
They mansged to rally support from most of the recently elected Democrats
113 order to push their legislation through the Assembly. In addition,

51



TA13L13 2.5

INN1 .:11 STRUCTURE OF C1JUST1.:1).S OF 11OLL-(:A11I, VOTES ON
EDUCATION 1v;13ASURES, ASSEMBIN., 3.957-58

Obl:ique Average
Variables Factor ComnsIn- R with
(B21) 1io.) Coel.'1'. a3.ity Definers

C1wtcr ].
AB 1150
All 2000
AB 1151.
AD 1727
A13 1396
AlAlL 136
AB 2305

Definers

B-Reli-
ability
Variables
Singly

1

ability
Variables

"Added.

D

1) .86
D .72
D .67

1) .60
1 1.9

.811

.77

.60

.5h

.55

.47

. 1114 .23

=

Domaii) Va.3. i.dity

Cluster 2

.89

.911

Al) 22 1) ,89
A13 18 BC D

AB 413.1 D

SB 1839
Al3 2772 60
AB 1205 . .47

SB 21466 Jo.
AB 458 C

A-Reliabili ty = .85
Dosrlin Validity .92

69
.65

. 51i

.50
.)15

. 37

. 33

.55

, .64 .49 .

-.118 .

..47H

.25 .

,28
.27 .27

.89

.88

, .

plustr: 3

All 50.0 C .70 .52

Al3 30115 C .52 .34

AB 50 BC .116 .23
SB' 61'7 -.3o .36

A-Reliability =.59
Domain Validity= .77

Cluster It
,f43 54,

p13 1326 D

.90

.69
.80

.56

25 .34 .21'

SB 617p 1) .29 .36.

n .70
Domain Validity = .8h

.85

.811,

.811.

.39

.29

.26

.3.7 .62

. 50

:38

.19

. 16

.80

.88

.85

.85

.811.

D M Oa ON.

.62

52



Oblique Averaaa ability ability

Variables Factor Commun- R with Va ri a bles Variab3en

(Bill No.) Definers Coeff. ality Definers Singly. Added Comul.

Cluster 5

AD 1 B
GB 1231
Al) 122 13 D
A011 82
ACA 7 B
AD 500
SB 29 13

Vii- Reliability = .70

Domain Validity =

'Unique VrIviables

AB 10 AD 1105

AB 1863 r Al3 2305

ACA 10 AB 9

.63 .49 .33

6o .49 32

.54 .32 .28

-.52 .43 :.27

37 .34 .20 .72 .72

.35 .24 .19

.33 .20 .18 .70 .71

AB 861
AB 3045
SCA 2 13



TABLE 2.6

COBBELATIONS OF ASSEMBLY. ROLli-CALLS ON SELECTED EDUCATION BILLS:
WITIL OBLIQUE CLUSTER DOAINS O ASSEMBLY VOTING, 1957.;58

:Bil.1DeSc,riptiOn
Conel.a.1:ion with Oblique
Cluster Domains

I ;11 III -IV

cluster ._

Al) 1150

A11 2000

Al). 3.153.:,

AT3.3.396

Invok es pens lty for refusal to recom-
mend persons for employment for
reascms of 'race, color, etc.

Creatos Commit -ion of Fair 1:mplozn.lc.snt
Practices, safegua3.ds right of perzens
to seek, obtain and hold employz,ent
without discrimination because of race,
etc.
Prohibits eiscriminating age.i.nst
ified teachors for reasons of age or
marital status.

Provides right for school anti sto.te
calecc employees to organize for
collective bzo.v..ining.

Provides for division of SrfllS members
into those rho desire social security
covervge and those who do not.

Removes itle limit on exis t on c e of
child care centers, adjusts fee

AB 3.36

AB 2305 Penbits governing board of school
district to lease building. to elle..
viate overcrowded schoolrooms.

Removes 200 limitation r.cc,(

in determining sufficiency of the
assessed valliation of a proposed
junior college district.

AB i.05

ACA 10 1.1a1cot county superintendent appoint-
ive:.by 'elective county board of eduta
tion.,

M w .

Cluster 2
AB 229: Advances cut^orf:clate for queS:tion5.ng

on past meMberShip a.rl subyersi!ie or..
ganizationa roM 900/Iiii to :10/3/45,
exPandn subjectS, on which' eMployees

may be :;:tioned.

eel .1. 411.1 1

. 1 .4 .31i .011..

.85 .01 36 .11 .48

.72 -.20 .39 .26 .26

' -.48 .18 .01 .IrIT

.6o .314 -.22 ,3.3'

7 .13 .2]. .211

.44 .24

.25, .09 -.11 ...00

.25. -.11 .03 9



TABLE 2.6 con ti ntied

Bill No. Bill Description

Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains
1

AB 18 BC Pertains to state participation in .18

the federal scholarship progrm.

AB 4131 Pertains to legislative advocates :»

SB 1839 Requires district boards to prescribe . 31,

procedure for selection of instruc
tional material for use in school
libraries, to prohibit materials which
conflict with duties of teachers to

impress PuPlis mih Principles of
morality, justice, patriotism, etc.

Al) 2772 Authorises school board to change .2

orders on construction contracts Pro-
vided work to be done iss, on same site
and added cost does not exceed 10:4 of

total contract.

AB. 3.05

Sli

Pertains to state officers -.08

2!166: Provides detailed. -:schedule Of,adjust7- .746

merits in county 'aanesSMent ratioS:t6
effeetinter7.county equalization':

Al) h58 c

AB

Declares useoftax-exeMPt prOperty
to: be personalproperty'and not :dUb-

ject:tO locaLtaxation.-

11 11.1* TV

-.71 .17 -.01 -.18

...15 .17 .27

.611 . .23 .01

60 .

.117 .02 .0ci 0G

Al '.21 30 .15

9 Pertains to fees for credentials and . ..

life diplomas.

AB 1863 C Pertains to the Vehicle Code . .10 .

Cluster

AB .500 C Provides:for support of State govern-77

Al) 3045 C increases state suppOrtfor schools .?Q

AB'. 50 BC PortainS:tOSchool records of pupils .05:: .02

ApprOpriates:$20 rnill iOnfrOmInvest7. .12 :

ment.FUnd.::(Tiddiands 01.1:Reserve) to

State School Building Aid Fund

.32 -..07

.02 .1

-.05

.70 .10

42'

.30, .29.:

.....af 55

-40.

.11

.02

.n5

:.03



TABLB 2.6 (continued)

Bill No. Bill Description

Correlation Lh Oblique

Cluster Domains
T II III Iv

Cluster 4

SB 54 Requires State Dighay.Dept. to pay
local government agencies 25(1) of
rent:: received from real property
not used immediately for highway. needs.

SB 1.326 Requires State Park Commi zsion to pay
local taxing agencies taxes on land
under its jurisdiction.

25 Requires State Dept. of Public Works
to pay local taxes on real property
until it is actually usl:d for highway
pu rpOS C S

Al):

All 2306 Permits purchase of portable build-
ings being used for sehoolrc.oms.

CIus ter-------,-

AB H 1 B Pertains to courses of study in
the state colleges.

WI,

SB 1231 Requires licensing and vaccination
of all dogs four months and older
in rabies areas.

AB 122 B Provides for salary increases for U. C.
and state co33 ege ;lead omic and admin-

istrative employees.

ACC Requests S11 to study cost of grant-
11 credit under California system for
varying periods of out-of-state ser-
vice.

ACA 7 Ti Ratifies State Construe Lion Program
Bond Act of 1953

AB 500 Provides for support of 'state govern-
men t.

-.07 .22 .30 .90 .17

.27 .34 .27

.12 .23 .20 .34 .

-.07 - -.23 . .09

OM

.02 -

O8 . .34 O3. .C,O

.22 11,j.4 .02 ..,. 40 .54

.22 .d .52

.37 .37

.11 .17 .23 .25 .35



TABLE 2.6, (continued

. .....

Correlation viLh Oblique

Bill. No. Bill Description Cluster Domains

SB 29.B Requims State Scho:ilyinance COM.-7
hittee-to iSSue:and:rsolibonas,:in:
amou4 of ;'.200 million, proceeds to
gol,o General POnd.:to:Tectore,byild»

.;:ing, aid ei:Pendiures.

IhcrcaseS,state'suppOrt for schools

AB 3.0. Requires Local Allocations Board to
determine for each school district
the ratio: of assessed valuation to
total market value, statewide ratio
to be determined also.

SCA 2 B Provides for appointment of the
Supt. of Public EducZ,t:Inn by the
State Board of La. with Senate
approval.

AB 861 Repeals statute sections providing
for mandatory inter-county equali-
zation of assessments.

11 III TV V

44 ..18 . .33

. O8 J.8 ..06

-.02 .0h .00 .28 .29

.07 .20 .09 .23 2.9

.08 .01 .20 .23 .28
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they mobilized ;;11111) 0): 1: (WI 1:C0U:1)4C111 111C10.1)C17:4 of the Asscunb] y Education
COhltii It cc . The legislation represented in cluster I quite clearly di v [(led
the Al:sombly oo JC COIt''iCal grounds. TO nome ext(nt: , parties , were ,begin-
ning to adopt Iaoi-e idccologles) i [lions on proposod educa t on 1c' s la t ion

t:luser . 7: . t zeroth i o uca tibn . The' s on which the:: de f ining
in clus I er .2 c Inizen were Au thered priMari ly by IleptAbl.icallf;

:telt .are f e ted. :in cluster 2 Were carried by` ;:enoer a ts
411.1). "The coil tentof'legislationreprosented-,in:

2 .1S,, in many rospeets, opposed to the 1a nu 61 legislation: prOpo:.;ed in
elus ter Ai; 229 sot. :bad: :s the te cor quest:iiming:' on 'past
inemberSliip in siihrer s ire organ ilation hy,three 339 requiroi

d tr.i cts to' pcescribe the...:procedure, for selection of ,
.:materials to .sbo uSeci Lfl school libraries and to prohibit mater.1.11:1 which

Confliet: with the- cipties of te.'iehors Co'ir.ipresS pupils switii COO principles

of,:, 1,1017 (I 111Er)11:17.1 sr!, , and:. So OA- th . Thn CalifOrni.aTeoc_hers
Ac s ocia I. ion I °0I: p0S t ions on 'none of ; Om: bills. in cluster 2. . ir lb rMer e ,
three of irthe . five cleflning' bills were passed: into law; one pocket
yetOctd .:1) :the Corer nor (this I', a .refloc tad variable).; and one .V:f.if.; 3.0S 4.;

in a :senate :Commit t: ee .

:2: is, :strongly :negatiVely Col...related with :Clust('r 1 . !l iii.
means that L110: stir port r,o7S.. of M 60.1:11)7 C tC.r 1 oppoSed .meastiros
c:1 u'. ICE' '2, and :-ri.ec: rc.!rsa., 'The' liberal Devoe:7as ,.dioSupper Led r.,..-:eAurcts
in cluster 1;01;1)0.)i:ed., the me...asoreS; in cli:Ster 2; .the'scotiserrative r.eput177:

Opperie.:d 1:lea:air:es in eltinter i:upported the:measures in Lc iunt.pr

r it should cea13.o.d , "lartern .ef 'variarici,. a lnocit
`gencrr.1 as that ,of cluster' l. Iniother. words,: the two:most:f,eneral r.-.:',ri-
ances the Vii' c' ::,} }1 response to: educ:ltion arc' ideological. nature.

CIA:Stet 3; talc Finance. ' on, ...714(21.: 'the el.w; ter,
were . per tan, PriMarily, to the f inancing' o;. s te t:;:nd

of cdneation. 500.' is the On:Ilia:I..budget bill : in..; the .regular
sessiori; 1')4!, to...inc.ren6c the :amount' of ,.F.ttate Supper ,f or ';

..,:eclucati.on;' SE:617 was 'a shill tO.'appropriate :twenty Million dollars.. to the

states's ing:fund .:' Only AT this cluster did not per t; 411
to finance

The hills in cluster 3 were carried by prominent :',:epublicari's who

were considered :leaders in the field of education legislation -- Assembly--
men ,Ceddes, and Senator N, Dilworth. Each of these bills vas;
passed 'linto law; most of them with the support of the Califernia Teache.rs
ASsociatiOn and the California Congress of :Parents and Teachers

Cluster: 3:.has cstremely,.1.011 correlation s with each of the other
cluster's.. The :Assem11y,: in Other words; did not divide On : clitS Lel 3 lip,
the same t'r'y 'it dtvided. on cliis t ors 1 and 2, :i.e.:, on the iii t' of pol it

s The s:basit: for the of :the Assembly' on ,roll-ccills; oa
clusi:or. 3 coliiiot. be ::C161:arininej.'from 'our: analysis.

Cluster 4: Ta: :Equity for Local. Corc.:rnment.' 'Cluster is made up
of ,roll-7eails on b i 1.1s tilticii are des.Igned to require the Stato to : pay its
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dneshare of taxes on property it uses in local jurisdictions. SP, 54

requires the State Highway Department to pay local government agencies 257
of rent received from real property nor used for hiehvny needs; RE J326
requires Inc State Park Commission to pay locel taxine neencies Lazes on
land under its jurisdiction; AD 25 requires the Stote Depnrtment of Public
Works to pay loco] tnxes on real property. Each of these throe bills vas
carried by it Democrat, ten) Senate Itenocrats and one Assembly Democrat.
Only one bill was passed into law.

Each of these three bills had a lov dezree of visibility, althongh
the political implications for n number of legislator::: miebt have had
considerable we:if...hi in the casting of their votes. The oyervheiming
mniority received 111 the Assembly for each of these bille .i nn ledication
of eh' OL ward (linpl ay of a con LII uency 01 if atat Ion at 1 cant . The

measures in cluster 4 appeal to the strong norms of locnl control and
conetAtueney orientation pervasive in California polleies.

Cluster 5: improvement of Edecatioval Quality. 'he most contentious
educational measures durinr the 1957-52 sessions are found in cluster 5
Heasto ee in cluster 5 are diverse and vnrious, reneinr. from the reenlntion
of courses of study in state colleges to n state finance bend issue. It

is on these measures that the Assembly divided strictly alone party linen,
There were no ideoleeical ;,,rounde for the Assemblyle division on these
iSSIK:S, as can be seen from an eNeminetioe of the content. Ewever, for
one knanon or another, the Democrats in the Assembly ve_re nnxious lo fight.
the issues represented b) the measures in clneter 5.

The meaeures in cluster 5 were authored nnd carried by hi3h rnnking
nopublieaes in the Aesembly. The one Seeate hill vee aleo carried by n
:tepublican, and it wan the only bill which the Californie Tenchers Asnoci-
ation supported in this cluster. Despite the fact that there ie a rairly
sizeable number of defining roll -call?: in cluster 5, the clueter dimension
an such represents n very specific form of variance ns vns seen in Table 2.5.

Summary

Compared to 1955-56, the Assembly in 1957-50 responds in as more pre-
dictable and dc Li way to education measures. Partisansbip is beginning
to take shape (cluster 5) end ideology, probably reinforced by social
class differences among constituencies, appears to be the basis for most
of the varinnce in roll-call voting on education (clusters 1 and 2).'
Factionalism, based on differences in constituency and policy orientation
seems still to be the dominant characteristic of the Assembly's reepenee
to education, however.

TUE.SENATE, 19554956

'The SenateAisagreed sufficiently for our :criteria Oil only 16 roll-
callo.in'1955-56. Five. selected.rollealls 'we're taken on roljI. Senate
bills and 11 were taken.. on 11 Aasenhly bills. Light of Lilo .15 measures
were carried by Democrats,.
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The inajor issues were no unlihe those in the Asnembly in 1955-56 --
child care cuater:.;, fair employnent practices, cu Ployec rights, and rural
educational development. The interest groups, the Con,z.ress of Parents
alld Tea Ch s ..and. LIU! Cnii.fornin 'ecact.ters' itsr dein Li Oil, tO0i_ the pOS i Li. OUS
already described in an earlier section denling with the Asnenbly in
1955-56.

1:valuation of the Cluster Solution

The surf of communalitieS among the 16 rollcalls is 1.041.5., the root
mean squares of raw correlations is' .34. The magnitude of these statis
tics. For the Senate in 1255-56 :is. cousiderabl:S.' hiniinr Conn for the Assembly
in the salne.periOd.

....The cluster analysis of the 16 ro11-enljs reveals four rajor diMensions
of vet-ihg of.cormunalities exhausted
atterfour dimensiounis 1.0(), nr,n10.1y 10,0,7. The pirpiior Limo, of tho nothIs
Squares 1:of the rat: carrel,-ti on :ft:act:ices 't:hielt ,nre .6.thaw; ted by 'four:. iti.pen-
sions ;. 92 . There s only a :re.::ithial correlation; of repaining: ter
four 'dirtenSions have boOn The. f;CAU Li On :Li; hiray: adequat. e on
criteria of sufficio:ncy:

lt Is int:ere:511ns that thc dittensions: reprOduee rotip,hly the same
proportions on :th.O;maan;nqoaresofredrrelatioll'irod ef:thceommunalitien.
There not variatinn in:: the ' genera:1.1 ty spotif i city of Liv
dirtettS ion for the Iienate, :1.95575(.1 as there vat" in the
AsSOubly for the :iii -he sessions ': These statiSti et; aro :found 1.n section
A and B of :Table:, 2.7 .

Section C or this table shows. the re) al:ion:111.0s. bettlei-in the. (Jos er
doma,i ns . The E170 110 1 gemtr clu:;ters,,:eluster 1. and ,c ].u.^ +1 3 are
hif;hly .nega(iVely Correlated: ; (7.52). : 'C.:1tister, 2 CA7 Crla I 1 cluster. 3
sot.,-x.itIlt a t ,;: the :corre3 ation in .32 Cluster' A i r.4 'quite indepewl t :".rni.) le

,sItcr. ;s: the irtncr irtic turd of the,: cluster soltition The: ::rellabil i ties
rntte :frc-O .82 .90; the thirtain vaLidit ien range fr : 90 to 91). 3;ot
only is the :solution. Sufficient ,; it. is al!:to tiSfactory in terms
of the :inner strUettire of each of the 'fotir :dimensionn

The four-cluster solution yielded only one unique variable, AB 1907.
The fact that there is only one unique pattern of variance in Senate
roll-call voting in 1955-56, and that the cluster solution is superior
in terns of generality and inner structure, would seem to indicate that
the Senate response to educational issues during this tine in fairly
well defined and predictable.

Dimensions o7. Senate Votis

Tahle..2.9:presents the bills in each of the Clusters and the Corre-
lations .Of':ithe r0117cal1s on each of these bil 1s with eachf.,of: the :four:
cluSter demainS.:
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TABLE 2 .7

SUPPICIENCY AND .GEPTER ALTIT OF KY CLUSTER ).u17ENSIOPS 01 SENATE

liOLIr CAN'S ON EDUCATION 1.43A1,3URES 1955!-56) TI.3X

RELATIONSBIPS Pt OTIG THI CLUSTERS

.
.

Cluster

I IS III 1V

A. Sufficiency of Oblique Clusters

Proportion of sum of estimated
communalities exhausted

Cumulative Iffoportion of
communalities exhausted

Cumulative proportion of mean
square of raw r matrix exhausted

Rosidual correlation remaining
after each successive dimension "(TRW

B. Generality of Oblique Clusterr

liciprocluel.bility of mean
squr.i.res of correlations

lieprodueibi.3.ity of communalitios

C. Ray, Correlati.ons Between Cluster
Scores ( "fac tor es Limates ")

IV

.31 .2)1 .22

.31 .55 .77

.35 .54 .75

.6 02

D. Estimated Inter-Domain Corre3.ations

I

II
Ill

IV

.31 . 4

.30 .26

( .88) -.16
(.90)

27
-18 -.01

1.00 -.18
-.18 1.00

-.52 .32
- .21 . 02.

.23

1.00.

.92

. 01.

.37 .27

.33 .28

-.114

.27 -.01
(.82) -.19
-.19 (.89)

-.52 -.21
.32 -.02

1.00 -.22
. 22 1.00
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TAT3bli; 2.8
. ,

-DINER ST.RUCTIIRES OF. CLI.15'2131:::3 ROLL..:ALT, VOTES OH
EDUCKCI0i1 14F,ASITRES, 3.955-56

Variables
(1313.). Dt?finers

Cluster].
AT3 9311 1)

.13B1039 I)
513 1931.. C'

Al) 3252
AB 1932

A- Re ty . 88
Domain VaJ.idity . .91+

Closter 2

1513 639
ITS 3.392 0.
All 930 1)

= .90
Domttin = .95

1)

Oblique Ave rage ability bibi :y
Fa.et()r Coloinun- R wiJh Vari able 3 Vari:J.1)3.es
Coeff. ctlity Definers Sin!,ly Added (:omul.

.

.80

.71
-.47
-.25

.77

74

. 75

.25

. 26

. 85 .85

. 83 .81

.92

.83

.76

.85 77

.77 .69

.65 .63

Iro nob se ao. to

Cluster 3

AB 2220j:
SB 639 C
AB 3.5)16

I .11 11. .1117

.85

.8o

.71i.

.117

.73

.76

1i7

.5).
,

. 14.5

A-Reliability = .82
Domain Vaiiaity 90.... . MO .
Cluster Li

A13 16% D

Al) 616
A.13 1160 D

A-Tieliability - .89
Domain Validity = .94

MO . MO MO I. 4141

Unique Variables
AB 1907

.99

.99

.118

. 99

. 99

. 27

. 82

.82

. 39
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TABLE 2.9

CORRELATIO!:',3 OF AfiSEMBLY TiOLL-CALLS ON flr.L?C`UF,I) ED1.1(..:ATION BILLS
141111 OB.Licet11,.: WAISTS:). or t.11!IiifiTtot VOTING; 1955-56

-----
Col-r clati on wit)) 01)lique

Bill No. Bill Description Cluster 1)omaa.ns
I Ti. III IV

C3.ustr:r 3.

AB 954 County superintendent TilnY nu:pp:1.y school -.85 .05 .119 .02
districts i.;i.th sc.:vices in connection
with tel ev3.si on. Governing 1..) ea i-d s in

behalf of clistricts and d.iret:tor of edu..
cation in behalf of state colleEes may
contract with licensing of television
st:ttion for use of facilities..

SB 1039 Concerns expansion of 3?ubli.c supPortec1.

higher education by -t.he e5.;tab3.1:thment
of several new state colleges in this
s Late

SB 1931 C An ant to provide for tl)e study of the .71 -.21: -.31. -.60
need for the establishment of a state
college in the area of ?laps. County and
So3.ano County.

AB 3252 (lio description given. )' -.47 .09 .38 -.02

AB 1932 Extemds functions of safc.ty patrol to -.25 .3.9 -.09
crossing near as well as aaaacent

.80 -.12 .13

to" schools. Supervisi.on by sehoo3.
employee does not require plVsleal
presence.

...... 00 0.

Cluster 2
SB 639 Removes,. June 30, 1995, as .closing -. 9 .92 .22

.date from provisions for child care
centers. Appropriates unspecified. sum
for operation of centers and provides
for state apportionment to districts
mainLaining centers:

SB 1392 Extends operation of chi3.d. care -.08 .83 1j .04
centers from June 30, 1955 Lo stunt:
date 1957.
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TABLT 2 .9 (conti.nueci)

Bill No. Bill Descy.ription

Corre3.ation with Obli.(111^.

C3.u:.; tor D01113.i 11;.

II. III iv

A 980 Continues chi.ld. Care centers . Appro.
priates four million, five 'hundred
thirt.r.-five thonsand. eir.Tht hund.recl
clo3.3ars. for support. fo 1 jpayn. .1955.
through June 30, .195 . Add.s. to 3.3. t
of thise qualified child of parent .

reeeivinz instrUction -under. state .vocca...-

tiona3. rehabi.litation procrsm. Means
parent sa3.ary limits. .

.reviSed. upward.. .

.27 ,76

Cluster 3

AB 2220 . Declares it to be public policy that
all public. school employees shall
have tile right to organize -t.-ithont

adMinistrative 3.»terferenee for :the
purpose of collective bare,aining.

. . .

. AB 970 Persons charged by governing bos.2..d.s...
with responsibility for recr.meIld...ing
certifiocttcd'personnel not to 'refuse.'

or :fai3..so to do for .reasons .of C0103'
creed, re.iigiOn. or nations]. origin.

Si3 639 C (Sec SB 639 in cluster 2.)

An 1516 Creates 120 competiti.ve four Tear
scho3.arships per year for attendance
in private3y endowed universities and
colleges each one thousand dollars
per year.

Al3 1907 ncempts members of governing boards
from personal liability for injuries
or d.ams.ges occurring due to u.se of

any bui.lding.

.......
Chtster Ii

AB 3.656

AB 616'

A)3 1160

So. .. .... ...... -

.15 ../40 .8o

..27 .311

.3.1 -.10 .117 -.114

.30 -,114 -.36

Extends section 3.3841.1 s.nd. bereave- -.3.2

ment leave to non-certificated em-
p3.oyeeS.

Changes maximum age of truant subject
to arrest from fifteen years to six.:
teen years.

Provides for payroll de.ductions.of pro... -.23
few:ions]. dues.

1ft 1IND WHW

-.01 .23 .99

-.10 -.25 .99 '
. .

.13 .05

...WiltoWaNWW.11W loM UNMWelose Y. IMIWWWWWIs !NM. W



Cluster 1: Rural. rducational Develop:lent. Ell le. in cluster 1. were
offered anti carried by two P.opublicans prominentlyInvolved in education
and two 7)61;:ocrats dl-;,U involved. Jetislation propohc.:. t.0
fairly: control/en:I.:11 in that it was di:sii.,:ted ft .r the 11:prover:era of edu-
catienal opportunities in reral :treas. It did not ai.f; ttrban echwatipn in
any ',day. C:ote that Id; cirdi is reflected in this cluster, z::Itt consequently,
must be considered as opposite to it's' iutent iter purposes. of analysis:
This bill T.:btild actually have piven urhan ar.:an greni:ctr adyantage thar:
rural. areas, bnt the reflection of its vote. 0-alansiOn in cluster 1
means that the.Niate was pro-rural.) The major concern anong, the Ilectsurns
of cluster ti:n of big:ler education to :rural:areas. :This
had been a conts-..ntipt:S _issue for the last sew-tic!). 1:2ars. , the
rural:senators were iuterested in givinl; their:c..mcOnstitnneipn the
317(1::LdSt. acivr.r.tne in anY. e:-..panE:10:1.plztns for hi,-er ;,duca Lion

:l 1`"', s1 ab? rribt.: have..

11 should be noted that cite: interest nroupf. in educoLion arc not.,
typicelly, concerned 1do cont;titm,nc: oriented loctslation. Muss 1:1,vy
CiJ.c not L,tize active positions on. bills in this clustor. Verthermore,
as is Li' be enpected, the urbnn sosators lead the opposition to the pro-
posed let.islation in cluster 3.

C1uircr 2: Child Care- The peaSures in el.estor 2 vo:o not neorly
as controversiO3 as Of o],m:tor j frn Senate
Ti e Sollate:.ura:i.: not neariy las7div.1.(led on theSeI.,easurefl e,joSe of.
1. The: ContresS of P ii i L and TenCberS and:.t.he Teneht:yrS
lo:aociation support!: he extonsioA of child f136.16.Vcr, th;:y
wereCarefui: tO suppert only Ihe: bills. off.:!red' by Asserhlrilan (.;er.".(710:7., a
pror.11nent:RePubliCan thiln .the 6:0 bine carried bY D i.teernts. The
Opposition to thri:eNA:eilsion of:ehild care colq.en; ca0e {L'OP': a:
of RepOblican ncrti-ioru nn4 sot hitt

1t0'7evet,'t:la ro.tevo no nor at :nll

Cluster 3:: f;inployce, ic.oritroversial. ileasures
the Senate in 195:-.456 rarc fatuld in clUster i3. rieaSures, for the::
most' 'part concerned with definin and Providint rightS to public
school uniaoyees 77- collective: :rad protection nainnt
rlent:diserlioination. 'bills Will:v. CorriedI,:i :eil:c.icrst:: from
the -1.i.oeriblv --!4Inisterson and I:Umford 7*- and Senator .icharcts

''life California :Teachers ACIWci..Lation was, :01:posed
to the propoSed

The re5.;ponse of the Senate was not precisely aiont party lines.
r.ather, diviSion wasHbetwnenconservativaS
of the Te:::otratS., especially 37111:61:Pemocratr. 1ICrc conservative in their
1)013.ii Lill ori en they-vetedlalciny, with the :P.epnblicanS.:On ..tiese
measures:. :-The::major :Support:. Cape ,fron the :liberal -urban :Der:ocratS,
oT,whori were:pro-qabor !!ear in tbeir. on



Cluster 4: Education Welfare. The least controversial education

ocasures on which C.cre vas some dinagreement in the :.:enata in Y.155-56 ere

found in cluster 4. These issoos were supperrod by the California Teachers
Association, and indeed one vas sporolored by that orgenination. The hill

were concerned with the e:,.tension of hercover:.ent leave to non-certificated
employees, provision for pnyroll deductions for profes5lonal dues, and
with increasing .1;lic age or truants nnbject to arrest_ from 15 to 16 years.

The three bills which define cluster 4 were carrie0 by A!.se;,;bly

Democrats and one P.epublican. The orponitioa LO these bills in the Senate

v mixed. discerna:An pattern of oppor-:tion cm.erged.

Only one uni::ite roll -call, ns fonnd in :ie 16 roll-calls selected
for this analysis, Ali 19:17, proposed :rhe exvilption of govelnin!.

school boards from personal liahility for injury or d:n-ar:e oreurrio: du:

to nse of auy : :as a controvernial piece of however,

no structurt-t internal Lo the Senete seen.s to have governed the response of

senators to thiS Matalre. r, -chaps, conf,titneecy variable' nuJ

V,17011p pressure interfered sufricieutly with the J.eciWon maLIng on this

measure to result in a unigne response on the part of the Senate.

S UMMnry

The Semite wan much more hi%hly predictable an4 structured in its
response to cducntion than vas tbe Assembly in 1955-56. Tho
eolmonnlities, ec lower amount of uriique variance, and tIle more odcroo.te
clunter solution give considern!..le weight to conclusion.

The major divisien in the Senate 1Y5 bet,..eon rural and urban aeolvore.,
but regionalism and policy orientation or idcolngy 8Vo2 also to be lo.pr,r-
tont in structurint. the Senate. lt vas also n factional lioe.y during this

time, but for a nnober of ten' (discussed late...), it vas a more inte-

grated body than the Assembly.

1111: SEI-ZATF., 1957-195!.1

Seventeen Senate roll-calls on 16 bins introduced in 1957-.7,g hove
been selected for nnalysis. Seven of these bilis oere carried by Repub-
licans, mainly concerned with financing of school construction, child
protection, the financing of state government; And scheo3 management.
The romaininn bill" wore carried by 7:enocrats. Thesi! were concerned with

the appointment of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction end of
county superintendents, child cnrc conters, fair eployment practices,
state college expansion, and new educational programs.

Iv:

These. 17 roll-calls.Were cluStered in, four cluster domains. The

analysis of these cluster domains will he presented helot:.

Evaluation or Cluster Solution
.

The 1.7 :seleeenate for the senSionn

f eommunalitiesf 9.3t; the meansquaret ofi:he raw
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these 17 roll. -Gills was .31. The magnitude of theSe statistics is 16Wer
fur the 1957758 Senate then .for the Senate in l'!55-55. Thc magnitude of
these tWo statisties higLer thanjor Annew.hly of 1975:%

Four clusters were deteriftined in analysis of thn 17 roll-call votes.
Table 2.30 sTtot4s thn results of the analysis. The proportion of the mean
squares of the raw correlation matrices cndiansted br four dircnsions is
JO; the proportion or communality en:haunted after four dimensions is .95.
The residual correlltion rer.einiag after four dimension have been eNtrac-
Led in .01. Min solution is not as adequate .L terms of the seMciency
criteria an for the Senate solution for E155-56. rooever, the residual
correlation remaining after fonr div.ensions have boon eNtracted indicaten
strongly that further eNploration for additional dimensions woeld be
fruit:tens.

SeLi10:. QC Tahic 2.I0 indicates C.tat ;.1(1 tno pattx,7--ns or

variance which are fairly general, clusters ' and 4. Cluster I and cluster
3 are noIlS. what more r.pecific in their variance. This indicates n pattern
son,l1what similar to the Senate analysis for 1955-56; however, tbe patt,.rn
here is more marhc.l. It is clearer in the 1C.'57-5 analvsis that two
patterns of variance ere much More general than .:o others.

In sections C and D of Table 2.10 we find that tbe four di:,:ensions
arc fairly iln:ependent of each other. -he big:lest inter-eomatu COI

is -.38 betneen cluster 4 an0 cluster 3. The remaining sets of
relationships vary in ii 'mitt(( front .07 to .18.

ln Table 2.11 the statistics C the inner strectutn of the clusters
arc give . reliahilities range fyon .75 to .8(_'; the demaln vvilditles
range from .87 to .95. Cluster 3 has the lowest reliaFility and validity.

Three of the 77 roll-calls were unique -- A1S 85, Si) 256G, and AE 4.
The proportion of unique variance in tbe roll - cei.l' votinir on education in

the Senate in 1957-58 is somewhat higher than for the Senate of 1055 -5(..

Dimensions of !loll -enll Votinft

Table 2.72 shows the content of hills in the various clusters and the
correlations of roll-calls on these bills with each o' the four cluster
domains. Each of these clusters will be interpreted belov.

Cluster 1 State Covernnent Finance. Cluster 3 contains t..x. defining

vatic:hies, one is a bill to ratify the State Construction Program Act of
1958 and authorizes the issuance of two hundred million dollars for con-
struction porposes; An 500, the budget bill, ma%es appropriations for the
support of state government for the fiscal ynnr. Both bills were passed,
tbe one siTued bv the Covernor and the other filed with the Seer. tart' of
State.

The.oppositien)O the Senate to:ther4eanuren in cluster 1 cnvle pri -
'marily fret serntorWho:representedSouthern districts. 'The great:majority
Of theopponens of thesemensures:camejroM theexurban.Countles.



TABU.; I 2.20

SUFFICIE.MY AND GENERALD:17 OF Y.ME CLUSTER ,D1:1ENSIO:13 SETU:17.

ROIL-CALLS 0N'Et3,UCATIO:: MSASURES, 195775S-, AND
RELATIO::SHIPS AV:ONG TEE CbUZIT.P.3

Clustec Dimensions

A. Sufficiency of Oblique Clusters

.

.

.

Proporti::in of sum of estimated
co-,*rucali tics exhaucted. 21i .29 .21 21
CuMulative proporj-don of

s ted .24: .53 95

Cu malative proDol.tion of mean
square of raw r Matri*.e:3::austed. .17

Resiftal correlation remininag
al each suacessivelaimension (ZZS .o6

Generality of Oblique Clusters

Reproducibility of mean

)17

es1
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.,

squares of c:orrelntions .19 .33 .19

Reproducibility of cononmalities .25 .32 .2)i .30

Raw Correlations Between Cluster
Seores ("factor estimates")

I. (.8)) -.12 .--.1h .08

H -.12 ..-. (.86) . .p5 .15
III ..1.1i : .03 (.75) --31
IV .08 .15.. ...31 (.85)

Estimated Inter-Domain Correlations
I x.00 -.14 -.17 . 07.
.11 .:.14 1.00 . .18

-.17 .07 :um -.38

IV .09 .18 -.38 1.00
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TABLE 2.11

DINER STRUCTURE3 OF CLUSTZRS OF HOL1,-.CALL VOTEZ ON
EDUCATION =LURES, =ATE, 1957-56

Variables ?z.ctor . Corraun- R

(Pill 1:o. Definers Co"f 1):=1`1ner:.;

Cluster 1
ACA 7 B

500

Donulin Va.lidity = 95

1.03 3..11 .89
.70 .5% .6o

; Or Oa Ow ......
Cluster 2
SCA 2 23
SC!: 2 BC D
SB 1.667 3)

AB 959
SB 3.839

= .87
Domain Validity .93
Orr IND MD . Or ww

clus:-.er 3

A13 1392
AB k56
SB 2660. D

Domain Validity= .87
OM OP Ira w Oa

Cluster 4

AB 3239
AB 770
SB 1231
SB 617 C

D

D.

.97
t32.

.65

.59
-.47

-----------
.9l

.75

.60
tat

.36

00 111.

.86

.84

;J.)

.81
.81
. 73.
.54

=.85
1)omp.in Vali.dity= .92

Oa IMO . DO r Oa OD 00 00 00 .

Unique Variables
AB 85
SB 2566
AB 4

.70

vbility
Varinbles

Sin '13r

Yr:flab:leg

Coy»1.

a . Or' O. GO O. 411.

.58
.73 .56

..20.

-- ea Om 111. 0. Oa OD Om w Om

.87 .58

.73 .58

.61 .51

.30 .39

MI, I. OD OD re 11.1. Oa am OD --- --
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TABI.P. 2.12

CORMV175.01:3 OF :317)7.*T7) r.P.NATF: BILLS
oLLIwE CLUS'aR Dii*.:T.SiOn; OF 31.:RATE VOTY1G, 1957-58

Bill No. Bill Description

Clus!.er

ACA 7 B Ratify Sta.:.c Ccnstruetion Program
lbara is e .7.9:Y1 --4

issuar.r.e c two hrule..r., villion 6ol-

lars lb bonds for pui-aoses thereof.

gakes appropriations for support of
government of State of r'-nia

ana for several public purpose

Estabshes the state cOlcoe of
Alameda County and upprosmates
twenty million dollars for construc-

tion.

AB 5po

AB

So, so SS .

Correlation %Ail! Oblique

Cluster Dc::rins
II III IV

1.03

.27.

0.

.03

7.29

.00

7.22

.20

-.05

.04

----
Cluster

SCA 2 i ProviOcs that State Of P,',Iuca- 5

tion; with admiee ancl connent of
enate shall aTToint the Supe'rinten-

dent of Public Instruction upon c:Tir-
ation of term of office of rerson
elected to that office in 1958.

SCA 2 BC (See above.)

SB 1667 16=es salaries and qualifications
of all county superintendents of
schools on basis of ADA in the

county.

SB 1.839 Requires distriet boards to prescribe
procedure for selection and review
of books and other instructional
material for use in school libraries,
the reguletions to prohibit selection
or retention of materiels which con-
flict with duties of teachers: set
forth in section 13230 to impress
pupils with principles of morality,
justice, patiloti=, free government
and American citizenship.
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-.14 .82 .15 35

.65 -.17 -.04

.37 -.47 .02



TABLE 2.12 ::ontinued

Bill Desea.-.ipt is

Correlation with Cb1ique
Clunter Dolanins

I II III V

AB 959 Authorize:: State D'21 of h1iu- - 14 .59 -.20 .35
cation to m:Ake s Ludy or :..r1:! vi

edumtienll proryal...5 for: ziftcd p pi.l.s,

and aw:oeri-Ite one hundred thir
seven ~t1:OilsLn .five hunlred nne.

thirty-two dollarn for the study.

SB 2566 State loan), of 11h:cation .25 '-.16 .14

Cluster 3

Al' 1392 Requires county superintendent of . .

schools to certify to coun'..y board

of suecrvi:iors that cost of eduaating

ncn-rcident J0 puoils, rather dir.n
pupils in grades 13 and 14, for pu
Poses of levying tax for payment
non-resident tIC tuition.

AB 456 Defines possessory interest of lease- .02 -.

lish in the department v
to t.ssist and advise local snhool
districts in problems rel6tinz to
racial religious or other diserdi-
nati on in connection with the employ
men t of ce r tificp ted employ& s .

- ----- --- - 46

SB 2680

bold 4:3 personal..ppperty with rcSult
that local taxingageneies including
Schooldistriets, axe denied 1-evenue:
from 'operation of private activities
On 8.16,4!:eh'men i o_ other tax ( exez.pt

PO -45r

Expansion of pUblicly supported hicher

111111,

28 :

Cluster 4

AB 1239 Permits high schools to pny costs of -.oh
accreditation by any accrediting asso-
ciation.

AB 770 Adds school farm accounts to tho.se rot -.1

.P6 .29

-.25

-.33 .23

-.41 .81

. .

required to be deposited in the c ral
i'und of the district.



Bill E . Bill Description
Coiialation with Obllotp-
ClusterDmains.
I II

SB 1231 Requires lieensinF; and vneciantion of -.20 :37 .71
z3.11 do r: four niontlis ntd older ill'
rabj es areas.

C13 617 C hpuroprirztr.s twenty million dollars .10 .32 -.21 .54
from invest-lanL funa (Tide3a1t3 oil
Resers.re) to Mate Schoo3. /ad

Deletc- June 30% 1957, termination .01 .10 -.3.7
date, froln child. care eente-.. provisionz
and 3::alzes them



Cluster 2: Administrative Professionalism. The defining variables
in cluster 2 are concerned with ath.:inistrative professionalism and with
certain very basic valves in the school program.

0:le bill dealt eith the appointment of the State Septlrintent lent of
rublic instruction by thc. State roan! of Educatiol-.. Three ei the roll -
calls on te,e, trith the problem of county seperintndent copoint-
meats aad v.alarien; ono hill is concerned with estaLlishioe i progra,: fur
girted pupils, another with the noloction of L:ateriale for schvel libraries
which would facilitate the teaehine. of basic :-re:-Ican values. In all
cases but the last the California :',.ac= isnociation was vecy cupportive.
It sponsored S:. 167 ant: supported .:le others :actively. iny) receive. a
roll-call which is reflected in clnster 2, 5.o., those who oppoeoJ Se 1li39
were in favor of the ocher bills in this cluster nd those who fovored
Si; 1839 were, for the most part opposed to the other hills in clester ?.
loe nojor taking into account the reflection of Si': IP39, in
cluster 2 ca:-.:e fro:i the conservative.epullca,?. The re-.ocrats over-
whelrinely supported these measures, and many of the moderate :.epu-olleanz
joined in that support. The more conservative remlers of tl.e. PepliAican
party, were oprosed to taking the appoi.ntecat of. the Superintendent away
from direct. puLlic involvement; they were also very Murh in favor of
facilitatiee ti teachinz of Ar.ericao values and coocepts

eluetoe 3: 1.0cro, rgeity. The definine variables in clooter 3
have only a thin thread in conr!oe, noL'ely, concern for local ta:-. equity.

The out:hors of hills iD this cluster were l'el-ocrats. The ma]nr opposi
tion .tu, two bills in cluster 3 came fro:: a miyture of conservative and
moderate 'Ze:Iuhlicans, as well as some liberal Yoceeocrats. Sore of the
opponeats ca.e from urban areas; other frot e- %-urban and rural areas.
neyond thn content, there ens to be no inte7eretetion possil,le for this
particular cluster.

Cluster 4: Educational -ianageilent. The bills In cluster 4 are
concerned with the following: grantino pernission to high schools to pay
costs of accreditation, removing school fern accounts from the ecneral
fund of the district, requiring the licensing and vaecinatinA of all dogs
four moths old and older in rabies oreas, and the appropriation of toenty
million dollars to the school buildine fund. These it did not
divide the Senate severely. Only a band full of Eepublican senators, from
both exurban ul rural areas, opposed these measures. The California
Teachers Association supported most of these measures actively.
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CPAPTER III

TDE POLARIZING POLITICS OP EDUCATIW
1959 -1.962

INTD.ODUCTIM

In the history of California politics, the period betveen 1959 and
1962 saw partisanship bcp,inning to develop in the state which had hereto-
fore been a classic exerple of the non-oarLisan art of .11DlitiCS. Hiram
Johnson's dreao of a truly non-partisnn state seemed to h waning. In

addition ti) Lhe strnetur;:1 changes in the partisonship level or the
California legislature, there were outside influences during this pericd
which had a drep irlrint on education. This wes thc. era of Sputnik. Inc
public hlaTled the 33ck of scientific knowledge in the United States upon
the public schools. A decade of prozressive education in the public
schools vas ccryinfl under attack. This wan also the era In which federal
aid .o education seemed it last about rendy to beeore a true reslity.

SENATE, 1959-1960

A total of 40 roll calls on 39 measures pertaining to education were
selected for the a.neiysis of the Senate's rdsponse to education in 1959-196:,.
Twenty-five reasures were originated in the Assembly; 14 were originated in
the Senate. Of the 25 Assembly bills, 18 were signed into law, four were
pocket-vetoed, one was lost in conference cormittce, end two were lost
elsewhere in legislative process. Of the 15 Senate hills, only three were
signed by the governor and one was filed with the Secretary of State;
tuo were lost on tits second floor, five in the. Assembly committees, and two
on the Assembly floor.

The interest groupsyere particularly active in registering positions
of support or opposition to the 39 selected bills. A total of 65 positions
were registered by the following interest groups: the California Congress
of Parents and. Teachers, the California School Board's Association, the
California Teacher's Association, the California Association of School Admin-
istrators, the California School Employee Association, and the Department of
Education. There appeared to be a high degree of unanimity among these interest
groups as to which measures should be pnssed and which should be defeated.

Examination of the authorship of the 39 selected measures leaves no
doubt. that the Democrats have taken firm control. Of the 39 selected
measures, 29 were carried by Henocrats. rive of the 15 Seaate measures
were carried by Republicans, but only five of the 25 Assenbly measures were
carried by Republicans.

The major thrust's in time seleeted neasuresyere;as follows: reform of
the system of taXation-whi4hwOOld'allowjer greater participation on tale.
part of-A:he state' in the :Unending of education,- a ConeernHfor-fairenplOyliTSt



practices, and the moderate revision of local authority in education. An
examination of the select- iec. neanures, in controct to the measurus seloeted
for previous years, leaves no doubt th-:it the Derocratic patty vas t4hin7.
hold of le3islation pertaining to education. It seers, :Oro, thA tie kind
of legisletiea provosed ftu. edueotion by tbe "Asrocrats in 1159-1260 was
consistent with E-:he major objectives of thu estahlishod education interest
groups. There z .c, o' enerse, a nuphor of exceutions. This in the case
particularly in the field e: Fair etploy::eet practices.

The four year roll-Calls were subjected to a c] aster nnalvsis. rive
major: patterns ofyoting were diseovered. Thecloster sOlution and the
interpretation c' the diScovered CAUtes will 4 J.,iven

The 1:valuation of the Cluster 'Solution

The sun of comiunalit-ies for t%e 4C roll-calls in 1959-1960 is 22,93:
the root mean squares over all correlations is .32. Co reared to the Assel,bly
analysis for 1959-1960, the Senate roll call voting on education is eonsider-
ably more predictable. Cot' to the Senate votin- on education iu 1957-1953,
the predictability in 1959-GO remained at about tha same magnitude.

Table 3.1 gives the statistics for the sufficienty, generality .i`d

inteick:pendence of five clusters. 'The proportin of communalities exhausted
by the five-cluster solution is .95; the propertIon of mean squares o%.cr all
correlations erhauste4 is .87. These two statistics indicate that ti?.

solution, conp.lratively, is a higt:ly adequate one. Section i cf this Tahle
suggests that there are IO highly general clusterc clurter 3. and cluster 3;
and there are twe which are very specific -- cluster 4 and cluster 5. Cluster
2 falls in between these No extreres.

'Sections C and D of Table 3.1 she's the intercorrelarinns between the
five clusters. The two most general clusters are highly intercorrclatcd.
Cluster 2 is highly related to cluster 3, 4, and 5. In other words, clusters 2
and 3 sample the highly related variances. Perhaps, t,ith further analysis,
somewhat more independence could have been obtained for the several clusters.

Table 3.2 shows the inner structure of the five clusters. The alpha
reliabilities are high for the three most: general clusters, ranging from .91
to .93. The reliabilities for clusters It and 5 are somewhat lower, .86 and .3.'.

respectively. The donain validities range from .91 to .99. There are five
unique variables in the selected set.

The cluster solution appears to he adequate. It has one defect, mainly,
a comparatively high set of inter domain correlations

Dimensions of Roll-Cal] Votine

Cluster 1. Tax Reform. The first cluster, which is also the most general,
contains six major tax bills. This tax "package" was the governor's attempt to.
increase the revenues for state governnent. In addition to these bills, :the re
is a Senate bill in cluster 1 which extends to all districts the provision that
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TARP.: 3.1

SUFFICINI!CY PIM GEI:ERALITY or Y.EY CLUSTER fatiE;:::T01;S OF E.;VIATE
ROLL-CALLS ON EDUCP.C.TOII

Cluster Dimensions
IT. III IV

A. Sufficieney of Oblique Clustc.rs

Proportion of: Sum of c:Stimat
comtlnaliiaes exhausted

Cumu 2)ro:portion of
com.mnalities exhausted.

") .23 .17

-a3 .56 .84 .95

Cumulative proportion of mean
sqtra:..e or raw r matri>: exhatLlted. .47 . .83 .1

Resid-tutl rorrelatior. remainincr,
after :::ach SlleCCS3iVC
(fi1 S) ' .05 .02 .02 .03.

B. CT::nerality of Oblique Cluster.:

Reproducibility of mean
square. F.: of corre1ations -39 .37 .11 .10

Reproducibility of communalities .35 .27 .34 .2)

C. Raw Correlations Between Cluster
Scores ("factor estiinates")

I (.98) .22 .4.9 -.07
II .22 (.91) .it0 .37 .40
III .119 .110 ( .95) .26 .17
lY - .07 .17 .26 (.86) .13
V .14 .40 .37 .13 (.82)

D. Estimated. Inter-Domain Correlation.,
I . 1.00 .24 .53. - .07 16
Ii .24 1.00 .43 .42 .47
III .51 .43 3.:00 .29 .19
IV - . 07 .42 .29 1.00 .16

.16 117 39 .3.6 1.00
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TABLE 3.2

IMER STRUCTURE OF CLUSTE1:3 OF BOLL-CALL VOTES 011
EDUCATION MEASURES, SENATE, 1959-60

Va ab sll ire ) fi r: o z

Closter 1

Oblique
tor Corzel;n-

C:.,:rf.

B-Ec
Ave rage abil3ty
13 wi fh Variv.b3
1)efiners Singly

C-Reli-

Varitiblev
Add ed

.A.13 1176
AS 1172 3)

'LB 1171
.AB 1177

0-
97

.94

.89

.98-

.95

.96

.90
89
.86

Cied.u
AB 1175 .89 .80 .82
AB 1172 E .82 .8o
SB 899 .66 . .61. 97 97
!J3 1173 .59 55 511 97 (sr?

SB 13 .30 J .96

= .95
Validity = .99

00

1-.Pr 2

Al3 1169 .71 .81L
S13 3093 .91 .69 .8e
SB 1093 C .86 .6o .75
AB 1193 1) .75 .77 .66
SB 41 B .55 .47 .48 .90 .90.
AB 1992 37 .38 .89- .90

= .91
Domain Validity = .95

. OS se Oa' m .... . . Os

Cluster 3

SB 876 .95 1.02 .83.
AB 590 .914 .91 :79
AB 594 .93 .93. .78
SB 597 .81 .78 .68
AB 91 .78 .68 .65
AB 2429 .6o .49 .51
AB 368
AB 21185

.37

.34
.33
.27

.31
29

;94
.94

.91&

.93
= .95

Domain Validity = .98
GO . .11 . Ow OW N ....
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Vari 1.41-.:1 es

(131.1.1 110 . )

Obl. i (.3 uc,

'_n': :Q.

CC t"....171 .

Cont:Tinn-
.

ci :LI L.r

kr-A-ace
P with

D......1:i n ,.-...t:-.--;

B-Reli-
ability
Variable s

ni 11 n.1 v

C-Ilt-Ai-
abi li. 1, y

Va r in ,.;1:..'5
Ad 7. c.:(1 CCr. t ID'74:7.:.ile l'::-----

ClI.73 ter 11.

AS 153b .90 .92 CO'"CI
SB 18 1.13 .75 .53 .48
1e13 47 .60 .76 .39
AB 2395 .57 .6o 37
SB 120C .56 .47 .36 .86 .85
AB 992 .43 .37 .28

AB 2671! .41 .27 .85
AB 8DD

A-Rrai ty . .

.;9 .25 .85

Dcw9ain Validity = 92

GOO f. Vow IND r f F go.

Cluster 5

SB 166 3) -.69 . 70 .5
'13 28';'"i 1)

..09 .71 .45
LB 2827 I) .62 . 55 .141
S13 831 II I) .61 . 52 .110
SCA 20 .35 .20 .23 .79 .79

A-lie."1iability ::: . 09
DCY:Ilnin Validity'- .91

.1. 4110. ..... OM V .....
Unique Veriablcs

AB .27.60

AB 2299
SCA 25
SB 33 CB
SCA 2 CB

es
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i,robat:ionary L('nelier; ma/ 1)e disrlinsed for canst-_, only. Al 1 the in cluster 1were CZ:Tried by Der.ocratf;. "_lic tt.. Linn r0C-('. t rc:11; snpport iron the ...111.;:fmajor education interest i;rc)ens, 1:nnr(I's ;0::,oclatCali f orni Teacher's :1.`:::01 i ar. ion and the C:a I i fC):11i t:::10Cint.1(I11 ()f, SC:11001rZt 1:0 .

Tlle,me4surc:!: ii cluste r 1 divided :Sens (lee pl y. f net.- d i .) i'.w: a' p;kr t nnn :cans alrost tom. nn-e, the reaser!:clu:zti.r 1::, IL was, quite apna::ent', that the 'I:jai:ion Cl:.major edueat ioninterest groups.:,and the IZ.apn1.11.:Icanr, in the I.;enate had cerO to an end in So farn!-; 170.\!011110 18sneS conceriw(1 .

Cluster 2. fitate Paternalism. Cluster 2 is n fOr). :voriani.-c: Lille)) is:,neither general einnIerS 1 and 3 nor a:: spc:e.:i. .;111 tht.: .t..0.016:71CIV'edby ditvi t.6j7:7,: J. The di viii on (.,0 ticanures eliister I Yn' nis dee;),.the v.,iriance l.it VoLiul, was' ris:.-reet- cli"..1er 1 It.who apposed the penseres;:' n uS r care f ors. th par t: I c:s fr OM al 1 par Ls oftheiStetei:-aric represented varionn.ideologival positions. The apposition to,'these najors inellide(1 senators with:a long tenure and' those 1.::0,yer4
Tito ;',romps tool: no interent l.n tileTions:.troN eentaiued, in cinster 2.,A1119:92., alallybich ex.tonde. rights of probationary: employeesja:schcA)1distrits,1.7:18 011:000Sd b/ both the fen School-1.;oard'.s Association and the.:CaliorninAssociation cif ScboolAdministratorS.

inc bills in cluster 2 vere carried b-1.,:mrhsn,le7,islrtors for the mont.pattiTheSe'legisletorS had state c.-ellees ibeir.distrlet and were, perbnns,: intereste,;in, appezyling.,lochl. Voter:: Critical of The 'one th:lny, the billshave cormlonin content --- t'ecy concerTIVd r!! the (.1:F. ty OM cbev6raz-teS i11 the )icinit:.7 or coiler.c.:-,i Or priSeuS. ,: for the 1.!0n1 part.,-,; theynt teript to introduce an envirourval:t, around :lottal.col3e?;o: crs:.,pnries which will proteei,student6 from. risks from- certain an LiSOC I ;13 belVaV.1 or

Cluster 3. Pair Emp3oynent . Practices. ''ensures in elm; tor 3 aria, forthe . nos t part, concerned t.1) fair 'employment' iiractices. SB376 rep,i)lates theal:tail-8 of the State Fair ni:ployincint Practices Cot:tml.nsioll; AI:590 increasesrinxi.ntin weekly-benefits for unemploysaent insurance; prohibits discrinInati.onon the basis of rr.c.c., orcolor... A?.191 prohibits discr.ftrination by e-op3eyers Ottthe sar.:e basis; 111:1429 pertlits elnss.ified.e..-..pleyees of school district:3. totransfer sc': hive nndother benefits when they, schangejsebool districts. All,the in 'Lcluster' :3 'were carried .1)/ Deriocrats.

The education interest groupn were strangely quiet on the measures incluster 3. There axis some opposition but no significant support from themajor educatien:interest4ronpn.;

.The o1)0Osition in Inc Senate tOthe:mensures in:cluSter 3 came priOnrIlyfrom n subsoup, of Itepuhlieans and 4::Ine or two rural DeMeerntS.. It,Yould. appear.that :the oppo "ition yns 4 mall :"group of conservative setinterTbisgreepof-.eonserVatiVeswas made no ofltepublican senntors:Yho:represented Subnrbnnizedcounties and Demierntic venni:Ors 2:'hereprO'septed:r40er low-Ineome:Turnl'counties._ ,
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Thi fi'oppoSi Li on , 1101:ever, was Small The di vit.; ion of the Senate on theye me;..tres
lnir; consideral4y s:S even than the. d la an on rho preVions two ern:: lets.

Cltister 4. 11nhancin.. tire 1.0e:11 Sciteol Aut.honi y Clus!:er ti 3-t:n1 sc.ntt:z
y specif Ic. fort.: of vir.Ltan:v. Corif tics.. in the Senate on measure:: in (bunter

was not, intent. ari r?presented 1)y the C''tit:r'iin of, roll -ea1.1 vote.,:. 1:os t. of
the I I?; V.:2174. retOM:rer; (1Ct::14;V et! to en!; ;11:i10 tl.e local aut.:lc:ay,' , Sr i AM*/
,ti I 20,6 , ii.:t2t;74 , and somn ,.%);21:15 :lenc.1-11,o0 in Ta!,1cf --

all ,cleni.z;nucl, to C. end Cie authority of loczil schcml s. Even the
Iutip,ct Act: of 1.93'2, is, to a 3 t, demi to a!-isi.st local
attt hc)ri Li

4'

The 11i1jOr cducat ion .interet;I protil.s were se:Tort:Lye of i.lonsures, in Otis ter 4 .
001 0211i1:', pOniLiCI:1 Vac ree,i.stered, end that lay the PeparIT...ent ot Edueati on

.11:(4 bi].in in clustvr 4 wore earr Led 1-iy mc.;11)ern !a both par ti.('' op,posi ti(a::
to these 1-.:eat.:Lar cam,: mainly freN s4.-:n ators ie:ho represnrited urban o!. Iti:;11.1y
suburb an i2ed t . of .the.:;.1. were 3.terocratS.. )10!.,,o.ver nand of
Der.verat's joined by o:ic two.rur senators, and 1::0rt! conservat ivc
senators.

Cluster The Ascription of I!espouSibility. 'the mcasures in cluster 5 are
e *oh concerned ).:1 th ascr [('11 of .Irespons 1 tty F11117::C specifieS
responsihility; of school district reori,ruil xation cont'littees ; 1.1;2S23 sup,geSt...;
reponsilhilityto certain types: of countir...s."aud.:.thcjr dist.1..0

A027 uo0S:1t perriliseidn'to give out certain inforr.'ation,:about the stat.e.:,
teacher:: retirrir:eotr. :syste!;:; Si `)311: nneribes: yet: other tenpOnsihili Lies. . 'fbe
effect of these ascriptions of respo!isibilitY 'are to the f,frecdoM of din

school di.Stricts or :certain author 1 ties :or:

The authors of bills in cluster 5 represent both parti es. There was nil or
opposition to bins In this cluster. This onposition came from those senators
who represented urban districts. ilotio.ver they were joined, in stronr, force by
Republ Len!li f varlet, of eons ti Lueucics . It 'a on] d apnear that on mat tors
of local control and the use of state authority to describe responsibility,
opposition was not partisan nor it rura3-to:tm issue. The opposition could best
Lc described as mired.

S1111ATI:: 1961-3.962:

.

Thirty7three roll7callA were selected for the analysis of Senate voting
on edUcatten'MeaSitres in 19617-62.. ' These j3 'rollc:t3.3.s Were talten on 30:

separate 'measures or bills, 15 OrfAinated in the Senate and 15 :in :the 4ssembly.
1:11. :110' selected 'group, wore tiaSSed 0/ :'the Senate. and ultimately

in inc otIthe Senate mcaStires :Were.:signed into 3rn? by the
Covernot, whereas one was poet votoqii-.thrcte yer0: lost. in :Senate vOtipr, one
was lost: in ' the Senate_ corimilt teeand:: one whictia:'i,as :paStied b. the Sctilrit*.e. was,.

1lltimatelY:16st in a Sonata cirtrtittee when It retUr1;edWit.11 'an auleticb!c:Ot frin
the' 'Assembly.' Of the :15 .Senate bills selected, 11 were 'cart I q by DeMocrats
and 014y 176tir:,by 15:;'AsSembly bills on '.hi elf the stileetedi
'roll calls 'were talteii, '12 were carried by DeMocrats and only three by ilaiiithlicans.



3.3

c677,n7,LATIut !o! R011-CATU; CF: ::',F.7.17(.7Tf:D:YDUC.I.T101:

3959

Bi13 No. Bill Description

/.T 1176 Lm:tnelS.tind repCali:*s.eotion:: of

Olil.trJnatenes-vcbir.r.: for

fedora: : rt,:t,:: Htay-On,

Inporos tax:per packonolc.:nrektc::.
and

" "jyr6th.u...t::::

Inorcro:.
bec.r A fro:a 7,5 Lo sTr .r)e p:o1.0;1.

AB n77
inercPrer from 6 to 7 por cot.i; tto:

on ineci.:IT over ::':5,000 nn:1

other r.harier: in

,.

income tax proviions.

rats;;: on cueporckt5.Onn,..

..bahRs pnri finnnoip2 eorporatiOnn.

STt

(Sce-aboc.)

Fxt/t,ildi.-Htoti.11:diStrietsthe'rprovirion

for probationn)., teaeberS
for:ceure. only., and. give:e. every CmplOyeo

the r i ght t:a:hearint

Thereare$ state 'r; nhnrc of p3ri-mutuel
handle and brealzeL,,c.

Adds and ropeols rectionl of Covt.
Code. Ch'Inger dtsfinitiom of conflict
of intercrt:: of public offiftr: .

Creates the Coordinail::; ronneil for
Nigher Yducaticn and pre.seribes
M2mbcrrhip and dutien thereof.

eorrel ati use' wi th Obli cluc
C.:Luster Dzrn,.1.nzi

.

0.1

.gin

. .

.5u -.10

:!,:; . .:12

.1;2 .10.

.8 .1!6 .63. .16 .38

-.7) - .01 .

.59 11)3 .02 - .32
)

.ede-

":'?
rL '.4111 Ho22'1 .23

-.21 .0i -.17 .3.9 :, .1i



Co r rola taon :i.t h 01,1.3 clue

Bill I:o. Bill. Description C3.ustc:2-

IT . .

fir
--------------

AB 1),?c! :JE2cmetF fro;a licuour prnhlci

tier. :liet.:,:cer in vIcinit;, C.

Univor:fty rrn ?rnnoireo ancl

C.nter iu l*rn Frs-ncir,:o

enrollntent c thece irutitution:
1003 o.. reridenr. re'leh 500.

V.3 .3.093 Pc.?..-.1r. varf.orr provir.lon:3, re '-ale or

n30:2,Lo'1 le certain

dirtnncvr nnl ruthoriv.c.:s

ADC .11.,T)t. to r(:.'nre irnur:Ace of liccnner

withtn vicinity uf cuch
tutions.

AB 1.0!)::C (Sc abovr..)

AB 3.193 Provideg.enruvent bctWeen reiCom
State, Pii::onndi hcaby alcoholic
:beverage....store. be 1' do froM the

entranCe:gate of 'the nricon.
(Concerns definition:6r prohibited.:
?one for rale of eicoholicHbe,,,ernr:er;

Ill.:vicinity of :state priEpn):

S13 41B Provider that a county board of
education:. upon requc t of the
county cIcr11: may require the
election of board menbers to be
conducted throur;hout the county
rather than only the trustee areas.

AB 3.992 Extends tenure to dintricts of 250
a.d.a. provider for written state-
ment or on for dirmissal of
probatiomry employee upon request,
ruch reaLons to relate (ally to
welfare of the relmol card itr pupils. .06 .1)1 lii. .1r3 .05

or,

2 .1

!.(1c.

.75 .6c) .31



TABLE 3 3 (Continued)

Bill No. Bill Description

.-
SB 876 Relatinl to the Office of the State

3. i r o.,;:mcnt 1'5:active cori:d

- requires Conntrrion to keep
principal office in Fa err..r.:unto.

Increare:. :4?.....inum..ecch2y benefit front

*40 ''65 for unemaoym.nt insurs,nce.
Ch a':; fror.! c'l:0 to tr-.0 the incrcn:nts

in sccdulc! of vagcs on vhfcch benefits
are based whcre war:.es in c,.uartcr En?

40 or more:.

All ;;EX)

AB

(.1

AB

Broadens provision prohibitinq disr
b;:ur,inntion aPainst citizetm on basis
of race or co3or in placez of public
a tecrioci:It.; on or araurerY.1-nt prL.eludc

diserimiation or basis of religion,
ancestry, cr national origin ana
extend:: prohibition to forbid discrin-
ination in any public or private
elstitution or oraanizationin
rendition of professional services
and with respect to purchase of real
property. Changes Penalty from a
civil action for not less than r.1100
to a civil action for damnges 1500.

597 Establishes the State Office of
Planning in the Dep:)itmant of rinence,
providing state, regional and local
planning assistance.

Prohibits discrimination by employers
because of race, creed, color, national
origin, or ancestry.

AB 2429 Permits classified employee of school
district to have his sick leave and
other benefits transferred if he
changes school districts.

Correlation will, Obliqu..

Cluster Dosutins

T *IV V

.0;7.

.57 .29, :.914 .18

.43 .26 .93 .26 .02

.25 . 1 .119 .25

.48 .39 .78 .21

.28 .13 , .60 .20, .29



Din Va. BiX1 Dcr.cription
CO Ve 1 a t (.11 Ohl c ;1)k .

Cluster Do..noi.n:;
I II III I"

Al; royerninr; bOareir. o cont.ract
for'rervic(i.E 0.1. anattornor in lyrivntc

:.,;.nd to Oistrict
fnndr. .33. . 37 - .18

Anovs iLovcrnin72: board of zchool
trj.Ct 1.0 prcw-10,7: an o»nual.contra.ct

i.th orkplo;),;!es c3.v.rr..1.fied
for 3.-4 yev:.:1-T or p.t.ovi:la try

rubj act to
dirrni.;,:13_ for oly,
Prohlbf,t..1.n(z any contrzlet axtendinp.:
bryor;(.3 the ont, oa thr:

yezr.c. (If
coirlps.:11,:r..t.1.0-41

conpOnato-..y of for 0ortime. .23

A.73 229;1 nr.enits governii,p; bonr4 of a e,e1~..)o3.
airtrict to adont and, regulo-
tions author3.v.1n31eechers,!1)2'incipalc
andothr:r cortif:t.ea:Oilzronnel
acktinict::r.rev.somb3.e corf.voral.punish7.
me. nt rtmils,.'dhan such action ir
cleelned an 1.ropropri/Lte correct ive licasurc .01

SCA 2.(13 Authorizes itmunnce of state bond
totalinz.; ::t'300 million to be., ured for
loans and grants to school districts
for school building purporer and pay-
ment or expenses of bon' i csuc. -.01

Cluster 'I

AB 1538 Requires county comittee to vrepare
and nubniit rti.rtor p3an prior 'to
September 3.5,. Appropriate3
*300 ,OCO to State Siipt . for ctufly
grantr..

.34 .1:4

..01. . 0.6 .12

.06 . .10 07

.22 .3



V.11:67 3.3 (continued )

Bill Eo. Bill DescripLion

SB JCT.', Provider for creation of a v.nion
hinh rchool dir:trict public
lihrvry if a r?iorit.r tirn
two-thirds of the votor e ::.
in rovor or it.

AB 117 r)aximum tax rate of
unified district not m*bitainir-
a junlor collcne by not to
cxeced 10..i for t (P 100 of
asrenr.cd vrOue and 1511 for thar.e

m%intaining a junior colleg,e

/J 2395 County F-.:uperinteLekent scicry

Ancrecset.

3POG Provider local ant:1m.y revenue

bond:' of le::s i:han ::;50,CCO in

priheir,1 }Tiny be isrued with:Alt

prior voter approval.

AB 9674 Chvptcr 1!:S. repealed requiring
assessmnt

All 330 ':.Budget Act of 1959

SCA 25 Allows Legislature to provide for
appointit or election of the
county supt. of schools) rather
than requiring his election at
each gubcrnatiollal election.
Deletes lanEunge autineiving
legislature to allow two or more
counties to unite and elect one
supt.

85

correlatipn

Cluster Domain:;
l I ITT

-.08 .3 .26

-. -.10 .), .58

-.27 .03 .02 .57 ,.

t.- .37

-.36 .25 .16 -.00

.'3E .25 .4-.16 .h -.03

-.15 -.07 .05 -.18 -.12



Bill No. Bill Descrip Lion
COr ati(»T 1:.1 01?11(joc
Clll F. tor DOLlr,

.T1 iT IV

el_tr-try

cot (.1:.!rzait.tc....r.! to :3111.:Iai.t

pl fo.t. bL.;

7lOcClaie3 19.+9 1.f 1i-ot. rall.nrittcci
by 11-oe,1:11;ctr 3 1098 sn;- -
1;0 60 :,01 31on:rri csf
PAlt:(!::tion to d:irt.!c,t the ik:aal't!iten't;
of l'cluestiOn to 6UOI1 .:22 .?1 . .21

.1.1-3 23_ Permi::-.,:; P. t: ty Or oefilrity ; r

other..d.re providc:a "by chari:er, to

of nz..terits3.:::. :Ind
personal prope:-..t,' to persons

%.:ithin the bo-arldarles: of
the 'city or city an3 cot»Ity to
e.7.t end th:t.t the bids a 31.0 priee:;
quoted. by !..ac;:!. 7;;.-rvons: do not er..eeki

quoted by outs:vie. se3.3.err. . .23 co
2827 1?.!ker an eNeoPtio:! to the 3.sni that

individurd J.*CCOd:: . of STRS arc
efsnfidential, to provi(:e thst on
request. of n state officer or a
rnember of the! pre su or radio Or
TV news. service, suell re(luester
shzt13.,bc: told ,.:heather. 0..ustrti.cular
pers.:on is .a rtenber of the, ;,-.'ste.T.,
the total er:oul.rt of his- contribut i.,On ;
and: C.1:161.1111;..ol retirement allowance
he is rece) y).1)g. . .00 - .21

:IS Vi1.r Provide,s that jr. permit, not valid
be i.sru.ed for motor

driven. c:.re3..e:i. P2..ovidesi. that
pro7.1.mity of ipubli.e trn,1)5portation
to ,residenCe of n .minor, a1m11 not
be grounds. for refune.l of perlait. 1



Bill No. Bill Description

Obliqtw

Clust..:r
1II

SCA r.).0: ofst,2,ti: or
or

tt
1.1,:ed or p...5.7:177 r Qr.). fo

!i3 2160 Child c:u -c rcirrlir..d to

bay° Oertifieatebqt.
for retirerkt

-0.9 .67 -.IL -.ff. .:5
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lt wan becoming quite evident during tl:is tern that the Democrats in
the Senate were intent. on raUng their distifictive mar:: on the state's
educational policy. Once aeain, they introduced a bill which would wive
pI ovided for county soperintendentn to he elected by county boards of edu-
cetion rather than by voters. A number of billn were concerned with the
availabAiN and reeulation of educational televiaion; :led nember of others
wore coecerned with dutiee and riehts of t6 aching eersonnel. Perbnpn the most
controvereiel Senate bill wan the famoue Fiehor ehich estebl3sbed a :ley
system for the ciedentialine and education of tenchern. Thie pethaps the
moat major of the reforns of the nystem of pnlic educatiee in California
3n1Ltatee and carried- and passed into bv Lbe Demneratic party. The intereet
eronpa were also very actiVe in Cie Sennte during this perind. :0.0 Fisher nil]
inevitably wan the major bnttle proued between Ii n establised interest groupn
in the state and the liberal Democratic senators. IL was oe 011., particular
bill that the r.njor education Intel:est groups lost much of their credihility
in the Legislature. The Californin School Eoard's Assoeintiau -en well as the
California State Federation of Tench ern supported the bill vigoroesly and
consequently, geined a certain amount. of influence in the Legislature for a
few years to come.

The interest groupa Vert' paticulnrly active in terms of the selected bills.
A total nembcr of 62 position:: were regletered by the. major education groups
on (he 30 aelected measures. It is particularly interesting to note thnt
I he California School Board'' Association tool peeitiens of either support or
opposition to 23 of 33 selected billn. Fredirtahly, measures which.perticulerly
divided the interested groups were reasuren such as the following: a bill
requiring probationary employees in school districts to be ditmisned for

Icnune only; it bill which would provide a uniform basis for recoenizine the
Jright of public employees to join organizations of thelr choice an0 be repre-
sented by auch oreanizatione in employment relatienshipn and negetiations;
a bill which would rake it nandatory to teach a foreCien laneuage in elementary
school"; the est.ohlishment of a new teacher education and credent.ialing system;

; end i bill which would =Le it a ground for the denial of a teaching credential
if the employee or proneective employee would fail to appear or refuse to
answer legislative questions concerned uith subversive doctrines or membership
in subversive organizetions. The interest groups did not divide on L.hene issues
in the same wry, but at tha two poles of conflict nvong the Interest groups
were the California School Board's Association and the California State
Federation of Teachers. The Cnli[ornia Teacher's Association; the Californi.a
Aosocinlion of Schou] Administrators, the California School. Employee's Associatien
and the Department of Education sometimee moved to one pole and sometimes to
the other. The one exception was the Fisher Bill, in which the California
Federation of Teachers nlyi the California School Board's Ansociation formed an
alliance in favor of its pnssage; the other organization formed the riajor
opposition to the bill.

There are a nu:ober of observations to be £11010 about the analynis of Senate
local voting on education In 1959-60. Firnt, the most general pattern of
variance represent' a partisan conflict. Thu tax measures sponsored by
Democrats who had newly acquired control of the governorehip as vellean of
the two houses was oppoaed 1)) Senate Republicans unanimously. Second, the
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other general pattern of variance, highly related to. clunter 1, wan to he
found on fair employment pr 1c leginlation. ilere the or.,onition vas not

so much from one or another party but rather from the conservative wings of
both parties. Third, it in interesting to note that on the partiaan clustnr
interest groups in education are willing to ta%e verY firr PesitIonn of roWPort
for the DeriocroLic attenpt to reform the tan structure. Peuever, on fair
employment practices lenialation, the rmjor education interest groups were Pot
willing to register open poaitions. Fonrch, it appears that the net.' majority

in the lenialflture sought to accommotiatc te ohjectives of the major interent
groups althouf,,h sone trade off might he inferred. The ohjective wan to gain
more revenee for the state, an opportunity vhich the Inter:at' groups saw as
ob 3.7 TriOrC 11:011(t7 for education. lloever, the fair employment: practice::
legislation, which might have been contrary to certaiu interent group's goals
17an none t.-.11e less introduced with the rininum 01 interolt :Iroup opposition.
Also, it is noteworthy that no other major sehstantive reform legislation in
tho fiold ef educed on t'.. h it2`f)d11CC(l. Thus , v.Ntoul d ;Treat' there i r.
mutual njustent which takes place between the major:I? party aad powerful
entrenched interest groops.

It is quite apparent that the California Federation of Teachers
itself with the liberall. Democrats in the Senate; The California Schvol Loarda
Association a] islet with liberal Democrats when they chose to carry 1c1islation
which would restrict the powers or teaching and adminictrative chen? pernonuel.
Tice' California Congress of Parenta and Teachers, the California Teachers'
Association, the California Association of. School Administkatorn, and the
Department of FAucation refused to ali'gn themselves with the actively pushed
reform by the liberal Democrats. lt is obvious that the estnbliahed education
groups oere not about to align themselves, with the: Democratic party, nor ith
any faction within it.

Evaluation of the Cluster Solution

The 33 roll-calls, were reduced to four eistinct patterns of variance,
i.e., four variable clusters. The suns of communalities among the 33 selected
roll -calln for this term was 17.29: the Penn squares of raw correlations was
.09, and the root moan soSuare of raw correlation 8 was .30. Compared with
the same statistics for the 1959-1960 Senate voting`, w ie may nfer that roll -
call voting on education in 1961-62 was a somewhat less predictable in the
Cenate.

There are a number of reasons which night explain the lower predistahility
of Senate voting on education during 196]62. rirst, a number of the fresh
I"-an senators in 1959-60 ware now formulating their own correlations and
factions within the Democratic party. The fres'Aman senators were younger,
more hi!,,hly educated, more liberal in their call for change, and, pettni;-
importantly, they repreaented urhan or highly urbanized areas., Jr in
possible that they 'vere developing a countervailing force to the conditional
rural oligarchy which dominated the Senate to that date. Secondly, it is
to be expected that during a period of reform in a given policy area there
will he, a good less agreement among legislators under the direction of the
suggested reforms, and the implementation of them. Consequently, there ia
libely to he, in a period of reform, less stahility than during a period
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.

t4 ben :Nicol :tre nc)t. thal L. n;;ed rio rd1V III ft 1 1

of oform in 'h grours rta!,.1)c. onpt.cte.O. In
..",0()(1 dc1i yore aet.lve 'in thei 17 it tcl:Ilit!: In i (I I 11 (1.11 :",eii.on

cia:11)Fi..! Or inc1c.:c.d , to vcrto This was :con Ii i1 y : the tn:T in :the 11 if ernia
systcll :.%.1.1 the litterestl.T.rotms f:intc..rented 1112.

clochtlon t:ere iv i th;! "pollt1chl. trInsele" thvy ec);:lso--;

tp..c.nce of intere:.:t grow-) io :13n to i hebai.vior
to tilero is mtilti,111-;...et:,..ien:nl..,:

..presstn7cs-frOM Liii u tr.re:::t:r,roup f;yri.ter.i.'. Thus, the of. Li IC ri LI
:political fac:for::::, 1 r:(!;:uc.qt10:4

prer.:-tire:; of ci.)-bilictrillr. interer.c i i ou,' cov J ii 1. be Cite
reas-ons for.. nOrtel-!itht 1 owci.-predietn1)ility. in the Sennfci it 1.," to :etlitt:Ition:
i.n 39C11-62. . '

. :
.'

1). Th!):1(::: 3.4 Linc sufr.iel.e::::v and.' :r,enerall.t.v of the four ciunter'
solttfion: for Senhte 1.263 .-;;2 : is sho...1). It .shoulcI1),.... noted -,that

t..crat o' the :eomt-ionailti.!s. are-. t:ilintonted 1)1 :::0 Iu tion ;.
t sic. propoi-Li)m of :11..rezal square .of 'C.f.'. I at i It by
feUr clusters: is Only-y..01 rerahirts e i rasicihls-cpv.relat:tort:af ter'.

the 'few :. clinens.i.onS- have: been 17i:et:or:Ai out. The. foor-.J tylter

therefore, 'fit:). ae.e.ettate.as other :361.11t4Ons do:Scribed earil.v ::i.n -re;7rat of the
erl teria: of i;tiffl cieney. '

1;ce.tion '1', of Thl)le 3.4 gives the stt.ttistieS lit:Ilhotinf; the renet-i31ty
of Iic vart nun' elut3L'er:,., of : note 1.::int .1;;; far: tht::
17105t f;01113)7).: of t.111.7 four elusten:i. It reitT.odor.css .54 of the 110.111 noltare of
correlations,' nnd .42:Of the (ommon;.:lities. The other three clust.'.ers aro

mud) more specific fori...,s, of variance..

. .
.

.

Seetions C and l) Of Table 3.4 show the interrelationships of the four
clusters . The hif,hest 1.1-Iterdemain . cur r.70:-.1rior. Is: 1.etmeen elu.s ter 1 apd
elui4tet It , . 35 . I The font elus ter :loin t ion , Lbw:: ., is . vnry adociitrite :i n that
it y.i.o.ds four 1114.11ily i1idepen(1:.!n I eitwters, and It ireprodueoS h very: hii

' 2 proper I Lon of .tlie variance in the rat..' correlation matrix. Tabic:3.5
'.:the inner structureef Tofir.cluSters.. The alpha rellabilities toU!....a:Jrem

-.65 for:Icluster:.2 to :95 fdr cluStor 1. The domoin vOlidities ran:-,C 1...-o3

.92:fer..Cluster.2:andi for cluster 1. Five Of the:33,:vnriableS.':Ore:

unigne-.
,

. .

.

.

. , ._ .

. .... .

Dimensions of P011"ColiNotinr:

The four clusters IFnich ':ere determined by analysis are not easy to
interpret. Cluster 1, the most gellerni. pattern of vn.riance, shows the
least anount of dissention; cluster 3, however, tiiilcli iE a relatively
specific, form of variance, shoos tha blithest degree,of dissention. The
interpretation of alusters in this analysis in 'o'what by on enarination of

, the degree of dissention. An analysis of the party mra...crship of authors of
. the bills in-the various clusters, on accounting, of the positions taken by
1

the major education, interest nroups, and on exanination of the legislativd
history of the bills in the various clusters do not ossist in their inter-
pretation. An examination of the content of clusters 2 and 3 is useful.
An attempt_ will now be node to uanc and describe Austen:.
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TAT O: 3.. II

uleneITT(...T. CF.NERALITY.:07 ItEY sr.:.:;;
ROLL-CALL:3 Orl nivo

p1.;LATIT.;s:1-fic;

C11.13 t

t 3.1 ILL 11/

A. Sufficiency of 0113.1que Clusters

..-)P:es-tirnatcd .39
-.communa.litiCs r...:::1zIucted

Cumu la tl prODOrtion
comauri:Ilitien c7.11?.ustca

.37

Cumtlr;t:',.ve poporti.on cf riesn .9)1,
square of raw r exIlausLc:zi

Re:Actual correlation rel:..a.l.rfinc, ttft,er
(31:aonsion

56 c

.

.

.83

.02 ..01

. Generality of Oblique Clusters

ty of mean . . .17
squal'eS or correla C wns

Roprodueiility of communalities

Raw Corro3.s.tions Between Cluster
Scores ("factor estimates")

.112 .20 . 23 .

I (.95) -.05 .32
II - .05 (.85) .12 .03
III - .07 .12 ( .88 ) -.17
Iv .31 .03 -.17 ( .87 )

Estimated In ter-Domain Correlations
I 1.00 -.05 . 08 35II -.05 1.00 .1)t t)9

-.08 .314 1.00 - .20
1V .35 .09 .20 1.00
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Variables
Bil 1 No . ) D2fi nen:

TABLE 3.5

Oblicyl
Foe tor

Co c,V f*

continued )

Average

Cc WTIAD. R vith

N lj ly Def. ; ners

)3-Reiff.

ability
Vari a b le s

Si %Igi Y

C-Pt.li-

ability

Vn riab3 Q r.

And0.3 C4)1 14 L .__

Cluster h

.__ ..... __ ......._ _ .........._______

SR 1193 D .77 .96 .52

SCA 17 it D .73 .70 .50

AB 161 D .69 .57 .117
AB 5)1 D .62 .52 .113

/W 1;19 D .61 .1:11. .1:2

sr. 38i .39 .38 .27 .86 .86

A-Rellabi 3.ity = .87

Domain Validity .... . 93

M M

Unicue Va ry

AB 65
SB 196
SB 916
AB 1979
SCA 17

m N m IN N r
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Cluster 1. Under:11;0y Progressive Changes in Policy. Cluster 1 contains

a variety of hills Which seem to have. very little in common suhstantiall:>'.

SM29 given local school districts a little more freedom to tt contracts for
suppli,e; and materials; SPX2F, reqvires the school districts to let a contract for
work materials or supplies to the lowest bidder but rl:st.ricts somewhat more
than S11829.in the conditions of letting at contract; 2512 ellownthe formation
of students-TolitiraI cluhs in hl.gh schools and junior colleges; A13940 prescribes
immuniration for teachers; sn1154 aaLhori:;cs state college trunteci, to employ

legal counsel. There are a number of other defining hills in thin cinster
but they vary in content an much as those described. Further descriptiens
are given in Table 3.6.

The measures in cluster 1 nre moderately progusqLve, incremental, and
low changes in poliry. In; we said ahove, they do not stimulate mush opposiLioo

in the Senate. The opposition appears ro ee primarily fro ; -t certein older
senators, pardenlarly those v::o came from poor rural or pour mountain

counties. furt.herr,oce, a nnmher of the SC1101011. in opposition to these

measures were reputed to he rather "close" to Senator Donnelly, the chairman
of the Education Coatmittee,

Cluster 2. Lin,itations on local Attthocity.
The measures in cluster 2 seem La aim at a more careful delimitation

of local school hoard authority. SE750 pertains to the assessment for coot
porposee of educating children in licensed inrtitutions; A2;156 continueP the
policy 'which constricts local authority in the determination of :trees for
adequate construction; Ali2564 in a controversial mcomre mandatine the
Leachin:t of foreign Jews: e: in elementary schools; and AL:1130 prohildte
school officers in placing pupils into institutions for psycholoeical or
psychiatric treatment without prior consent of parents or guardians.

The major opposition for measures in this cluster came from rural.
Democrats who had recently been elected to the Souote and who were formulating
a new force in the Senate, a force which represented rural liher.alisn. The

senators who were in opposition to these measures have styled 'themselves
since as "::et? Deal Dex.ocrats." The Arent majority of this grotto were Democrats
who Look seriously the matter of individual rights as well as equity in
educational policy. It should he noted that: the rural Democrats in opposition

to these measures were strong supporters of the Democratic governor, Edmund "Pat"
Drown.

Cluster 3. Education Reforms.
Cluster 3 contains the major reform bills introduced during the l.961-62

sessions of the leg islatnre. The famous Fisher Dill was included in this
cluster as well as the controversial At 337 which required that the probationary
employees of any school district could be dismissed for cause only and that
no employee could be denied the right for a hearing. The bills in cluster 3

were carried by Democrats. It should be noted, also, that the California
Federation of Teachers supported 1pgthlation proposed in cluster 3.

Cluster 3 contained measures which provoked major conflict in the

Senate. Opposition to measures in cluster 3 came from primarily the Republicans

and one or two conservative Democrats.



TABLE 3. 6

. Bill No. Bill Description,

Correlation with Ob15que
Cluster Domains
u ii III TV

Cluster 1

SB -829 Allows governing board of school
district with ADA of 1,000 or more
to JrA errItrnr,t for vorlt. pli.erifo,

or supIlly en the basis of the).owest
submitted estimate without publishing
a notice for bids if the estimate is
less than 4,000.dollars, rather than
less than 2,000 dollars as presently
provided-

SB 828 Requires school districts. governing
boards to let contract for work
materials or skzpplies to the lowest
responsible -bidder, or to reject all
bids if the contract involves expend
itures. of more than *2,500. Replaces
present $1,000 et!dling.

AB 2512 Allows formation of student political
clubs by student of public high
schools and junior colleges.

AB 1940 Prohibits admission of any person to
public or private elementary or
secondary schools unless person has
been immunized against poliomyelitis.
Prescribed certain exemptions.

SB 1154 Authorizes state college trustees to
employ legal council other than the
attorney general.

SB 3.111 Eliminates from provisions requiring
school district employees to submit
to tuberculosis examination, language
exempting adhering to faith or teach-
ings of well recognized religions
depending for healing upon prayer.

AD 1118 Exempts from prohibition of employ-
ment of aliens by the state, counties,
and the cities any specialist or
expert. temporarily employed, in teach-
ing.

95

1.00 -.03 -.18 .39

1.00 -.03 -.18 .52

1.00 -.04 -.18 .32

.65 .03 .03 .38

.63 -.10 .00 .05

.61 .02 .29 .17



Bill No.

A13 33

Bill Doseripn.

TABU: 3.6 (Continued)

Incrcarles oge for voluntary retire--

ment of waren.or forest.fy inenber
from 50 to 55. Suspends compulsory
rotireneut provision regardingwai-
dens and forestry members.

An 2375 Pr(lv:Ide% uniforat baais for recec:ni%-

riht of poblie mployt:cm to
;join orpnizetions of their ovn choice
and be reprcsvnted by such organisa-
tions in their employment relation-
ships with public an,eneil,s.

AB 8711s (See above.),

i SB 233 .Co..Apanion bill. to AB 48. Provides

in-lieu tae: on state owned park
.! lands.

SCA 17. County superintendent of schools

election. Amends article .9 State
Constitution vroviOing for county
superintendents of sehools to be
elected. by county boards of education
rather than by voters. Provides a
four year term .and that sa3nrics be

fixed by county board of education
instead of by legislature.

Correlation ulth Oblique
Clustr Domaim;

III IV

.57 7.07 -.09 .25

.55 -.07 -.02 .03

.42 -.3.1 -.10 .00

.37 -.14 -.05 .16

SB Companion Senate version of AB 2197, -.26 -.01 .03 .04

Hanna, extending providons of
teacher ten-year law to districts
of 250 ADA or more.

Cluster 2

SB 750

ti

1

C artains to astennment of eaucating
children in liconsca inritntionr..

limitin;t to titua-

tiou ! where the ADA of pq!ilL: in a

licenre child fens inntitution
e,:ceed :r!, of tho ADA of the rchool

dirtrict. mthority ()is a. school

district providilv; eCtucationto
minors in such institutions to rzr,en
costs to the nchool district:: of each

chi3.d home residence.
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'rAPLE 3. 6 (ccytti/211)

Bill No. Bill Description

Correlation wiih Cbliquo
Cluster Domains
T ii YII r.

6AB 15

AB Prig!

7tg3 ?)1I0

tend:: frw. ninaty-first. day afilcr

11 session to nin::ty-fin:t day
:;ftc.r1563 t:.!rr,ior the te:)..:1inntion

date of stzAt rId

law of 9f;::.: th!:! r.ection

to allontion board ruler determinin
areas of adE.cto 'school conr;truction. .88- ..1)!

1ze 7.;!n1isb vnd m,7-mdory
in cle.::entar school!: ul o natuL'al
hi!-tory or seisniv.i.. 1)eletes mnnc"..ator.

tl-nininfl: in hctjthful

PJ!eScric reriuired course:: for
seeondl,ry of
grades 13 ;Lba 14.

Preoihits sehool officers from
plaeim a pupil in an a,:,:eney or

institution cutsicie of the
pupi.(s.school of,attendnnee, for
psycholcr:iera or-pTyehiatrie
treatmont vithout prior eon ent
of pupils parent or guardian.

Cluste:r

AB

.00

-.07

eo
.68

.66

.11

-.15

*MS.

.03

197w RE: obscenity
Makes a crime sending or causing
to he cent into thic state for
sale any obscene rrytter.
Increases penalties for obscenity
crimes. Provider th:pt possession
of either two or more copies or a
particular item create: presump-
tion of intent to dictribub.

SB 12)16 Ch%nrws terms of school district
governinr; boixd3from four years
to three yearc. Requires annual
election third Tuc:Iday of Mny,

-.04 .18 .98 -.07



TABLE 3.6 (Continued)

Bill No. Bill Description

Corre]ation with Oblique
Cluster Domains

SB 1246 rather than bi-annual elections in
(cont.) odd numbered years on third Tuesday

in April.

AB 337 Requires that probationary employees
of any school district, rather than
only those with an ADA of 85,000 or
more maybe dismissed for cause only.
Provides that no employee shall be
denied the right to a hearing as
stipulated by existing law pertaining
to dismissed employees.

AB 1305 Prohibits board to fail or refuse to
interview or reeomend a certificated
employee for a position because of
age or marital status.

SB 57 Establishes new teacher credentialing
system composed of five types of
credentials. Prescribes require-
ments for credentials and services
authorized thereby.

SB. 1326 Adds to grounds upon which issuance
of credentials for the diploma may
be denied: wilfull failure to appear
before court on legislative commit-
tee or refusal to answer questions
concerning past or present advocacy
of subversive doctrines or membership
in subversive organizations on grounds
of possible self- incrimination.

SB 33 Allows school districts or county
superintendant to acquire, construct,
maintain and operate translators'or
other devises for relaying television
signals.

AB 1979 (See description above.)

I IT III IV

.08 -.19 -.76 .16

.00 .46 .66 -.09

-.05 -.11 .65 -.13

- . -.21 .63 -.28

-.19 -.01 -.44 -.25

.10 .25 -.40 .40

),. 04 MO MO
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TABLE 3.6 (Continued

Bill No. Bill Description
Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains
I. II III IV

Cluster 4

SB /198 Affects insurance code relating
to tital .1.111-carco

capital required to be maintained
by title insurers from e1100,000
to *250,000.

SCA 17R (See description above, in Cluster 1)

AB 161 Allows school districts to contract
for private legal council for dis-
trict litigation;

AB 54 Specifies that expenditures of
school bond procedes for a swimming
pool prior to application for
state school aid apportionment shall
not alone render district ineligible.

AB 419 Regarding property tax bills.
Requires county tax bill be
itemized to show tax rates or
amounts levied for county,
city, and district purposes.

Sb 38B Fixes maximum annual salary of
Chancellor of California State
Colleges at ::16,000, but no less

than 330,000. Fixes max. annual
salary of Director of Coordinating
Council of Higher Educ. at 00,000
and not less than fR5,000.

AB 65 Extends privilege to keep secret
their source of news information
to persons connected with or
employed by press associations,
TV, reporters, etc.

SB 196 Amends Sec 8857. Authorizes govern-
ing boards to own or lease televidion
transmitting facilities or purchase
broadcasting time for instructional
use or teachers' in-service education
services.

?a

-.12 .53 -.08 .77

.h5 -.09 .1h .73

.51 .03 -.26 .69

-.O4 -.04 -.33 .62

.39 -.13 -.15 .61

-.13 -.10 .23 .39

-.14 -.15 -.03 .24

-.07 -.12 -.11 -.25



Cluster 4. Enhancement of Local School Authorities.
Cluster 4 is, in many respects, very difficult to interpret. Again the

bills renge over a variety of policy arcas. However, it appears that each

enhances the authority of local school districts. SP,498 gives local school

districts greater protection; SCA17 gives the county boards the right to
appoint superintendents at the county level; Aral allo,:s school districts
to contract for private legal council; SD54 allows school districts to spend
money for the construction of st,imming pools even though they are dependent
to some extent on the state school financial aid.

liajor opposition to the legislation opposed in cluster 4 came from
conservative Democrats and Republicans who represented the Central Valley counties.
Once again, Senator Donnelly, chairman of the Senate Education Committee, was
a leader in the opposition in these measures. The interest groups took varying
positions on these bills in cluster 4 seemingly without discernible effect on
Senate voting.

In conclusion it may be observed that the Senate during 1961-62 was some-
what less predictable in its response to educational legislation than it had been
previously.
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CHAPTER VI

THE PARTISAN POLITICS OF EDUCATION
1963-1966

INTRODUCTION

Starting with the special budget session of 1962, the California
State Legislature took on a rather dramatically different character than
it had had in the previous decade. The reapportionment of the Assembly

was a major item on the agenda of the Assembly which met in 1962. In

September of 1961, Jesse Unruh had been elected Speaker of the Assembly.
Using reapportionment as a lever to gain support for his candidacy to
the Speakership, Mr. Unruhi was able to introduce both a partisan organi-
zation of the Assembly and a high degree of party discipline on policy
matters. In the State Senate the level of partisanship was also increased.
However, in this well integrated "private" club there was little public
drama connected with intensified partisanship. Certainly, the external
aspects of Senate structure appeared-to change very little. However, the

younger, Democratic senators who had been elected in the late 1950's had

acquired a considerable amount of seniority and were, consequently,
m'king their impact on. Senate procedures and policy.

In this chapter a brief sketch of developments between 1963 and 1.966
in the State Legislature will he given. This chapter is intended to give
context to the roll-call analyses of education measures which follow in
subsequent chapters.

The Partisan Assembly

In 1961 it became apparent that Speaker. Ralph Brown would retire from
the Assembly to accept an appointment to the District Court of Appeals.
Jesse Unruh, a very aggressive assemblyman who had been elected to the
Assembly in 1954, and who had by this time worked his way up to the chair-
manship of the very powerful Ways and Means Committee, was determined to
become the next Speaker. In the early summer of 1961, the Speaker pro
tempore, Carlos Bee, became a candidate in the Speakership race. Unruh

was not about to let Carlos Bee become the "acting Speaker" between the
time that Ralph Brown retired' in July of 1961 and the next sitting of the
Assembly._ Very successfully, Unruh backed a rules change which would
require an immediate caucus of the Assembly to elect a new Speaker upon
the retirement of Ralph Borwn.

During the summer another assemblyman became a candidate for the
Speakership. Gordon Winton, the representative for Merced and Madera
Counties, actively campaigned for support from his colleagues for the
election to the Speakership. When the caucus of the Assembly met in
September to elect a new Speaker, Unruh was elected with the support of
44 Democrats and 13 Republicans. Winton could not even get himself
nominated.

The new Speaker proceeded to move immediately to a partisan organi-
zation of the Assembly and the development of a very competent staff of
assistants. He was deeply committed to a professionalization of the
Legislature and began to streamline its procedures, its facilities, and
its policy ref7Inrces. The rate at which legislative staff and committee
staff increcr. vring.the first year of the Speakership marked, to say
the least,a_dramatic change in the conception of the role of the Legis-
lature.,'
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On the agenda of the 1962 Assembly was the very difficult question of
reapportionment. The Democrats were in the majority and took major respon-
sibility for redrawing boundaries for the Assembly districts. The attempt
on the part or the Democrats was, of course, to ensure a very substantial
-majority for themselves after the next election. The number of urban core
districts was somewhat reduced, as was the number of rural districts,
while the number of suburban districts was substantially increased. It
was in the suburban areas that the major population growth had taken place
since the 1951 apportionment.. Perhaps the most significant: feature of
the 1962 apportionment was the increase in the number of lower middle-
class suburban districts and lower class urban districts. It was in
these areas that the Democrats had clone extremely wall in previous elec-
tions. They had failed in the lower middle class exurban districts as
well as in the upper middle class suburban districts, but they had been
successful in the previous three elections in getting Democrats elected
in lower and working class districts. In fact, their success was almost
total in these areas.

When the 1962 election was over, the Democrats had 52 members in the
Assembly and the,Republicans 28. Of the total number of 80 assemblymen
elected in 1962, 32 were new members, most of them young, most of them
well educated, and most of them having profeesional occupations.

Supported now by a majority of 52 to 28, Mt. Unruh appointed only
four Republicans to committee. chairmanships: Re served notice that he
intended to organize the Assembly on partisan lines and that he was com-
mitted to a complete destruCtioa of the Hiram Johnson legacy of nonparti-
sanship. When the Republicans, though a small minority, organized
effectively to oppose'the Governor's tax and budget policy, Mr. Unruh,
who was responsible for seeing to it that at least some of the Governor's
major policies were. passed in the Assembly, was frOstrated. Angered by
the Republican position time and again, Unruh promised to destroy the
unity of the Republican minority. First, he locked up the Assembly for
what is probably the longest continuous session in Assembly history in
order to pass the budget bill. Putting a "call" on the house is a
legitimate parlimentary maneuver in which members of the house, under
force of law enforcement, must be present to consider the business at
hand. .Some members of the Assembly were arrested by the Highway Patrol
on their way to their homes or enroute to perform certain legislative
duties and brought back to the Assembly for this session. The budget
bill was finally approved after a 24-hour continuous session.

The next day, Mr. Unruh moved immediately to make certain changes in
Assembly rules. First, he wanted the Speaker, henceforth, to be elected
by the caucus of the majority party. Second, he wished all committee
chairmen and vice-chairmen to be members of the majority party. On the
floor of the house he proceeded to move these changes in the rules of
the Assembly. They were passed, with the immediate effect of eliminating
all but one of the Republicans as chairmen of standing committees.
(these rules were rescinded in the opening of the 1964 session.)

During the course of the 1963 session, it was evident that Mr. Unruh
was firmly in control of the Assembly. By 1965, however, he began to
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relax his control somewhat. The election of 1964 had returned 33 Repub-
licans to the Assembly, five more than in the previous session. However,

this was not the main reason for the relaxation of partisan and central
control. Mr. Unruh had developed a public image of being a "political
boss" an image which he did not prefer to have. Although the Republicans
did not receive any more chairmanships of standing cormittees, their bills
were given a more adequate hearing in the committees and on the floor
of the house. Moreover, 14r. Unruh had developed means by which he could
maintain his power without the visible negative effects. He was an

excellent fund raiser and could distribute these funds to hip politica]
friends running for public office.

Once Mr. Unruh had organized the Assembly according to his goals,
and once he had developed more functional procedures for the Assembly, he
proceeded to enmesh himself in a variety of salient policy issues. In

1964; he became deeply involved in certain major educationnl reforms.
His involvement in these reforms will be mentioned after a brief descrip-
tion of developments in the Senate during this period.

Thelaguished Senate

During the period 1963-1966 no events as dramatic as those in the
Assembly occurred in the Senate. Perhaps the major pressure on the Senate
during these years was the inevitable reapportionment required by Baker
vs. Carri The reapportionment of the California State Senate in 1966, the
events leak,ing to this reapportionment, and the, gnawing pressure accruing
from Ute relliZation that reapportionment was required, had a major impact
on the Senate. 1o additonal factors anguished the Senate greatly during
this time. First, there wns the struggle between the Senate and the.
Assembly for policy initiative, an initiative gained by the Senate during
the 1950's when the Assembly defaulted in this respect (this was largely
a struggle between Mr. Unruh and his coalition and the Senate). Second,

there was growing disaffection in many Senators' constituencies resulting
from the urban emphasis in Governor Brown's program and in the legislation
initiated by the Assembly. The great majority of Senate constituencies
were rural -- only eight Senate districts could be considered urban,
eight more might be considered exurban, and 24 were completely rural.
These forces or pressures transformed the Senate into an anguished house
during the years 1963-66.

The leadership in the Senate did not change during this period.
Senator Burns remained President pro tempore, Senator Miller remained
chairman of the powerful Senate Finance Committee, Senator Donnelly
remained chairman of the Education Committee, and Senator Gibson remained
chairman of the Governmental Efficiency Committee. The changes which
occurred in the distribution of power were subtle and, for the most part,
hidden away from public view. The newly elected senators Lagomarsino,
Schrade, Cologne, Bradley, all Republicans, and Lunardi and Rees, Demo-
crats -- did not make much of an impact on either policy or structure.
As has been mentioned earlier, the seniority system placed these new
senators essentially in the observer role rather than in the participant
role. However, the liberal senators who had been elected in the elections
of 1954, 1956, and 1958 -- O'Sullivan, Teale, Rodda, Farr, and McAteer
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were making their influence felt primarily in the kinds of leeislation
they introduced. These senators, ar..ong 'Jere ink-glee:1.y interested

in policy quest lona , i.n program of I egis 1 t ion arid their development,

and in larger idcoloe ice). prehl.ems and problems of: governance. lf there
had been a mere partisan basis for the oreanientioa of the Senate, these
men would unotresticmebly have been intenee par tinans. Iii It was, houeve.r,,
they foreed only a loose: coalition of "new Deal'' 1)emaerats under the
leadership of Senator filler. It wan the !tiller coalition 1:f1 ieli did
conatant battle with the Unruh ermterats in the Aaseribly, an well as With
the Governor himself.

The Senate was not particularly successful in its battles WO) the
Unruh forces in the Assembly on a range of policy Antilles dealing with
taxation problems, bildeet locmtions , and Substantive poll ey
such as eC .penr.n t cry eee t ion and seioel die t ri et eeorgeni en i o i. Veny
of these. Senators became "Lime ducks" durine 12.65 and 1966 when the reap-
pertioneent. WVS forced upon theN. The rising tide of Repehlienn
sentimeut rainy of the rural. areeS as well as in cerLain c.1! the exurbnn
counties, fuether discouraged and depresned the libeel heeocratic senatorn.

Nue:a-ion:11 feeforn and Its Aftermath

nepter T.111 we traced some of the major cablcational re tern pa:; :l

by the Legislature &trine 1961. Larr ellarii..e:1 in pol icy seem to

carry with them a certnin amoent of. haelansii. During 1963-6 6, ono., of the

major chores of the legislature W:. :3 to try to hold the line on the reform!:
it had initiated and ntruggled for in the provioua tenoa. The Legislature
seemed to adopt two strategies on behalf of this objective: (i) it MAC
minor mothfications in the reform legislation passed in the Jerevions term,
a kind of reverse incrementalism; and (2) it attempted to redirect the
attention of those supporting the backlash movement by introducing addi-
tional major and therefore controversial reforms.

The modified appeasement or reverse -incremental strategy can be seen
in the history of such major reforms passed in 19(i as the Fisher: BM,
a bill reforming teacher credentials, the bill .requiring the introduction
of foreign language teaching in the elementary schools, and the bill
requiring stnteewide testing. The second strategy of introducing addi-
tional reform legislation is evident in such measures as 1.1r. Unruh's bill
requiring a major school district reorennization effort in the stale, and
various major meaeures which would change the curriculum to accommodate
the so-called culturally deprived students from lowerclass areas. It

should be noted that: this latter strategy tends to favor the interest:: of
urban districts rather than rural districts. This is not a generalization;
it is simply an accommodation of 11w legislature to pressing educational.
issues of the time.

There were certain other major issues which the Legislature faced in,
the area of education during this period. One of these, the famous Vinton
Bill, proposed modified negotiation rights for teachers. This measure
was sponsored by the California Teachers Association and was vigorously
opposed by the California Federation of Teachers. This bill may be taken
as a third strategy Which the Legislature adopte.d in attempting to cope



A.

with the reform backlash. In thin cave, the largest education intereat
group in the state was accommodated with a modified but nonetheless con-
troversial piece of legislation. It gave the C.T.A. a certain amount of
aelf-assuranee, assurance that its legislative creditability had not
been totally demolished in the previous reform era. The fact that the
C.T.A. initiated and sponsored this particular measurealso vas an Indi-
cation of the fact that it was attempting to accommodate its objectives
and legislative strategies to the increased level of partisanship. This
accommodation was essential but was very slow in coming.

The Fducnt ion Interest Croups

The education interest groups had, by and large, been thoroughly
beaten by the Legislature in 1961. The C.T.A. had suffered a major defeat
with the passing of the Fisher Bill. The Federation of Teachers had
enjoyed certain favors from the Legislature during the sessions of 1961
and 1962 and continued to gain strength not only in the LeeiSlature but
also in local school districts during this.time The California School
Boards Association not only chan5s0 leadership but shifted its legislative
program sharply to the "right," i.e., its program became distinetly. con-
servative, The California Association of School Administrators increasingly
distinguished itself from the C.T.A. program ahci became an autonomous
organixation with distinctive policy objectives. The California School
Employees Association became another force in the legislative system during
this period, with its own legislative program and a highly effective legis-
lative.advuente. The California State Department of Education, now under
the leadership of. Dr. Max Rafferty who had been elected in 1962, became
'a much more visible influence in California politics.

During 1963-66, there was little or no unity among the interest groups.
Each worked on policy independently of the others. The tradition of a
coordinated approach to legislation had been abandoned when the legisla-
ture charted its own course in the field of education during 1959-1962.
The interest groups were in a chaotic state, and this had very definite
consequences for legislative behavior in education. Many legislators
decried tha fact that: education should be represented by "so many voices."
They were confused as to which interest group wan the most credible and
spoke with the greatest amount of authority and support from the educa-
tion sector. To a large extent this chaos was a consequence of the reform
passed in 1961; however, to a large extent it was also the result of
some internal changes in the Legislature, namely, the intensified
partisanship.

In summary, the following developments characterize the legislative
system during the period 1963-66: (1) an increased level of partisanship,
visible in the Assembly and less so in the Senate; (2) a high degree of
centralized control in each of the houses of the Legislature; (3) a fierce
struggle for power between the two houses, primarily between the Senate
Democrats under the leadership of Senator Miller and an Assembly coalition
.of Democrats led by Speaker Unruh; (4) a focus on urban issues in the
field of education and an attempt to hold the line on reforms passed
earlier; (5) an uncoordinated, disparate, and conflictive interest group
system in the :treat of education. An attempt will he made in the following
sections to examine roil-call voting on education in' this context.
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THE ASSEMBLY, 1963-1964

Seventy-eight Assembly roll-calls on education measures were selected
for the sessions of 1963 and 1964. Fourteen of these 78 roll-calls were
concurrency votes, i.e., votes taken in the Assembly on measures which
had been amended by the Senate. The selected roll-calls were taken on
69 bills, iiine were Senate bills, and 60 were Assembly bills. Of these
69 bills, four were vetoed by the Governor, three were pocket-vetoed by
the Governor, two were constitutional amendments which were filed with
the Secretary Of State, 23 were lost in the Senate committee, and five
were voted down on the floor of the house.

The bills on which the selected roll-calls were taken covered a very
wide variety of issues. Indeed, they covered the whole range of education.
Perhaps the major issues represented by the selected measures were school
employee rights, and perquisites, school district reorganization, school
curriculum, compensatory education, and, of course, school finance. The
policy agenda did not contain very much that was new.

The interest groups were particularly active during these sessions
despite the fact they had been badly beaten during the previous sessions.
The major education interest groups took positions of support or opposi-
tion on 59 of the 69 selected measures. There was, despite the lack of
coordination among the interest groups, wide-spread agreement on the issues
which came up for a vote on the Assembly floor. More specifically, there
was wide-spread agreement among the major groups -- including the Cali-
fornia Congress of Parents and Teachers, the California School Boards
Association, the California Teachers Association, the California Feder-
ation of Teachers, the California Association of School Administrators,
the California Association of School Employees and the Department of
Education -- on the following issues: increase in the minimum annual
salary of credential teachers, waiving non-resident tuition fees for
teachers enrolled to fulfill credential requirements, bereavement leave
for school employees, the administrative separation of junior colleges
from elementary and secondary school districts, increases in state aid to
education, revision of school district reorganization procedures, decen-
tralization of the preparation of courses of study, reduction of the two-
thirds vote required for school district indebtedness to a majority, the
development of a program of compensatory education, and the relaxation of
age as a prerequisite to entry into the first grade of elementary school.

There were several kinds of conflict in the interest groups on the
issues which were selected for the analysis below. The conflict between
the employee groups and the administrative groups was evident on measures
which were designed to give teachers leaves of absence under certain
circumstances, which would bring child care center personnel into the
merit system, and which would increase the minimum teacher wage to $5000
per annum. There was a good deal of conflict among the interest groups
on state vs. local control issues. Specifically the groups disagreed
on such measures as increasing state aid for reducing class size and
school district unification, reducing the freedom of school districts with
an average daily attendance of less than 900 with respect to supplementary
purchases, the requirements for the state approval of plans for construction



and alteration of school buildings, giving increased discretion to
individual school districts on foreign language study, and increasing the
maximum tax rate permitted for adult education programs. The State De-
partment of Education and the California Association of. School Adminis-
trators typically took a state orientation; the California School Boards
Association Typically favored local freedom and discretion. The teacher
associations vacillated.

The third type of conflict discernible from the positions taken by
the various education interest groups was minor in importance. It is a
conflict between a radical as opposed to a more traditional approach to
certain kinds of problems. Typically, this kind of conflict was between
the State Federation of Teachers and the other groups. The measures on
which this kind of interest -oup conflict occurmd lid to do fitir teacher
authority and disciplinary rights, and the right of school districts to
join national organizations. It is very likely that this kind of conflict
wan fairly pervasive among the interest groups dnring 1963-64, but that
those issues on which this conflict occurred never came out of the Assembly
Education Committee.

We turn now to an evalution and an interpretation of the results of
the cluster analysis of these 78 roll-calls.

Evaluation of the Cluster. Solution

Despite the fact that there were 32 freshmen assemblymen during this
term, the sum of communalities on the selected roll-calls is very high,
34.57. Also, the root mean squares of raw correlations is .29, another
indication that roll-call voting during this term was highly predictable
despite the low level of legislative integration. Perhaps, the centra-
lization of control in the Assembly and the definite organization of this
house supplement those processes toward integration formerly left uncon-
trolled. Five dimensions of roll-call voting were discovered in the
analysis of the correlation matrix among the 78 roll-calls. Table 4.1
shows the sufficiency of this five dimension solution, the generality of
the key cluster dimensions and the interrelationships among them. We note
that 81% of the communalities are exhausted by the solution, and that 88%
of the mean squares of the raw correlation matrix arc exhausted. After
the fifth dimension, the residual correlation reamaining is .09. The
fact that this solution could not be improved upon may be taken as evi-
dence that the central control of a legislature and the discipline exerted
in a partisan house, are not sufficient for immediate integration of new
members into their roles as legislators.

In examining sections B and D in Table 4.1 we find that the most
general dimension is cluster 1. Cluster 1 is able to reproduce 67% of
the mean squares of correlations among the 78 roll-calls. Cluster 5,
which is very highly correlated with cluster 1, reproduces 47%. The most
specific cluster is cluster 2. The, others, clusters 3, 4, and 5, increase
in generality as their correlations with cluster 1 increase. In examining
the estimated inter-domain correlation it is quite evident that the clusters
are not independent. The highest inter-domain correlation is between cluster
1 and cluster 5, which is .76. The lowest inter-domain correlation is
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TABLE 4.1

SUFFICIENCY AND GENERALITY OF KEY CLUSTER DIMENSIONS OF ASSEMBLY
ROLL CALLS ON EDUCATION WASURES, 3963-196h, AND THE

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE CLUSTERS

I
Cluster Dimensions
II III IV V

A. Sufficiency of Oblique Clusters

Proportion of sum of estimated
communalities exhausted .44 .07 .11 .12 .07

Cumulative proportion or
communalities exhausted .44 .51 .62 .74 .81

Cumulative proportion of mean
square of raw r matrix exhausted .78 .79 .82 .87 .88

Residual correlation remaining
after each successive dimen-
sion (RMS)* .14 .13 .12 .11 .09

B. Generality of Oblique Clusters

Reproducibility of mean squares
of correlations .67 .05 .28 .40 .47

Reproducibility of communalities .53 .14 .34 .41 4'.45

C. Raw Correlations Between Cluster
Scores ("factor estimates")

(.96) .28 .49 .63 .7o

II .28 (.86) -.06 .19 .17

III .49 -.06 (.87) .46 .41

Iv .63 .19 .46 (.93) .57

V .7o .17 .41 .57 (.89)

D. Estimated. Inter-domain
Correlations

I 1.00 .3o .53 .67 .76

II .30 1.00 -.Cq ,21 .19

III .53 -.07 1.00 .51 .46

Iv .67 .21 .51 1.00 .63

V .76 .19 .46 .63 1.00
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between cluster 2 and cluster 3. The most general dimension, cluster 1,
and the most specific dimension, cluster 2, do not overlap to any great
extent. But there is n very considerable overinp between cluster 1 and
clusters 3, 4, and 5. This overlap requires intcrpretation.

Table 4.2 presents the analysis of the inner structure of the five
clusters. The most noteworthy feature of the inner structure is the
relatively high reliabilities of each of the dimensions and the domain
validities. The lowest alpha reliability is .86; the lowest domain
validity is .93. Once again, the most specific variance is the least
reliable and valid dimension of roll-call voting.

Although the cluster solution exhausts only 88% of the communalities
among the roll-call votes, the internal structure of the dimensions or
patterns of roll-call voting uncovered in the analysis is highly satis-
factory. 3n other words, for the most part, the response of the Assembly
to education issues was quite well structured during 1963-64.

Table 4.2 also lists those variables which had a communality value
of less than .20 with one or another of the dimensions. There are 18
unique roll-calls, seven of which are concurrency votes. Apnnrently, the
Senate's amendments to a given measure tend to make the response of the
Assembly somewhat less predictable than would otherwise be the case. The
Senate has sotce degree of influence over certnin assemblymen. This is
particularly the case when a real delegation develops in the Legislature
encompassing both senators and assemblymen. This was the case for
legislative representatives from San Diego County and Kern County. The

fact that such a high percentage of the unique roll-calls are concurrency
votes seems to suggest that there are interesting inter-house relationships
which need to be explored.

Dimensions of Roll-Call Voting

Table 4.3 shows the correlation of roll-calls on various bills with
each of the oblique cluster domains. In this chapter, as in the previous
two chapters, we will again attempt to interpret each of the dimensions or
clusters on the basis of the authorship of bills in a given cluster,
interest group position on the bills in a given cluster, the content of
these bills, and when necessary, an examination of the distribution of
the roll-calls themselves.

Cluster 1: Partisanship. The first cluster of roll-calls were taken
on measures on which the parties divided. The Democrats supported all
those measures which arc not reflected and the Republicans opposed them;
the Republicans supported all those measures which are reflected in
Table 4.3 and opposed all the others. Interest group positions made no
discernible difference on the distribution of the vote on the measures
in cluster 1.

It is interesting to note the.kinds'of issues on which the parties
divided. First, they divided on tax and budget measures. Second, the
parties divided on selected public employee issues, particularly those
pertaining to the political rights of public employees and those pertaining
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TABLE 4.2

INNER STRUCTURES OF CLUSTERS OF ROLL-CALL VOTES ON
EDUCATION MEASURES, ASSEMBLY, 1963 -64

Variables
(pill No.) Definers

Oblique

Factor
Coeff.

Comrnun-

ality

Average
R with
Definers

B-Reli-

ability

Variables
Singly

C-Reli-
ability
Variables
Added Comul.

Cluster 1

AB 1950 D .92 .87 .76

AB 800 D .91 .84 .76

sa 4 B D .91 .84 .75
AB 2947 C D .91 .82 .75
AB 2280 D .86 .83 .72

AB 2843 D -.8o .69 .67

AB 1662 D .78 .68 .64

SB 4 FB D .76 .66 .63
AB 1663 D .74 .59 .61
AB 114 D .73 .63 .61
ACA 29 .73 .63 .61 .97 .97
ACA 5 .66 .47 .55 .96 .96
AB 846 .66 .53 .55 .96 .97
AB 1079 -.57 .4o .47 .96 .96
ACA 9 .56 .37 .47 .96 .96
AB 145 B .45 .29 .38 .96 .96
'AB 1238 -.44 .25 .37 .96 .96
AB 957 .43 .24 .36 .95 .96
AB 91 .37 .29 :31 .96 .96

A. Reliability = .96
Domain Validity= .98

Cluster 2

1.10 1.24 .77.sB Go FB D
sB 6o B D 1.07 1.17 .75
AB 57 D -.35 .2o .24

AB 635 C D .29 .16 .20
AB 1851 C .27 .23 .19 .83 .83

A-Reliability = .86

Domain Validity = .93

Cluster 3

AB 2006 D .75 .6o .51
AB 2712 D .72 .55 .49
sB 53 FB D .69 .52 .47

AB 1890 D .67 .54 .46

AB 182 B D .67 .50 .45
sB 723 D. .66 .59 .44
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TABLE 4.2 (continued)

Variables
(Bill No.) Definers

Oblique
Factor
Coeff.

Common-
ality

Average
R with
Definers

B-Reli-
ability
Variables
Singly

C-Reli-
ability
Variables
Added Comul.

SB 53 B .65 .51 .44 .89 .89
AB 313 .58 .49 .39
AB 1053 .51 .37 .35 .88 .89
SCA 9 .51 .31 .3 .88 .90
ACA 21 .50 .5o .34 .88 .89

AB 188 -.44 .37 .3o .88 .90
A-Reliability
Domain Validity = .914

Cluster 4

SR 115 .85 .74 .68

AB 2569 .85 .73 .68
SB 12 B 83 .72 .67
AB 1000 .83 .73 .66
AB 419 C .8o .67 .64
AD 2540 .76 .71 .61 .97 .94
AB 120 .72 .5 .58
AB 1566 .71 .54 .57
AB .69 B .57 .4o .45 .93 .94
AB 2339 43 .29 .34 .92 .93
AB 703 C -.35 .28 .28 .92 .93
AB 1000 F .21 .28 .17 .92 .92

A-Reliability = .93

Domain Validity...96

Cluster 5

AB 856 D .8o .8o .52
AB 37 B D .79 .71 .51
AB 64 .75 .67 .49 .90 .90
AB 590C .72 .56 .47
AB 1663 c D .68 .59 .44
AB 375 D .67 .54 .43
AB 590 D .62 .45 .ho
AB 181 D .55 .37 .36
AB 1545 53 .3o .34 .89 .91
AB 1722 .52 .4o .34 .89 .91
AB 1853. D

AB 2259 D
.51

49
.37

.31
.33
.32
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TABLE 4.2 (continued)

Oblique
Variables Factor Commun-
(Bill No.) Definers Coeff. ality

AB 800 C
AB 145 CB

A- Reliability = .89

Domain Validity =.94

Average

R with
Definers

-.48 .27 .31

-.47 .45 .31

B-Reli-
ability
Variables
Singly

.89

.89

C-Reli-
ability
Variables
Added Comul.

.91

.91

Unique Variables

AB 579 Ai 579 C
AB 658 AB 888 c
AB 977 AD 1223
AB 1374 AB 1403
AB 2488 C AB 2847 C
SB 12 FB SB 1072

AB 635 C
AB 889
AB 1229
AB 2027
AB 2941 C
SCR 24 B
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TABLE 4.3

CORRELATIONS OF ASSEMBLY ROLL-CALLS ON SELECTED EDUCATION BILlS
WITH OBLIQUE CLUSTER DOIIAINS OF ASSEMBLY VOTING, 1963 -61t.

Bill No. Bill Description
Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains

I

Cluster 1

AB 1950 Pertains to tax exemptionsfor gifts. .92

AB 800 Provides "austerity" Budget Act of 1963 .91

SB 4 B Augments the skeleton budget of the .91

General Session.

AB 29117 C Governs political activities of public .9].

employees.

AB 2280 Increases salary of various state .86

officers.

AB 2843 Provides for workshop attendance by -.80
school board members-elect.

AB 1662 Creates Local Agencies Formation Com- .78

mission whose function is to approve
of incorporations of cities and spe-
cial districts.

SB 4 FB (See SB 4 B above.) .76

AB 1663 Creates Coordinating Council on .74

Urban Policy to investigate problems
of urban development.

AB 114 Provides for leaves of absence for .73
teachers elected to the Legislature.

ACA 29 Requires 60% vote rather than 2/3 .73

vote for passage of bonds.

ACA 5 ''ermits school district indebtedness .66

for capital outlay purposes with a
majority vote rather than 2/3 vote.

AB 846 Authorizes 1-year leave for teachers .66

preparing foreign language instruc-
tion in elementary school.

AB 1079 Pertains to the teaching of foreign -.57
language to all students who can
benefit by it.

II III TV V

.25 .45 .58 .56

.28 .45 .58 .62

.24 .39 .63 .66

.27 .118 .63 .70

.25 .53 .41 .511

-.32 -.29 -.50 -.52

.30 .39 .65 .74

.15 .49 .71 .59

.18 .114 .47 .68

.28 .49 .39 .67

.17 .64 .62 .56

.21 .50 .51 .53

.21. .45 .31 .59

-.31 -.42 -.34 -.118



TABLE 4.3 (continued)

Bill No. Bill Description

- -
Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains
I II III IV V

'ACA 9 Deletes requirement that proceeds of
lands granted to the State by federal
government shall remain a perpetual
fund.

AB 145 B Grants additional monies to school
districts; increases foundation pro-
grams; makes provisions for class
size and unification.

AB 1238 Provides a 2-year extension for sub-
mission of school district organiza-
tion master plans to the State Board.

of Education.

Al3 957

AB 91

AB 658

Permits financing of out-door educe-
tion from override tax in selected
types of districts.

Pertains to age limits for issuance
of driver's license.

Requires Regents of U.C. to report to
Governor and Legislature on salaries,

etc..

SD 1072 Defines value of motion pictures for
property taxation.

AB 2027 Provides foi physical fitness tests
in testing Program.

AB 1223 Extends to 1967 the deadline for
submission of county master plans
of district organization.

Cluster 2

SB 60 FB Pertains to revenues from tidelands
and submerged lands granted. by the
State to the City of Long Beach.

SB 60 B (See above.)
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.24 .42 .36 .49

.45 .03 .43 .25 .42

-.44 -.11 -.40 -.28 -.29

.43 .21 .21 .15 .36

.37 -.08 .29 .21 .08

.38 . .19 .27 .17

-.29 -.09 -.18 -.22 -.24

-.24 -.04 -.13 -.15 -.21

.21 -.20 .03 .04 .14

.28 1.10 .01 .14 ..14

.28 1.07 .02 .14 .15



TABLE 4.3 (continued)

Bill No. Bill Description

AB 57 Prevents licentiate (credentialcd
personnel) prosecuted for and ab-
solved from public offense from
being subject to disciplinary action
by local governmental authority on
same charge.

iu 635 C Bxtends period for application and
approval of junior college district
tax relief grants.

AB 1851 C Provides for preparation of courses
of study by district governing board
tor grades 7 through 12.

AB 889 Pertains to transit districts in
Alameda and-Contra Costa counties.

SCR 211 B Commends Regents of U.C., Trustees
of Calif. State Colleges and the
Coordinating Council for Higher Edu-
cation for initiating plans for year-
around academic programs.

AB 29111 C remits hiring of aliens as schoolbus
drivers.

Cluster 3
AB WAY.4) Creates Dept. of General Services;

includes functions of Dept. of
Finance, Dept. of Public Works, Sec.
of State and State Fire Marshal]..

AB 2712 Gives teachers disciplinary rights
without governing board interference.

SB 53 FB Pertains to state officers and their
compensation. Makes appropriation.

AB 1890 Provides for permanent expulsion of
public school pupil who intentionally
inflicts corporal injury on a school-
teacher.

AB 182 B Allows for loans from various funds to
State School Building Aid Fund to
cover interim needs.

Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains
I II III IV V

-.28 -.35 .10 -.13 -.20

.01 .29 -.11 .18 .05

-.10 .27 .10 .13 -.08

-.08 -.22 -.18 -.18 -.18

.12 .19 .03 .15 .04

-.05 -.17 -.07 .06 -.02

.51. .08 .75 .50 .39
7.)

.28 -.15 .72 .34 .30

.44 .13 .69 .38 .42

.46 -.17 .67 .30 .45

.43 .08 .67 .51 .37



TABLE 4.3 (continued)

-,------
Bill No. Bill Description

SB 723

SB 53 B

AB 313

Permits ,kindergarten child, of at
least 5 years of age, to enter first
grade if ready for first grade ork.

(See SB 53 F B above.)

Permits daStrict board to join
national organization.

AB 1853 Increases maximum tax rate for adult
education by 100.

SCA 9 Abolishes School Land Fund.

ACA 21

AB 188

AB 1229

Exempts specified. water rightn owned
by a public agency from property
taxation.

Reduces a.d.n, to 900 or less of
school districts required to follow
county board rules in supply purchases.

Allows display of flashing amber
light by slow-moving distance-
measuring Los Angeles district vehicle.

AB 888 C Pertains to public school support
proposal presented by State Dept. of
Educ. at the request of the 'State
Board. of Education.

SB 12 FB Provides for financing the public
schools over the next 2 years.

AB 2847 C Prohibits public agency from denying
use of park, school or playground to
organization of aged. persons.

Cluster IV

SB 115 Authorizes programs of compensatory
education for culturally disadvantaged
minors; establishes Office of Consul-
tant on Compensatory Education; author-
izes state-district agreement on grants.

Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains
I II III IV V

.08 -.02 .66 .11 .16

.55 .12 .65 .4o .51

.32 -.27 .58 .27 .10

.42 .11 .51 .41 .51

.38 .14 .51 .25 .33

.12 .02 .50 -.13 -.02

-.41 -.28 -.44 -.31 -.15

.14 -.09 .25 .01 -.04

-.05 .02 -.20 .09 -.08

-.05 .02 .16 -.16 -.01

-.09 -.03 -.10 .04 .00

.49 .16 .40 .85 .53
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TABLE 14.3 (continued)

Bill No. Bill Description

AB 2569 Pertains to unemployment compensation.

SB 12 B Provides for financing the public
schools over the next two years (see
prior).

AB 1000 Pertains to financial support of public

s chools .

AB 419 C Pertains to private trade schools.

AB 2540 Pertains to medical assistance.

AB 120 Brings child. care center personnel

under merit system.

AB 1566 Pertains to state employment.

AB 69 B Provides a minimum annual salary of
$5,000 for credentialcd teachers.

AB 2339 Revises provision relating to propor-
tionate reduction in equalization aid.
when total amount provided for basic
state aid and. equalization aid is less
than the total of the allowances com-
puted. Reductions to be computed. for
school districts in direct proportion
to district aid. factor and inverse pro-
portion to equalization aid allowance.

AB 703 C Provides for a separate board for a
detached junior college district.

AB 1000 I" (See AB 1000 above.)

AB 579 Waives non-resident tuition fees for
teachers enrolled at the univenity
or a state college to fulfill cre-
dential requirements.

.AB 2488 C Pertains to vocational eduction.

AB 579 C (See above.)

Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains

I II III IV V

.62 .21 .40 .85

.51 .16 .39 .83 .42

.60 .17 .42 .83 .143

.58 .19 .35 .80 .60

.65 .22 .65 .76 .51

.45 .13 .1i6 .72 .43

.118 .15 .42 .71 .57

.56 .21 .36 .57 .54

.13 .19 .06 .43 .28

-.20 .11 -.08 -.35 -.00

-.16 -.09 -.19 .21 -.02

.00 -.06 .02 .25 .18

.09 .15 .10 .19 .06

-.09 -.01 .-.01 -..10 .07
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TABLE 4 . 3 (continued) .

No. Bill Description

Cluster V

AB 856

AB 37 B

AB 64

AB 590 C

Repeals present provisions proscribing
political activities of county and
city employees. Provides that no
local agency shall limit participation
of employees in political activities
during their of hours.

Fixes maximum general fund tax rates
for school districts.

Pertains to aid to needy families.
C'hanges "needy children" to "aid to
families with dependent children."

Provides program of state grants to
improve and extend. local library
service.

All 1663 C Creates Coordinating Council on Urban
Policy to investigate urban develop-
ment problems.

AB 375

AB 590

AB 181

Provides same foreign language course
requirement for grades 7 and 8 of
junior high school as for grades 7 and
8 of elementary school.

(See AB 590 C above.)

Provides a minimum annual salary of
$5,000 for credentialed teachers.

AB 1545 Pertains to scholarships. State agri-
cultural scholarship must be used at
a California school accredited. by
Webtern Assoc. of Schools and Colleges.

AB 1722 Pertains to special state school fund.
allowance.

AB 1853 Increases maximum tax rate for adult
education by 3.00.

AB 2259 Provides for school library research
coordinator and 2-year study of school
libraries.

Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains

Il III IV V

.74 .23 .26 .72 .80

.42 .12 .34 .50 .79

.70 .22 .60 .57 .75

.49 .21 .19 .46 .72

47 .20 .12 .18 .68

.55 .02 .118 .32 .67

.51 .22 .11 .44 .62

.44 -.06 .25 .22 .55

.42 .12 .36 .34 .53

.51 -.15 .42 .36 .52

.112 .11 .51 .40 .51

.38 .04 .42 .43 .49
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TABLE 4.3 (continued)

Bill No. Bill Description
Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains
I II III IV V

AB 800 C Provides "austerity" Budget Act of -.33 -.21 -.25 -.24 -.48
1963.

AB 145CB (See AB 145 B in cluster 1.) -.44 -.01 -.36 -.05 -.117

AB 1403 Permits district to provide free
breakfast and lunch for pupils.

.27 .15 .10 .22 .33

AB 977 Requires State Fire Marshal to
approve plans for construction or
alteration of school buildings.

.14 .21 -.00 .19 .27

AB 1374 Pertains to the taxation of cigar-
ettes.

.19 .12 .05 .24 .21.
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to salaries. Third, the parties divided on the foreign language study

program introduced in 1961. The Republicans seemed to oppose this issue
whereas the Democrats took a very hard line. Fourth, the Republicans

issue with the Democrats on the creation of state administrative
: -11chinery which would deal with urban and suburban problems. Lastly,

the Republicans did not favor the removal of constraints on increasing
local school district bonded indebtedness. They unanimously voted
against any reduction in the percentage of the vote required for the
passage of bond issues.

On 11 of the 18 roll-calls with correlates greater than .40 with
cluster 1, one or more interest groups registered a position of support
or opposition. For the most part there is no discernible pattern of
support or opposition to the measures in this cluster. However, there is
a slight tendency for the California School Hoards Association to oppose
the Democratic vote (this association supported only 2 measures and
opposed 5). There is a slifibtly stronger tendeucy for the California
State Federation of Teachers to support measures in this cluster (it
supported 5 and opposed only 1). Furthermore, 17 of the 18 bills in
cluster 1 were carried by Democrats; the one bill carried by a Republican
was carried by Milton Marks who was the only Republicnn to retain a
chairmanship under Mr. Unruh's Speakership.

Cluster 2: State Revenues. This cluster has on].' two definers, i.e.,
two roll-calls, on one major bill. The bill, authored by Senator Lures,
was concerned with revenues accruing to the stnte from the tide lands and
submerged lands in southern Calfironia. The bill was overwhelmingly
defeated on the Assembly floor but because the Senate had passed it, it
proceeded to a conference committee made up of representatives from the
two houses. On the Assembly floor, the committee conference report,
revising the bill so that the representatives on.the.committee from both
houses could agree to it, was also overwhelmingly defeated. Only a few
liberal Democrats voted in favor of the bill on the two occasions. From

the information at hand, it is impossible to interpret this cluster or
even label it appropriately.

Cluster 3: Liberalism-conservatism. This cluster contains a variety
of issues and measures. The content of the bills in cluster 3 have no
discernible common theme. There are 12 roll-calls on 12 measures in this
cluster, and 10 of the 12 bills were carried by Democrats. The distri-
bution of interest group positions on these 12 bills gives no indication
that this is in any way an interest group dimension or that the bills
contained in this cluster are part of a program of a given interest group.
However, an examination of the distribution of roll-call votes shows that
those opposing measures in this cluster come from both parties, from both
the southern and northern part of the. state. Those opposing measures in
cluster 3 include the hard-core southern Republican conservatives, as well
as a number of northern Democrats who have reputations for conservative
orientations. Of course, we would expect a greater number of conservatives
in the Republican caucus, and a greater number of liberals in the Deo-
cratic caucus. The correlation between cluster 1 and cluster 3 is .53,
an indication that the parties do not divide cleanly ideologically.
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A number of bills in cluster 3 would reduce the degree of
discretion on the part of local school districts, particularly rural
school disctricts. AB 188, ACA 21, SCA 9, and AB 1853 seem to fall into
this category. There is another category of measures which ,deal with
teacher and state employee rights. We would expect conservatives and
liberals to divide on teacher authority and teacher protection. A third
class of reasures in cluster 3 on which conservatives and liberals mdght
be expected to divide, has to do with finance and taxation.

It would appear that nost of the issues here are not sufficiently
strong to divide conservatives and liberals. Most of these measures
introduce minor but somewhat progressive changes in the educational and
administrative system. Given the relative specificity of this form of
variance, as shown in Table 4.1 we may conclude that party discipline
Intrr,,onrs, onr,..r:inlly on tho najority party, to modinte the inpnct of
ideological inclinations on educational votinc;. This is the case because
American parties, both legislative and electoral parties, have liberal
and conservative wings.

Cluster 4: Democratic Progressivism. There are 10 measures in
cluster 4, nine of which were authored by Derocrats. Once again, these
10 measures cover a range of educational and related issues. However,
there seems to be a common thread, namely, an orientation to problems
particularly intense in urban lower-class areas. This cluster contains a
measure which establisheS compensatory eflucation programs in the State of
California, another which deals with unemployment cornensation, n third
which deals with extension of medical assistance. Two measures in cluster
4 are concerned with the financial support of public schools. A third set
of issues deals with employee benefits. Each of these issues, in its
own way, represents some form of progressive change. But these proposed
progressive changes arc not sufficiently large to scare away moderates
in either party. Among the interest groups only the California School
Boards Association, with its newly assumed far right orientation opposed
several more measures than it supported in this particular cluster. The
State Department of Education, under its new leader, supported seven of
the 10 measures.

An examination of the distribution of roll-call votes on bills in
cluster 4 shows that the Democrats supported these measures without: a
single dissenting vote. The Republicans, however, were split on these
measures. The great majority of southern Republicans, and all those who
had a reputation for their conservatism, opposed measures in this cluster.
Assemblymen Badham, Chapel, Collier, Cusanovich, Conrad, Ashcraft, Barnes,
Holmes, and Stevens, were those who led the fight against the passage of
these measures. The moderate conservatives whether from the north or south
supported these measures, almost without exception.

Cluster 5: Regional Republicanism. Cluster 5 is extremely difficult
to interpret. On the one hand, it is very highly related to cluster 1 in
terms of the distribution of roll-call votes; on the other hand it is not
strictly a partisan dimension. Democrats as well as northern Republicans
opposed them. Those who opposed measures in cluster 5 cane from both the
moderate and conservative wings of the Republican party, although they
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happened all to come from Southern California. The measures in cluster 5
seem not to be of a different character than those in cluster 4. One
measure is concerned with the political rights of public employees, another
deals with aid to needy families, and still others pertain to finance,
salaries of teachers, and grants to libraries. An exanination of the
distribution of interest group positions on measures in cluster 5 does
not reveal any discernible patterns. Again the California School Boards
Association seems to be somewhat opposed to neasures in this cluster,
but the evidence for this is not particularly strong.

Unique Roll-Calls. Ue noted earlier that many of the unique roll-
calls were concurrency votes. In other words, many of the unique roll-
calls ta%e place on measures which have been through the legislative mill
and on which a good deal of consensus has already been built. However,
unique roll-calls also are to be expected on minor measures which have
regional implications. For example, AB 1223, a neasure which extended
the deadline for the submission of county raster plans on district reor-
ganization, was a bill which gave advantage to certain areas of the state
only. Another such measure which has no particular ideological content
nor partisan content is a measure to introduce physical fitness tests in
the school testing program. In other words, it appears that the unique
roll-calls during the term under consideration, occur on bills which have
either regional import, or measures on mhich a good deal of consensus and
legislative work has already occurred, providing that these bills have
little if any ideological content or partisan interest. These are
hypotheses which need further validation.

Summary

There arc five major conclusions which emerge from the analysis of.
Assembly voting in 1963-64. First, the major cleavage in the Assembly.
during this time was partisan. The evidence for this is in cluster 1, the
most general of the five clusters. Second, it appears that partisanship
intervenes to negate an ideological approach to education legislation.
This can be seen in cluster 3. Third, the roll-call voting in the Assembly
of 1963-64 showed no evidence of a systematic bias on the part of the
Assembly towards interest grups. To be sure, the California School Boards
Association tended to line itself up with the Republican party, particu-
larly the southern conservative wing of the party. But the dimensions of
voting do not coincide as they did in earlier terms with the position of
any given interest group. Fourth, the minority party was badly divided.
This can be seen in clusters 4 and 5 specifically. There were two major
factions in the minority party: one faction was composed of young, newly-
elected, for the most part northern and progressive Republicans; the other
was based in the southern part of the state and composed of more experienced,
older and very conservative Republicans. The fifth major conclusion which
can be drawn from the analysis of Assembly voting on education in 1963-64
is that partisanship disciplines the response to education legislation and
structures roll-call voting in a way which would not be possible if a less
controlled approach were used in a house with such a high number of fresh-
man legislators. In other words, partisanship provides structure and,
therefore, compensation for a low level of legislative integration.
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TUF ASSMELY, 1965-19f6

During the sessions of 1965-66, there were 89 roll-calls on education
measures which indicated some controversy and which had a sufficiently

high participation rate to merit analysis. Of the S9 roll-calls, 15 were

concurrency or reconsideration votes. Thus, there were only 75 measures

on which 89 roll-calls took place. These measures, for the most part, were
not the result of any major educational reform movement or generated by
major political upheaval. Only a few measures were sufficiently contro-
versial and consequential to merit special mention here. AD 52 introduced
by Mr. Unruh during the 1966 session was a major school finance and tax-

ation bill. It stirred much controversy in the legisfature and indeed

outside it. The Vinton bill (fl 1474) was a significant bill in that it
served notice of the return of the California Teachers Association to a
position of considerable pewei; however, it was not a major piece of sub-

stantive legislation. Indeed, the changes it pronosed were of minor

significance. Several important measures were introduced during the 19G5
session of the Assembly which dealt with the problem of student radicalism
on university and state college campuses. These measures represented the
Assembly response to the free speech movement on the Berkeley campus of
the University of California in the fall of 1964.

The major education interest groups in the state were, once again,

very active. One or more of the major interest erouns took a position of
support or opposition on 55 of the selected bills. There was wide-sprend
agreeTent among the major interest grouns the California Congress of
Parents and Teachers, the California School Boards Association, the Cali-
fornia Teachers Association, the California Federation of Teachers, the
California Association of School Administrators, the California School
Employees Association and the California State Department of Education --
on the following issues: the establishment of the State Attorney General's
opinion as prevailing over the opinion of a district attorney or a county
council in case of conflict, the reduction of the required tea-thirds
majority for local bonded indebtedness to 50 or 60 percent, the permission
for school districts to provide field trips to foreien countries for
secondary school students, the provision of credentials for limited ser-
vice for the teaching of mentally retarded pupils, and for the provision
of uniform achievement tests for each grade level in the state wide testing

program.

There was a good deal of conflict among the education interest groups
as indicated by the conflicting positions they took on a number of measures
in a number of areas. The most salient conflict during 1965-66 was between
the main-line education interest groups and the California Federation of
Teachers, a radical union-oriented group. The major conflict between the
"establishment" and the Federation of Teachers was on AB 1474, a bill
which introduced the so-called "professional negotiations" instead of a
full-fledged collective bargaining procedure. Also, the Federation
decided during 1964 and 1965 to take the side of radical professors and
university students. Thus, it was in conflict with some of the other
major groups on issues pertaining to "lay and order" on the campus of a
state college or a state university. Another area of conflict had to do
with proposed amendments to the Fisher Bill of 1961. A number of efforts
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had been made since 1961 to ancnd the teacher credential law and modify
some of its provisions for the academic preparation of teachers. Such

was the case again in 1965 with the introduction of bill AB 1275. The
Federation of Teachers, which had supported the Fisher bill in 1961, was
opposed to the inclusion of physical education, industrial arts, hone
economics, health education, and business education as academic subject
matter areas. The other groups concurred in this proposed amendment.

There was also fairly intense conflict on a nurher of issues which
normally and typically divide achninistrators and governing boards on the
one hand, and employees on the other. Dills pertaining to unprofessional
conduct on the part school district employees, authority for the prepar-
ation of curriculum materials, the issuance of credentials to Peace Corps
members who did not have teacher education, and the financial setticnent
in the case of dismissal of enslo:.ees -- these were the hinds of issues
that divided the administrative groups from the teacher groups during
this term.

The state-local conflict was not nearly as intense during this period.
Only minor skirmishes tool: place among the interest groups on this syn-
drome of issues.

The cluster analysis of the selected 39 roll-calls uncovered five
major patterns of roll-call voting in the Assembly. 'n evaluation of this
solution and the interpretation of the dimensions which were discovered
will follow.

Evaluation of Clnster Solution

The sum of copmunalittes among the 89 roll-calls for 19C5-66 is 44.26,
somewhat higher than for the previous term. The root mean squares of ray
correlations had a value of .33, also higher than the value for the pre-
vious term. These higher values arc to be expected with less turn-over
of Assembly personnel and a higher degree of what we have calle0 legis-
lative integration. Under more structured conditions, legislative voting
should be more predictable. This seems to be the case when we contrast
these communalities and nean squares of raw correlations with a period
when legislative integration was lower.

Table 4.4 presents data relevant to the evaulation of this five
dimensional cluster solution. We note, first, that 6O of the communal-
ities are exhausted by five dimensions, and that 92:: of the mean squares
of the raw correlation matrix is exhausted by the five dimensional solution.
These values indicate that five dimensions are sufficient to exhaust what
is in the correlation matrix and that the residual correlation would, if
clustered further, yield only trivial dimensions.

An inspection of Section B of Table 4.4 shci :s that cluster 1 repro-
duces 70% of the mean squares of correlation in the correlation matrix.
This is, in other words, a very general dimension. Clusters 2, 3, and 4
have a medium level of generality, whereas cluster 5 represents a very
specific form of variance. In our interpretation of roll-call voting for
this term, then, we must pay special attention to cluster 1.
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TABLE 4.4

SUFFICIENCY AND GENERALITY OF KEY CLUSTER DIiENSIONS OF ASSEMBLY
ROLL CALLS ON EDUCATION MEASURES, 1965-156, AND THE

RELATIONSHIPS A OM THE CLWTERS

Cluster Dimensions
I II III IV V

A. Sufficiency of Oblique Clusters

Proportion of sum of estimated
communalities exhausted .44 .12 .03 .0 .08

Cumulative proportion of
commonalities exhausted .44 .56 .64 .72 .80

Cumulative proportion of mean
square of raw r matrix exhausted .81 .86 .83 .90 .92

Residual correlation remaining
after each successive dimen-
sion (ms) .14 .12 .11 .10 .09

B. Generality of Oblique Clusters

Reproducibility of mean squares
of correlations .70 .43 .25 .25 .10

Reproducibility of communalities .55 .33 .33 .20

C. Raw Correlations Between Cluster
Scores ("factor estimates")

I (.97) .64 -.6o .6o -.31
II .64 (.96) -.36 .34 -.03
III -.60 -.36 (.94) -.29 .21
iv .6o .34 -.29 (.92) -.36
V -.31 -.03 .21 -.36 (.82)

D. Estimated Inter-domain
Correlations

I 1_00 .66 -.63 .64 -.35
II .66 1.00 -.37 .36 -.03
III -.63 -.37 1.00 -.31 .24

Iv .64 .36 -.31 1.00 -.41
V -.35 -.03 .24 -.41 1.00
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Sections C and 0 of Table 4.4 show that the first four dirensions
overlap very considerably. The inter-correlations are, generally, quite
hir.h. They are narticularly Miele bem:een cluster 1 and clusters 2, 3,
and 4. The most specific dirension, cliter 5, is much more independent.
In comparing the independence of the dimensions for the 1945-66 solution
and the independence of dimensions in 1(163-64 solution we find very similar
pehnorena, one major dirension which is highly correlated with several of
the others. The wort specific dimensions in both solutions arc at the
same tire the cost independent.

In Table 4.5 we find the analysis of the inner structure of the five
dimensions. The most specific form of variance, represented by cluster 5,
has the lowest alpha reliability (.S2) es well as the lowest domain vali-
dity (.90). Each of the other four clusters have reliabilities and vali-
dities exceeding .92. The solution, therefore, is highly satisfactory.

There are 11 variables which have a unique variance. In contrast
to the 1963-64 Assembly solution we have only three reconsideration or
concurreucy votes among the unique roll-calls. Also, and particularly
noteworthy, is the sharp drop in the percent of unique roll-calls from
1963-64 to 1965-66, a drop from 23Z to 32Z. This gives sore confirpation
to the earlier statement that a more highly integrated 1:!gislature behaves
in more predictable ways.

Dimensions of Assembly Votinu

We have learned from previous analyses that the specific dinensiens
are more difficult to interpret than the more general ones. This is also
the case with the Assembly analysis for 1965-66. We shall now turn to an
exploration of the meaning of these five dimensions.

Cluster 1: Partisanship. cluster 1 contains, as can be seen in
Table 4.6, a wide range of education issues or : issues relevant in one way
or another to education. An examination of the roll-calls indicates that
these issues were ones on which the parties sharply and cleanly divided.
There are several categories of issues represented by those measures on
which the roll-calls correlate .40 or greater with cluster 1. First, a
number of the issues pertain to financing education and to fiscal pro-
cedures in the public administration of education. Second, included in
cluster 1 are a number of personnel issues -- issues pertaining to the
credentialing of teachers, transference of leave from district to district,
experience of teaching personnel, and so on. Third, certain of the defin-
ing roll-calls were on measures which were concerned with the electoral
process. Lastly, cluster 1 contains the budget bill for 1965 and the
budget bill for 1966.

Interest group positions show no discernible pattern of support or
opposition on bills in cluster 1. The only inference which can be made
is that the California Federation of Teachers was somewhat core supportive
of the measures in cluster 1 than the other groups. As was the case in
1963-64, interest group positions have very little effect on legislative
voting when the issues themselves have a partisan interest. This is the
case except for those interest groups which align themselves with one or
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TABLE 4.5

INNER STRUCTURES OF CLUSTFRS OF ROLL-CALL VOTES ON
EDUCATION rElailitS, ASSMBLY, 19.i5-66

Variables
(Bill no.) Definers

Oblique.

Factor
Cor.ff.

Ce=un-
all t.y

Average
R uith
Definers

B-Reli-
ability
Variables
Sin-0:1

C-11,111-

ability
Varinb3es
Add-i Coznul.

Cluster 1

.97 .95 .81SB .1402 D
SB 1 D .91 .85 .76

SB 34 B D .91 .83 .76

AB 2111 C D ...9u .84 .76

AB 1212 C D .90 .V2 .76

SB 34 BF D .89 .81 .75
AB 1212 D .86 .74 .72

AB 2270 D .65 .74 .71

AR 245 D .77 .61 .65

ACA 49 .76 .65 .64 .97 .97

AB 241. D .74 .62 .62

AB 1752 D .72 ...7.1 .6o

AB 592 .72 .70 .60 .97 .97

AB 2710 D .70 .60 .59
AB 500 F .69 .53 .58 .97 .97

ACA 51 .67 .Go .57 .97 .97

SB 1 D .66 .55 .56 97 .97
AB 2717 C .62 .56 .52 .97 .97

AB 1539 .60 .44 .51 .97 .97

AB 257 .58 .37 .49 .97 .97

AB 1507 .57 .53 .48 .97. .97

AB 1701 .56 .39 .48 .97 .97

SB 1291 -.53 .35 .45 .97 .97

AB 88 B .52 .42 .44 .97 .97

ACR 102 .50 .32 .42 .97 .97

AB 80 B .46 .26 .39 .97 .97

A-Reliability .97

Domain Validity 99

Cluster 2

ACA 1 B D .93 ..91 .7h

AB 259 D .91 .85 .72

ACA 8 D .89 .81 .71
AB 2548 D .87 .81 .69

AB 36 B D .85 .81 .68

SB 757 D .82 .72 .66

SB 757 R D .82 .72 .66

ACA 8 c D .79 .79 .63



TABLE 1;.5 (continued)

Variables
Definern

Obli'qua

Factor
Coerf.

Con=un-
ality

Average
R with
Dec 3ners

B-Reli-

Varikbles
Singly

C -Re)i-

ability
Variables
At3decl Comul.

AD 152
AB 4

.75

.67
.59
.47

.6o

.53
AB 1599 .65 .63 .52 .96
AB 45B 1) .65 .52 .52

AB 1618 D .64 .44 .51
AB 1622 .62 .44 .49 .96 .96
AB 36 .56 .53 .45 .95 .96
AD 2857 .53 .33 .43 .9S .95
AB 241 F .1;7 .24 .38 .96 06
Ai 267 .1t2 . .34 .95 .96
AB 29h6 .4 .111 .22 .32 .96 .96

.96
Domain oe,

Cluster 1

AB 1920 C D .89 .84 .74
ACR 156 C D .87 .78 .72

AB 853 .85 .74 .7o
AB 1920 D .84 .73 .69
AB 1474 .75 .62 .62

AB 1474 C D .75 .69 .62
AB 295 -.66 .51 .54 .94 .94
A 141 B -.62 .52 .51 .94 .911

AB 1.275 .59 .39 49 .93 .94
AB 934 .57 .35 .47 .93 .94

AB 45 BC -.39 .26 .32 .92 .93
AB 52 B .28 .24 .23 .92 .93

A- Reliability .,- .94

Domain Validity= .97

Cluster 4

AB 9 .99 1.07 .83
SB 675 .93 .89 .77
AB 769 C .71 .61 .59
AB 2274 .7o .51 .58
AB 655 .6o .112 .5o .91 .91 .

SCA 4 B .6o .54 .5o .92 .92
AB 1609 .5o .3o .112 .go .90
AB 946 .47 .33 .39 .go .90
ACA 19 .39 .26 .33 .89 .90
A-Reliability =.92
Domain Validity= .96



TABLE 1.5 (continued)

Variables
(Bill 35.)

Oblique
Fector
Corff.

Cc =1n-
Average
R uith
D.-.riners

ability

Variables
S511-,'2y

c-Re1i-
ability
Variables
idde3

Cluster 5

D
D
D
D
D

.84

.84

-.58

-.55
-.5k
-.47
-.46
..2
-.39
-.39

-.26

.73

.72

.39

.34

.33

.33

.38

.27

.28

.29

.22

.57
rr

.)..)

.39

.37

.36

.31

.31

.28

.26

.26

.1

.82

.82

.82

.81

.81

.80

.83

.82

.83

.84

.63
0.

.6 :i-

AB 52 BC
AB 52 BP
SB 2 )3F

'AB 1606
AB 312
AB 3329
AD 500
AD 870
AB 432
AB 432 R
AB 93 BC

A-Reliability = .82
Domain Validity r: .90

Unique Vpriales

AB 500 C SB 1 DID' SB 19 R
AB 554 AB 562 AB 50
ACR 69 AB 790 AB 1684
SB 19 AB 2329
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TABLR 4.6

COI REL:".TION1 OF ASSEMLY 3 OLL-CP.LIS ON SELECTED EDUCATION DILLS
WITH OBLIQUE CLUCTER DOMAINS OF ASSEMEM VOTING, 1965-66

Bill No. Bill Description

Correlation with Oblique
Cluster 1.10:11%inS

I

Cluster 1

SB 1402 Permits governing boards of public .97

agencies to assign moloyecz to act
as voter registrars.

SB 1

SB 3 B

AB 241 C

Provides that Attorney General's opin- .91

ion re Education Code prevails over
that of the District Attorney and
County Counsel when in conflict.

Soecifies that revenue derived under .91

Banking and Corporation Tax Law shall
be treated as earned during year of
receipt.

Increases worker rate of contribu- -.90
Lions to unemployment disability
insurance.

AB 1212 C Provides for candiaate's statement .90
of qualifications .o be miled with
sample ballot.

SB 34 BF (See SB 34 B above.) .89

AB 1212 (See AB 1212 C above.) .86

A33 2270 Revises sales and use tax law. .85

AB 245 Prohibits any district except a junior .77
college district from maintaining a
junior college after July 1, 1966.

ACA 49 Authorizes counties and cities to .76
reduce the tax rate on, or exempt,
improvements and personal property.

AB 241 (See AB 241 C above.) .74

AB 1752 Authorizes issuance of standard teach- .72

ing credential to Peace Corps member
who has a Bachelor's Degree, has taught
in a foreign country, and meets other
specified requirements.

II III IV V

.70 -.56 .58 -.23

.53 -.57 .50 -.25

.56 -.58 .52 -.28

-.55 .57 -.51 .22

.60 -.59 .57 -.32

.50 -.57 .52 -.36

.57 -.57 .50 -.30

.53 -.48 .50 -.40

.49 -.56 .54 -.34

.47 -.66 .45 -.42

.52 -.43 .59 -.10

.57 -.50 .53-.37



TABLE 4.6 (continued)

Bill ro. Bill Description
Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains

AB 592 Pertains to the reorganization of
local districts, mainly city and
non-school districts.

AB 2710 Requires 90-day notice prior to fil-
irg of charges of unprofessional
conJuct arain:A t pemaLent cmoloyce of
a school district. Provides for report
by statewide professional organization.

AB 500 F Provides for 1965 Stute budget.

ACA 51 Authorizes Legisisture to excmot new
or expanding businesses from Property
taxation for 10 years if business in in
a county where defense industry or mili-
tary installation has been phased out
and the new industry employs generally
the same persons.

SB 1 D Makes appropriation for support of
State government for 1966-67 fiscal
year.

AB 2717 C Authorizes city to imocse income tax
on city residents in accordance with
provisions of the Calif. Personal
Income Tax Law.

AB 1539

AB 257

Requires that unified school districts
with a.d.a. of less than 25,000, high
school districts under 5,000 and ele-
mentary districts under 10,000 use
curriculum material prepared by county
supt. rather than publish similar

.

materials.

Permits teacher transfcring to another
school district to transfer leave of
Absence.

AB 1507 Changed definition of "necessary small
school" by specifying that such school
is an elementary school with an a.d.a.
of less than 101, exclusive of 7th and
8th grades.
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I II III IV

.72 .67 -.42 .l6 -.50

.70 .60 -.39 .57 -.40

.69 .47 -.38 .39 -.39

.67 .37 -.34 .61 rr,

.66 .63 -.35 .55 -.26

.62 .26 -.29 .52 -.58

.60 .47 --.39 .33 -.40

.58 .38 -.37 11.7 -.35

.57 .45 -.46 .18 -.44



TABLE .6 (continued)

No. Bill Description
Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Dsmainc

III IV itI II

ACR 156 C Creates Joint Committee on Higher -.1t6 -.29

Education to study problems of higher

cduention.

AB 853 Provides that the 11PIIIC "California -.117 -.27

State Colleges" and the ?me of any
state college be property of the state.

AB 1920 (See Al) 1920 C above.) -.44 -.27

An 1474 Pertains to teacher negotiations. -.60 -.311

Major bill, Winton Act.

AB 14-711 C (See above.) -.73 -.41
Al) 295 Provides clarification of terru .413 .35

"local agency" and "legislative bot.:y."

Al: 1111 B Pertains to the STRS and the OASDI. .57 .44

Al3 1275 Provides that "academie subject matter -.52 -.30

area" for purposes of administrative
or supervision credentials inolucic v.
physical ed., industrial arts, home
ec., health ed., and business education.

AB 931 Provides that savings and loan asso-
ciations may arrange for collection

of savings from school children by
principal, teachers or collectors.

-.411 -.26

/in 16tH Authorizes County Superintendent of -.30 -.19

Schools with Board of Education ap-

proval to employ personnel to conduct

research.

fd3 145 BC Ratifies Compact for Education. .29 .27

SB 19 R (See SB 19, cluster 1.) -.08 -.06

AB 52 B Increases sales and use tax to 14. .08 .23
Revises law re state support for
public schools.

.37 -.22 .16

.85 -.22 .23

.84 -.22 .05

.75 -.30 .36

.75 -.37 .29
-.66 .30 -.38

-.62 .34 -.41

.59 -.31 .13

.57 -.23 .10

.110 -.17 .05

-.39 -.09 .01

.33 .15 -.09

.23 .01 .15



TABU 4.6 (continued).

Bill No. Bill Description
Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains

Cluster 4

AB 9

BB 675

AB 769 C

Creates commission..to study the .status .52
of Women in various fields and report
to Legislature.

Creates Commission on the Status of .50
Women.

Pertains to mental retardation .57

AB 2274 Authorizes Dept. of Rehabilitation to .54

expand services to implement an anti-
poverty program.

AB 655 .Permits school district governing
board to provide for field trips to a
foreign country by pupils in a secon-
dary school.

II III IV V

.43 -.24 .99 -.20

.32 -.24 .93 -.31

.22 -.27 .71 -.5h

.23 -.29 .70 -.32

.48 .4o

SCA 4 B Declares it to be in the best interests .43 .52
of the .state' to conserve undeveloped
open space lands.

AB 1609 Provides for authorization of creden-
tials for limited service for the
teaching of the mentally retarded.

AB 946 Requires public meetings of legisla-
tive bodies of local agencies except
in certain personnel matters.

ACA 19 Requires public meetings by U.C.
Regents except in certain personnel
matters and those relating to national
security.

AB 554 Provides that a public employee be
entitled to the difference between his
military pay and his salary for the
first 30 days he is on military leave.

Cluster 5

AB 52 BC (See AB 52 B, cluster 3.)

AB 52 BF tl ,, It

.20 .20

.21 -.10

.06 -.14

.27 .23

-.36 -.11

-.36 -.11

-.33 6o .16

-.25 .6o .02

-.09 .50 -.25

-.15 .47 -.37

.39 -.15

-.22 .37 -.14

.29 -.34 .84

.28 -.34 .84



TABLE 4.6 (continued)

Bill No. Bill. Description

-.---_
Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains
I II III IV V

SB 2 BF Creates Capital Outlay Fund for Public
Higher Education to draw income from
tidelond oil and dry as revenues from
Long Beach.

AB 1806 Requires reimbursement of school
district employee and payment of attor-
ney fccs when dismissal case is settled
in favor of employee or proceedings are
discontinued.

AB 312 Provides that school district assess-
ment rates conform to statewide
average assessment level.

A13 3329

AB 500

AB 870

AB 432

AB 432 R

AB 98 BC

AB 562

Provides for a uniform achievement
test for each grade level in statewide
testing program.

Provides for 1965 state budget.

Imposes hotel tax of 4%.

Pertains to news coverage of govern-
mental agencies.

(See above.)

Pertains to motor vehicle pollution
control.

Provides for a fee from school
districts to Dept. of Ed. for review
of school building construction plans.

.01 -.07 .04 .13 -.58

.22 .01 -.05 .36 -.55

.211 -.05 -.22 .21 -.54

.4o .04 -.22 .31 -.47

.112 .41 -.22 .26 -.46

.27 .22 -.02 .34 -.42

.14 -.15 .10 .22 -.39

.02 -.08 .14 .32 -.39

-.04 -.08 .23 -.13 -.26

.13 .13 -.01 -.10 -.13
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another party. Most of the education interest groups in California seem
to adopt a bi-partisan or n nonpartisan strategy. The California Feder-
ation of Teachers is, of course, the exception; it aligns itself firmly
-ith the liberal wing of the Democratic party.

Cluster 2: Interest Group Consensus. The issues in cluster 2 have
no common substantive content. The major issues in cluster 2 are con-
cened with lowering the voting requirement for incurring school district
indebtedness from the 67Z majority to a 50Z or 60V majoritv. Powever,
there are a nunber.of other issues mixed in with measures pertaining to
the incurrence of school district indebtedness. A bill to ratify the
Compact for Education, an appropriation to finance faculty research in the
state colleges, the regulation of non-resident apprentice tuition, dis-
crimination in employment, and the requirement that classified employees
of a school district be subject to one or another of the civil service
systems, are all measures in cluster 2. What is common in cluster 2 is
the party affiliation of the authors who carried the bills in cluster 2.
They are, with one exception, all Democrats. however, this is not start-
ling in a partisan legislature. Inevitably, the bills carried by members
of the minority party will receive less favorable hearing at the committee
stage. What is startling about the measures in cluster. 2 is the fact
that there was such a high degree of consensus among, the interest groups
on the bills which received this response from the Assembly. A total of
50 positions were recorded on the hills in this cluster by seven major
groups. Forty-four of the registered positions favored the measures; only
six opposed positions were taken. In Table 4.4 we note that the corre-
lation between clusters 1 and 2 is .30. One may therefore draw the
inference that issues and measures on which there is a high degree of
,inter.- interest ,group agreement, even in a partisan legislature, '.ill not
call forth a partisan response. Inter-interest group agreement or con-
sensus, in other wordA, intervenes and ameliorates the partisan response
to education.

Cluster 3: Educational Conservatism. Cluster 3 is hiehl.i nezatively
correlated with cluster 1 (the inter-domain correlation is -.63). Cluster
3 is about as highly negatively correlated as clusters 2 and 4 are posi-
tively correlated with cluster 1. Cluster 1 divided the parties; cluster
2 divided the Republican party mainly. Cluster 3, however, divides the
Democratic party. The liberals in the Democratic party voted against the
measures in cluster 3.

Cluster 3 is distinguished both in terms of content and in terms of
the patterns of behavior of the major interest groups on the various
measures in it. First, cluster 3 contains measures which counter student
unrest. Indeed, the four most highly correlated roll-calls with cluster 3
are on issues which are designed to restrict radicalism on the campuses.
The next most highly correlated rollallis are on the famous Winton Act
which introduced teacher negotiations but did not go far' enough for the
FederaeLon of Teachers. The legislation proposed in cluster 3 would appeal
to hard-core conservatives and a good many moderates. It would he anathema
to the hard-core liberals all of whom are in the Democratic party by this
time. It is with this hard-core coalition of liberals that the Federation
of Teachers had its strongest tics. Of the 11 roll-calls in cluster 3,
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The California Federation of Teachers opno:ed eight. It did not support
even one measure in this clunter. It is interesting to note t.hat the
California Teachers Association gill, the Winton Dill, received the sane
response as did other pieces of legislation which would appeal to the more
ideologically conservave legislators. The Federation of Teachers, on
the other hand, was radicalizing its on image by taing the positions it
did on all the bills in this cluster.

It is interesting to note that this is the only cluster.of the five
in which there was a sprinkling of both Republican and Peeocratle authors
of bills. It appears that the Unruh coalition was, by 1965, willing to
give the conservative wing of the Asseehly its occasional taste of success.
This was not the case during 1%2, 1963, and 1964.

Cluster 4: Oulity of Life. Cluster 4 exhausts about the same
percentage of variance in the correlation matrix as cluster 3, and as has
been noted, it has about the same degree of relationship, though in oppos-
ite directions, as cluster 3 with cluster 1. Cluster 4 in very difficult:
to interpret. The measures it contains are all mildly proercseive but
there is no substantive theme running through them. or is there any
discernible pattern of support and opposi tion from the interest groups.
Perhaps the main clue to its interpretation is the fact that selected
moderate and conservative southern California Republicans voted in oppos-
ition to the measures in this cluster. This is not to say that the
opposition comes from Southern California Republicans, nor is it to say
that it COMS from conservative Republicans. The oppontion comes reom a
strange mixture of Southern California conservative and moderate uhli-
cans. however, a closer examination of those who voted in opposition to
measures in cluster 4 shows that many were highly involved in education,
at least on those committees which were concerned with education matters.
Assemblymen Flournoy, Minkeley, Lanterman, Thelin, Vesey, Collier, Biddle
-- all highly involved in education in one way or another -- were the core
opposition group to measures in cluster 4. The votes these men cast: in
opposition to these measures may simply reflect their frustration with
the chairman of the Education Committee, Gus Garrigus, or it may reflect
a small coalition of highly involved Republican assemblymen under the
guidance of Mr. Flournoy.

Cluster 5: The Unruh Inter-Party Coalition. There are several, facts
which should be taken into account In interpreting thie last dimension of
roll-call voting in the Assembly of 1955-56. First, it should be noted
that the three most integral definers of cluster 5 are bills which were
introduced in the sessions of 1966, just prior to the 1966 general clec-
tion. Second, these three definers are roll-call votes taken on either
amendments which the Senate made to the bill or on conference committee
recommendations. Third, the opposition to measures in cluster 5 came frem
both the Democratic and Republican parties. Those who voted against these
measures were led by Gordon Winton, a previous candidate for the Speaker-
ship in fall of 1961. Cordon Winton was a man whom Mr. Unruh had never
forgiven for this opposition. These three facts might lead one to suspect
that those who favor these issues (or voted against those which are
reflected) were members of a very broadly based inter-party coalition
which Hr. Unruh tried to develop in 1966. To be sure, this coalition
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included members of both parties. Those who voted for the measures in
cluster S ray have done so out of conviction; but the majority who voted
for these reasures were also voting for bills authored by ?tr. Unruh
hirself (AB 52).

SUMMarV

The cluster analysis of roll-call voting in 1965-66 uncovered five
major dimensions of voting. An attempt has been made to interpret: each
of them. We may summarize this chapter as follows: (1) the major and
most general dimension of roll-call voting is one which divides the
parties; (2) a partisan response to education is ameliorated by a high
degree of consensus on the part: of the major education interest groups;
(3) the level of integration in a legislature structures its response to
educotion in a hig:ly p:c14cto'.1c vny; (4) inlarc.st group positions arc
irrelevant to a legislature's response to education when those issues

have a partisan interest. What determines the partisan interest of an
education issue is, of course, unspecifiable except in context.

There is, perhaps, one more observation which can be made on the
basis of the data presented thus far. In a highly integrated and partisan
legislative setting there emerges a more prograrnatic approach to educa-
tional legislation. That is to say, although the clusters seem to cover
a wide range of education issues, several of the dimensions seem to repre-
sent a slightly more programmatic and coordinated approach to education
legislation. Cluster 3, for example, represents a conservative program;
cluster 1, a Democratic party program. Cluster 2, of course, is not
really a program but at least it is a series of measures on which interest
groups representing a variety of constituencies can agree. The problem
of a programmatic approach to educational legislation will be explored
further in the concluding chapter.



THE SENATE, 1963-1964

Thirty-two Senate roll-calls on education and related measures were
selected for the sessions of 19(3 and 1964. Three of these 32 roll-calls
were concurrency votes; one was a vote taken on a conference committee
report. The selected rollcalls Imre taken on 29 bills, 15 were Senate
bills and 14 wore Assembly bills. Of the total number of bills, 19 vore
signed into, law, one was pocket vetoed by the Covernor, two were filed
with the Secretary of State, two were refused passare in the Senate, four
were lost in an Assembly cohmittee, and one was refused passage on the
Assembly floor.

The hills selected for the Senate roll-call analysis covered a wide
range of issues. However, the bills on which roll-calls met the criteria
of variance and participation in the Senate have a distinctive urban focus.
Particularly, there seems to have been a division in the Senate on measures
which the state might undertake to ipprovn urban education and conditions
pertaining to it, as well as on the funding and orpaniantion of urban
services. That conflict or disagreement should occur in the Senate on
these issues is not surprising. The Senate was, after all, a body which
largely over-represented the rural areas, in contra-distinction to the
Assembly which approximated representation by population.

Interest groups were very active on the selected bills. The disagrec-
ments between the various interests groups are much the same on the selec-
ted bills for the Senate analysis as they were for the Assembly analysis
for the same sessions.

Evaluation of the Cluster Solution

The sum of communalities for the selected roll-calls is 16.59, again
somewhat proportionately higher than for the Assembly analysis for tare
same term. The root mean square of raw correlations is .37, compared to
'.29 for the comparable analysis. The magnitude of these two statistics
for the Senate indicates that Senate roll-call votins, on education and
related matters is, comparatively, more highly predictable than in the
Assembly for the sessions of 1963-64.

Pour dimensions of roll-call voting were discovered in the cluster
analysis of the correlation matrix among the 32 roll-calls. Table 4.7
shows the sufficiency of this four-dimension solution, the generality of
the key cluster dimensions, and the inter-relationships among them.

That the cluster solution is highly satisfactory is indicated in
Section A of Table 4.7. The proportion of communalities exhausted after
four dimensions have been factored out is .90; the proportion of mean
squares of the raw correlation matrix exhausted after four dimensions is
also .90. The residual correlation remaining after four dimensions is
only .01.

In Section B, we find that two of the four dimensions have patterns of
t.

Y variance which are very general; the two others are much more specific.
V. Clusters 1 and 2 have reproducibilities of the mean square of correlations
...
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TABLE 4.7

SUFFICIENCY AND GENERALITY OF KEY CLUSTER DIMENSIONS OF SENATE
ROLL-CALLS oa EDUCATIO1 MEASURES, 1963-6h, AND THE

RELATIONOHUS AMONG THE CLUSTERS

Cluster Dimensions
II III IV

A. Sufficiency of Oblique Clusters

Proportion of sum of estimated.
communalities exhausted

.52 .17 .11 .10

Cumulative proportion of
communalities exhausted

.52 .69 .80 .90

. Cumulative proportion of mean .8o .86 .89 .90
square of raw r matrix exhausted

Residual correlation remaining after
each successive dimension (EMS)* .03 .02 .01 .0].

B. Generality of Oblique Clusters

Reproducibility of mean
squares of correlations

.66 .72 .06 .22

Reproducibility of communalities .57 .60 .18 33

C. Raw Correlations Between Cluster
Scores ("factor estimates")

I (.94) .7h .15 .48
11 74 (.95) .25 .47

.15 .25 (.85) .12
IV .118 .47 .12 (.73)

D. Estimated Inter-Domain Correlations

I 1.00 .78 .17 .58
II .78 1.00 .27 56III .17 .27 1.00 .36
IV .58 .56 .16 1.00
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of .66 and ;72, respectively. Cluster 3 has a reproducibility of .06,

and cluster 4 has a reproducibility of .22.

In Sections C and D, we note the high intercorrelations between
clusters 1 and 2, between 1 and 4, and between 2 and 4. Cluster 3, the

most specific form of variance, is relatively indePendent. Clusters 1

and 2 overlap the most (with an inter-domain correlation of .73).

Table 4.8 shows the inner structnrc of the four clusters. The roli-
abilities range from .f35 to .95; the domain validities ranre from .92 to

.98. The magnitude of the reliahilities and the domain validities would
seem to indicate that the response of the Senate to education moasures
during these sessions vas well structured.

Only five of the 32 roll-calls may be considered untone, hnvinp
communality value of less than .2f with one or another of the cluster
direnr,ions. This is somewhat a lower percenta,e of unique variance than
we found in the Assembly for the comparable sessions. 1,'otice should he

taken of the fact that, unlibe the Assealy, the unique patterns of roll-
cal] voting in the Senate are on Senate bills.

Dimnsions of Roll-Call voting

Table 4.9 shows the correlation of roll. - calls on various bills with

each of the oblique cluster domains. An attempt will now be made to
interpret each of the four clusters.

Cluster 1: The Expansion of Governmental Services. The first: cluster

of roll-calls were taken on measures which have only one common element,
namely, they provide for an expansion of governmental services to people.
Each of the bills in this cluster vas carried by a fairly liberal and
progressive Democrat. Among the authors were Senators Short, Eodda and
Rattigan, and Assemblymen Knox, Elliot, and Carroll. The education inter-
est: groups tended to support measures in this; cluster. Seventy-five
percent of the registered positions by interest groups were in support of
these measures; only 25Z of the positions taken were in opposition. It

is noteworthy that the California Federation of Teachers as well as the
Department of Education supported most of the measures and opposed none.
The measures in this cluster seem to represent the meeting point of the
more radical Federation of Teachers and the State Administration of
Education.

The measures in this cluster, as has been said, seem to be concerned
with the extension of governmental services to people. For example, one
bill allows local districts and counties to establish child care centers,
another is concerned with duty-free lunch periods for teachers, a third
extends bereavement leave provisions. These measures are not reformist
nor are they radical departures from existing policy. They arc mildly
progressive, and consequently, received the overwhelming support of the
Senate. The only opposition to these measures came from a corn of con-
servative Republican senators, largely representing the exurbnn counties.
Senators Bradly, Lagomarsino, Schrade, and F.ackstrand led the opposition
in the Senate.
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TABLE 4.8

INNER, STRUCTURES OF CLUSTERS OF EOLL-CALL VOTES ON
EDUCATION MRASUAS, SMATE, 1963-64

Variables
Spill No.) Definers

Oblique
Factor
Coeff.

Commun-

z:.Lit v

Average
R with
Definers

ability
Variable:.:

Sinfly

C-Reli-
ability
Variables
Addod Co:.ul.

Cluster 1

.99

.95

.93

.80

.67

.6]

.59

1.00

.93
94
.66

.54

.46

.4o

.81

.78

.77

.66

.55

.50

.49

513 939
An 617
AB 128 B
SJR 2 R I)

eAB 226
SB 635 1)

AB 120 D

SB 1221 .49 .28 .40 93 93
A-ReliabJ li ty = .94

Domain Validity ... .97

$

Cluster 2

AB 1663 .98 1.03 .80
SB 170 .88 .81 .72
AB Boo .88 .8]. .71
AB 1110 .Si .71 .66
AB 1662 .81 .75 :66

SB 857 .79 .76 .6h

AB 3713 .73 .57 .6o
SB 445 -.ft .41 .49
SB 468 .119 .28 .ho .94 .94

ACA 29 .43 .26 .35 .94 .94

SB Go CB .37 .33 .95 .95

A-Reliability =.95
Domain Validity = .98

Cluster 3

SB 153-C .84 .89 .63

AB 145 F ,75 .66 .56

SB 52 .66 .58 .5o
ACA 13 .24 .32 .18 . .81 .81
A-Reliability =.85
Domain Validity = .92
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TABM 4.8 (continued)

B-Reli C-Reli-
Oblique Averap ability ability

Vari.ableo Factor Cormazn- R with Variables Varinbles

I(Bill No.) De fi nr Coeff . alty inor Sin1y A0 Cni.

Cluster 4

Si) 52 C D .77 .41I .53

AB 145 B D .65 .52 . .44

AB 590 D .64 .44 .44

AB 2247 .41 .23 .28 .72 .72

A-Reliability .-, .85

Domain Validity , .92

00 Ow 00 0 00 00 .0 Ow 00 Ow

Unique Varit-tbleg

SB 121
SB 60 B
SB 275
SB 866
SB 1248
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TABLE 4.9

CORRELATIONS OP SEEECTED SENATE ROLL-CALLS ON SELECTED EDUCATION 3ILLf1
WITH OBLIQUE CIUSTER DIMEPSIONS OF -SENATE VOTING, 1963-64

Bill No. Bill Description
Correlation with Obi) rue'

Cluster Domains

CluAer 1

SB 959

AB 617

113 123

Allows a district or county to
establish child-care centers.

Includes mother-in-1:w a:'..
in-law as "immediate family" in
bereavement leave of absence pro-
visions..

B Adds to the present sehool civic
center and community recreation
mpenditure purposes for which a
special statutory override ti: nay
be levied, the purpose of expendi-

Still 2 R

AB 226

SB 638

AB 120

SB 1221

I 1'T III IV

.99

.95

.71

.74

.h2

.18

.17

.25

.48

.43

),

tures involved in providing duty-
free lunch periods for teachers--
Urgency measure.

Asks California, state employees be
excluded. from Hatch Act..

.30 .62' .18 .4o

Prohibits charging nonresident
tuition to child or spouse of univer-

.67 .64 -.02 .51

sity or state college academic employee.

Public school testing program. Re-
quires result to be reported to State

.61 .56 -.04 .51

Board annually by State Department of
Education.

Brings child-care center personnel
under merit system. .60 .54

.06 .50

Sets tuition to be paid a high school
district for elementary district

.49 .41 .13 .16

students' junior high attendance and
provides special tax to cover the
costs.
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TABLE 11.9 (continued)

No. Bill Description

Correlation with Oblique
Cluster Domains

I :CI III 1V

Cluster 2

AB 1663 Creates coordinating council on .63
urban policy to investigate urban
development prob101113

SB 170 Allows Corfunissi071 on Flual anp .63
meat **Opportunities for leachers to
aid local districts in solving .prob-
lems .of d.e facto segregation.

AB 800 The "austerity" or "stripped down" .74
budget act of 1963.

AR MO Allows all districts to levy tax for .76

employee hr..,F.3.th andwolfare benefits.

AB 1662 Creates the Local Agencies Fon-nation .73
Commission.11ride up of nine numbers
appointed. by the Governor. Specifies
the function of the cov9mission to

approve or disapprove of incorpora
tion of cities and formation of spe-
cial districts and. to study-the state
law with regard thereto. Suspends

formation proceedings until connission
has rendered decision a.nd. terminates
proceedings if commission disapproves
formation.

SB 857

AB 37 B

SB 445

SB 468

Provides for a teacher exchange pro- .71

gram with foreign countries and the
recruitment of foreign born Americans
as foreign language teachers.

(No description given.) .49

Provides that a prompt and reasonable -.43.
search for evidence, after a lawful
arrest for, specified. narcotic: offense,
of arrested. person's vehicle, house,
apartment, or room shall be deemed.
incident to the arrest.

Authorizes marketing orders under the .40

California I-trketing Act of 1937 to
limit the total quantity of an agri-
cultural commodity handled during a

144

.93 .23 .115

.8E3 .40

.88 .06 .50

.81 .34 .54

.81. .02 .61

.79 .46 ..32

.73 .12 39

-.61 -.33 -.33

.49 -.06 .22



TABLE 4.9 (continued)

Bill No. Description

Correlation with Oblique'
Cluster Domains

I II III IV

marketing season, as well as any
specified. period, and to establish
producer marketing quotas prior to
or during the planting or production
season.

Si) 6tti EI:cmp'65: inquiry as to applicants'

place of birth in a form of applica-
tion for employment by the State or
any politic:al subdivision thc.reof
from general prohibition againat such
inquiry on employment application.

/CA -29 Eequirs 60% vote, rather than 2/3
vote, by electors On incurring in-
debtedness by county, city, board. of
education or school district.

SB 60 CB An act relating to the tide lands and
submerged lands granted by the State
to the City of Long Beach, and the
revenues therefrom.

SB 60 B (See above.)

Cluster 3

SB 153 C Provides for submission to voters at
1964 general elect of the State
Beach

-.30 -.34 -.07 -.lh

.28 ..43 .37 .26

-.3h -.40 -.15 .08

-.09 -.22 -.16 -.08

.27' .30 .84 -.12

Parks Recreational and Histori-
cal Bond. Act of 1964, which if adopted
would. authorize issuance, subject
to state general obligation bond law,
of bonds in the amount of one hundred
and fifty million dollars to provide
funds to acquire and. establish beaches,
parks, recreational facilities and
historical monuments.

AB 145 F Grants additional 51.7 million dollars .32 .39 .75 .41

to school districts during 1964-65
fiscal year, and a maximum amount of
119.2 million donors in 1965-66 and
in each year thereafter. Increases all

elementary and high school foundation
programs in 1964-65 by $10.00 per ADA
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TABLE 4.9 (continued)

No. Bill Der.cription

Correlation with Oblique
Chtster Domains

IV

to levels of $249.00 and *339.00
respectively. Distri.rtS will receive

an addition:,.]. *10.00 for each pupil in
AD contains first increase in adult
education support. since ].953. Con-

tains class size provision. Unifica-

tion policies statf.:(1.

SB 52 Calls for a survey of State Colleges
needed and adeauaey of service ren-
dered by existing institutLons.

-ACA 13 Permits investments of public retire -.

ment.funds (STRS excluded) in cor-
porate stock or shares.

SB 12 B Provides for financing the public
schools over the next 2 years.

SB 1248 School district re-omenization
elections. Adds as an alternative
requirement for carrying a unifica-
tion proposal where a majority of
votes arc east in one district or
portion of a district, that the pro-
posal be carried by 2/3 of all votes

cast. Xffective only if SB 718 is

enacted..

Cluster 4

SB 52 C (See above in Cluster 3.)

AB 145 B (See above in Cluster 3.)

AB 590 Provides program of state grants to
improve and extend local-library ser-
vice.

AB 2247 Changes vote requirement for library
district bonds to a simple majority.

SB 275 In lieu tax payments.

-.20 -.03 .66 .07

-.14 .19 .24 -.13

-.17 ..12 -.19 -.16

.10 ..03 .25 -.15

.21 .31 .21 .77

.57 .4° -.00 .65

.42 .45 .12 .611

.22 .19 .21 .41

.17 .07 .12 .23
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Cluster 2: Urban Improvement. The second cluster, and somewhat more
general than the first, contains measures which are concerned with urban
problems. AB 1663 creates a coordinating council on urban policy, SL 170
allows the Commission on Equal. Embloyttent Opportunities for Teachers to
assist local school districts in solving problems of the defacto segre-
gation, An 800, the budget bill for 1963, carried a number of programs
for urban development. The authors of hills in cluster 2 are all Demo-
crats, and most of them form the liberal end of the spectrum.

The education interest grOups registered positions of support for
most of these bill's. The one exception was the California School Boards
Association. School boards Association, with its large rural and small
town membership, was not favorable toward urban development legislation.
Thus, it deviated in its postions with respect to bills in cluster 2 from
eat.h of the other major education interest groups.

In many respects, the mensures in cluster 2 renresent a companion
program to the measures in cluster 1, in the sense that they are dosi'lled
for, the improvement of local government. However, the measures in cluster
2 received a much morn pervasive opposition from the i:epublican party.
Indeed, there was a total split of the two parties on mensures in cluster
2. The Republicans opposed these measures ; the Democrats supported the.

Cluster 3: The Funding and Organization or Urban Services. The most
specific variance on roll-call voting in the Senate in 1963 6!i is found on
the measures in cluster 3. These measures seem to be concerned with the
funding and organization of services in urban areas. The measures found
much support among the Republican senators who were concerned with the
adequacy of state colleges and the services they provided, ns well with
state financing of locnl school district programs. The urban emphasis of
the measures in cluster 1, as well as the large scale changes required by
the School District Reorganization Act (AB 145) caused consternation among
the rural democrats who rallied to oppose these measure s.

Cluster 4: The Structure of Educational Organization and Finance.
The measures in cluster 4 are concerned with structuring the organization
of state education and with the improvement of state library services.
An examination of interest group positions, authorship of the measures
represented in this cluster, and the distribution of the Senate vote do
not reveal any meaningful data for the further interpretation of this cluster
of roll-calls. The measures in cluster 4 are, to some extent, more progressive
and require somewhat larger changes than those of cluster 3. The response to
the more progressive measures is by no means partisan, but the major opposition
came from conservative Republicans. The relatively high correlation of this
cluster domain with clusters 1 and 2 would seem to indicate that some modified
partisanship may be present in the Senate's response to these measures.
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CI1APTER V

EDUCATIONAL POLICY-NiVaNr; IN PARTISAN AND NON-PARTISAN
LECTSLATUNES: CONPAIUSWS AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this study was to analyze empirically
the development of partisanship in the California Legislature and its
effect upon educational issues during the period from 1955 through i966.
The transition from factnalism to partisanship in educational policy as
indicated by the voting record of the Assembly and Sentate allmald an
internal comparison of the shifting patterns of partisanahip within the
two honses. Soe.e external influences were also consMernd to 02 degree
to which they affected partisanahlp in educational policy-rahieg. Mese
external influences included the relationships between interest pyoups
and political parties, patterns of legialators' involvernnt in education,
and the legislative strategics of political parties with renpect to
education policy, This longitudinal stntdy revealed three progressive
phases and distinctive periods of development; each of these periods
lasted for your years.

The first period, beta:een 1955 and l95t). wos characterized an one
of transitional politics with a low level of partisanship but a high degree
of factionalism based upon ideological and .regional factors. During the
second period, between 1959 and 1962, partisanship was reintroduced into
both houses of the legislature, resulting in major reforus in educational
policy. The third period, from 19G3 to 19G6, was ieentified in this study
as one of intense partisanship. Prensure for reform within the urban
education centers and higher education was modified by the interval
restraints within the legislative system.

The study of the entire period (1955 to 1966) revealed a marked
transition from regional-ideological factionalism to intense partisanship
on the part of the legislators as reflected in their roll call votes upon
legislative issues.

Period I: Factional Non-Partisanship (1955 to 1955)

During the first part of this period the legislature was dominated
by Republicans elected largely from the rural areas of the north. This
had been accomplished in a large measure by the rather unique cross-
filing procedure which had been in effect since 1914 and had only recently
been modified for the 1954 election, and finally abolished in 1)59. The
dropping of crosJ-filing had a salutary effect for the Democrats in the
elections of 1956 and 1953, which made it possible for the Democrats to
control. the Assembly in 1959. During the first half of this four-year
period, the Assembly was factionalized and non-partisan, but by 1957-53
partisanship was taking shape.
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Analysis of roll call voting by Assemblymen on educational issuea
indicated that while the legialative body was in transition the developa.ent
of formal and informal political structairer were hindered thus mabing
legislative behavior leaa predictable. nuriag this Lima the leglai.ative

ntruct:ure was haaed upon regional end ideological. faction!; . On major

educational issuea the legislaZors often polarized toward liberals or
conservatives and rural, or urban interests depending upon the effects of
the individual issue to their aeographical or ideological conaideratioaa.
At other times, it van more v::pedient to respond to partisan strategies
thereby submerging their factional interests and preventing any one
faction from developing a coherent, systematic or programmatic approach
to edncational legislation. Y..;aaocational pressure groups therefore desifmed
programs which would diaplease no morn than one segment of the lerialature
at a tine. During Lhis time in aibich the Assenhly posaessed a high dearce
of factionalism and lov level partisanship, the interent groups wore
able to exert more influence than they would be able to attnin in a maro
partisan climate. Partisana^ip Yea beginning to tal:e nhape 4n the Aasembly
in 1957-5r, althnagh factionalism remand a dominant characteristic of
the Assembly's behavior towards education.

In 1955-56, the Senate was names:hat factionalized and non-partisan
althouf.h it vas a more unified body and the major division within the
Senate aeemed to be between the rural and urbao aenatorn. Any major split

in voting could he attributed to this factor rather than to partisanship.
It was able to resist to a greater dogrec none of the outside forcca and
pressures which canned stress and divisiGns within the .".sanmbly. Darin
the antre period of 155-5:1 the Senate was more ,nearned than was; the

Assembly with assisting the rural schools in the areas of finance, byildinga,
bond: and organization.

During this four-year period, the analysis of the roll call votes
and the official position taken by the California Teachers ;.ssocintion
(CTA) indicated that factionalism and non-partisanahip permitted the interest
groups to exert significant influence. This was accomplished by the CTA
coordinating the efforts, of many educational associations, including the
California Congress of Parents and Teachers to support educational meaaures
which were acceptable to most of the non-partisan and factional legislature.

Period TT: noderate Partisanship (J959-1962)

The California Legislature during this period of time clearly marked
itself as being moderately partisan in educational policy-raking. This

was accompliahed after the Democrats gained control of the Senate with
70 percent of the members and 55 percent of the Assembly in 195. They

also won the Governorship for the first time in many years. This newly
acquired dominance in state politics soon left its mark upon educational
legislation. Their party cohesion was ideologically based upon reforming
education.

Analysis of the authorship of the. 39 selected measures used in this
study leaves no doubt that the Democrats had taken control of the political
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system in Sacramento; of the 39 selected measures, 29 were cnrried 1' the

Democrats. Five of the Senate bills were authored by Republicans, but
only five of the 25 Assembly bills :ere carried by Fepublicaes.

During th
During this four-year period, the Assemblymen nasumed a nta,7 leadership

role and vied with the Senators in an attempt to make an indelible

imprint upon educational policy. In 1959-60, the Anaembly had 70 percent of

its 25 educational. hill.: signed into la, while the Senate had only
20 percent. In 196162 the Democratie Assembly compiled an even more
impressive record by having 100 percent of its 1S :;elected hills signed

by the Governor. During this term the Democrats in the Senate were
equally anxious to make their mark on the Stnteln educational policy by
having 60 percent of its selected bilis signed into 1;0. Included ameng

these was the controversial Fiaher Dill (SD 57). This bill made significant

reforms in the eredentialing or Lechcrg anll administrators over the
opposition of all major educational interest groups e-xcept the California
Federation of Teachers (CFT) and the California School. Boards Association
(CSaA).

The interest groups appeared to have a high degree of unanimity
concerning the measures they supported and opposed. They were unusually
active after bein,- so thorotwhly defeated cn certification and mandatory
foreign langnar,e bills in 196].. However, their legislative activities
appeared to have little effect upon the legislature.

The Remocrata' educational program was carried with moderate
partisanship strategy which was (mite consistent with the Mtjor 0!):1CetiVeS

of the interest 1..r-Japs in the educational establishment.

A comparison of the Senate's roll call volea with the Assembly's
voles indicates that the Senate was considerably more predictable upon
educational measures in 1959-60 than was the Assembly, and nore predictable
than Jt had been in 1957-55. An mamination of the educational bills
selected for this study indicates that during this period of moderate
partisanship, the suburban interests were better served than were the
rural and urban interests.

Increased partisanship was demonstrated by the solid opposition of
the Republicans to the Democratic proposals. Roticeable opposition emerged
from the conservative wing of both parties creating a polarization on malty
educational, issues. The rural element reasserted itself in the political
fray, deepening the cleavage between the liberal Democrats and conservative

Republicans.

Period III: Intense Partisanship (1963-1966)

The character of the California Legislature changed significantly
during the period 1963 - 1.966. Several factors are responsible for this

change. Reapportionment of the Assembly vaa accomplished in 1962, while
the Senate resisted this radical restructuring until 3966. Reapportionment

provided the Democrats with an opportunity to use intensive partisan
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strategies to gain irmediate domjnation of the Asserbly with the 1962

election. The nully elected SpeaLeC of the Assembly throogh his partisan
cormittee assignments proclaimed an end to moderacy and a beginning of

intense partisanship. Ee fortified this partisanship position by changing
certain Asaemly rnics to insure the election or the Speaier by a caucus
of the majority petty. Since 1955 the ;:erocrats had increased their

membership in the Assembly in leas than a decade by more than 50 percent
and occupied almost two-thirds of the seats in the lower house.

TAile the Senate possi:ssed a higher pc:zee:nine of Democrats than 'lid
the Assembiy, it failed to achieve as high a degree of cohesive partisan-
ship while struggling under the stress of inevitable reapportionment,
attempting to maintain leadership in the area of educational policy-
raking; much internal stress in the Senate reunited from emphasis by the
governor upon urban programs while 60 percent of the Senators came rrem
conservative rural constituencies.

The educational reforms of 1961 had often been achieved over the
combined influence of the edueationel interest groups. The CTA had been
dealt a devastating blow etith the passage of the Certification Bill (SD 57) .
During the 1963-66 era, the interest groups seemed to confuse the
legislature by speaking with so rany, and often conflicting, voices. The
interest groups were in almost couplete disarray, and ILl :; could partially
be attributed to the intensified partisanship within the legislature.
During the first part of this period (r63-64), the CTA atteepted to re-
group its political forces as it had suffered a disastrous defeat: with the
Fisher 1U1].. This period also saw an inc.:reale in the intensity of conflict
betaTeen management and labor. On the one hand, administrators more often
joined forces with governing boards and were opposed by both of the larger
teacher interest greups represented by the CTA and the CrT. Although it
was unable to secure the cooperation of the administrative groups on all
educational issues the CTA was a:)1c to keep the, administrators from actively
opposing the Winton Act which gave teachers the right to negotiate with the
school boards. On this one measure the School.Soards Association and the
California Federation of Teachers joined forces to actively oppose this
bill but were able to achieve only minor modifications in its final form.

The analysis of the roll call votes during this span or tire (1963-66)
indicates that the legislature employed political strategies to maintain
the educational reforms which had been attained in 396). In some instances
the legislature was willing to make minor modifications in some of the
reform legislation such as the credentialing bill and mandatory teaching of
foreign language in the elementary schools. The legislature also considered
it %rise to utilize another political strategy of-introducing controversial
legislation on major issues which would occupy both the interest groups
and the legislators so they would be unable to negate the reform legislation
achieved earlier. This they did through the introduction of a school
district reorganization plan which pitted the various interest groups and
legislative factions against each other thuS occupying their time and

diverting their energies.
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Dnring the last 11,111- of this period the edncalional pressure gronnn

throughout California had partially sueceded in harooeizing their forces
and were aide to generate considerahle arecienL on given isnues. They
were able to agree that the majority vote needed in hond elecLiona shatild
ae reduced from 6r, 2/3 percent to (.0 percent, alao on a stateoidc testing
program for each prade level, and on a nerher of other edueaLional measurer:
considered to he lens eignifieant.than the reform hills pa-:a ed in 1:1b1.
Although the interest groups -ere abie to cooperate on a numher of J,:suos
this neemed to have little effect_ opon legislative voting and thn legislators
inercaningly demonstrated their loyalty to the party.

The roll call vote reveals major cleavages developed during this
time over partisan insues and it is aino apparent that partisanship took
precedent over ideological conniderations in educational legialation.
Further onalysin shewa impartiality towIrds airy interest proup on the part
of the legislators. on the other hand, the California :*ederation of
Teachers (CET) attempted to align itself with the more lihoral elements of
the Democratic Party 1d the California School noerds Association (csnA)
sought the support of the more conservative leginlators.

During the early portion (11'.'63-64) of this period the Repuhlicans
contained many subgroups while the nenocrats were clove solidly structored
and able to enert a higher degree of cehesion and partina:n Also
during this early period partisanship developed a certain degre2 of
discipline on the pert of both the legislators and the interact groups
towards educational legislation ,::Leh had not hoen evidenced duriag the
factional period of the late 1950's.

Partisanship was demonstrated throughout the four-rear period of
7963-66. It was nore clearly visible in the ;Isscaahly than in the Senate
but the roll cal] votes reflect none division hetween the parties than
between the legislator:3 and the interest groups. The votes accentuate the
struggle on the part of both houses to receive credit for initiating
educational bills which might insure the re-election of the party
sponsoring these bills. The analysis of the voles also reveals a high
degree of centralization in both houses of the leginlature. in the lower
house the Speaker tenaciously guarded and controlled every aspect of the
legislative process while a is,ewocratie coalition under the leadership
of Senator Mier was able to guide educational legislation in the Senate.
The emphasis of the legislation during this period was largely upon
urban issues to the consternation of a number. of Senators who had been
selected by the rural-north electorate prior to the Senate reapportionment
in 1966. Analysis of the votes highlights the partisan behavior of the
legislature as being more predictive than it wts during the factional period
of the 50's. Perhaps because it was more predictable it lent itself to
a more systematic and programmatic approach to the solution of educational
issues on the part of the legislature.

In twelve years a vital part of the state's political system,
legisialure, was dramatically changed in composition, structure, organization,
and relationships. In the area of education the legislature's nodus
operandi changed radically from nonpartisan to intensely partisan.
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The nonpnrtisaonhin lind often refIrte0 r dur[nr, the HOOle Ws
vith the ennotront of lo;;islation thnt tTnero1126 !wr.ofitod ;lore rura]
area:: nud vnn esnon:ted I.,' the pocr !;n ';ii. rncoe..ded In

nt:nrly nli or tLa education:.. ptossuro p.rono!-:. The Inctionixed
ler,is3fsnce wa:.; not predIe.to:le hccao:;.: of t:rp and 10001nieni
divi;v6.6ne:::: lon;; raw p]atnin, in ;:te ;-roa of o:neation '.).A

difficult. ?he mOerate perio,3 of p;6111::nn.lhip of the lale 1/;'s nnA
aar3y Crl'u :.orle of L'.43!.L 1-.011(77nLiolmi 1-vrorrv.:.

These roforn:; of seciled to benefit L!in auC, mi.dd.!e incwe
;:rouls!,. Vic <!duenLiunal pro.:rur .:ronpr. Y.re so Ouck-nt.ce. 11:711L thy

hid 31:tie 1116,1net ul'on the IztLve reform.

Th n.! lintcoiso p0 L-iod of t!:e7: niddlo 60's reveoled
its voti.ni,, record .10.; loynity to fl.'. 1', henefiLlnp,

7.:%0 .;116:1:1;17. tilL. lts.! out!utt of n
Jegisinture vo.erni.J.y ;or' an0 pral..ctle in the
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7t poi tl to loth orl;;Inate and Init.:intr.!. much of the rolevant inforr!ation
gai.nOd from thc: inoritle;; /.;youpf; t,:hone vote.
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